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£l)c Commonroealtl) of iitassacf)iisctte.
REPORT OP THE COMMISSION ON INDUSTRIAL 
EDUCATION.
To the Honorable Senate and House of Representatives.
L e g i s l a t i o n  o n  I n d u s t b i a l  E d u c a t i o n .
Act of 1906.
The Massachusetts Commission on Industrial Education was 
established by chapter 505 of the Acts of 1906, which reads 
as follows: —
A n  A c t  to  e s t a b l i s h  t h e  c o m m i s s i o n  o n  i n d u s t r i a l  e d u c a t i o n .
S e c t io n  1. The governor, by and with the consent of the council, 
shall appoint a commission of five persons, to be known as the Com­
mission on Industrial Education, to serve for the term of three years, 
and to receive such compensation as the governor and council shall 
approve. The said commission on its organization shall appoint a 
secretary to be its executive officer, who shall not be a member of the 
commission, and who shall receive such salary as shall be approved 
by the governor and council, and the commission may employ super­
visors, experts in industrial and technical education, and such clerical 
and other service as may be found necessary. The necessary ex­
penses of the commission, including clerk hire, travelling expenses, 
stationery and all other incidental expenses, shall be paid out of the 
treasury of the commonwealth, as may be provided by law, but shall 
not exceed the sum of eight thousand dollars for the remainder of 
the present fiscal year.
S e c t io n  2. The commission on industrial education shall be charged 
with the duty of extending the investigation of methods of industrial, 
training and of local needs, and it shall advise and aid in the intro-
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d u c tio n  o f  in d u s tr ia l  ed u ca tio n  in  th e  in d ep en d e n t schools, as h e re in ­
a f te r  p ro v id e d ; a n d  i t  sh a ll p ro v id e  f o r  le c tu re s  on  th e  im p o rta n c e  o f 
in d u s tr ia l  ed u ca tio n  an d  k in d re d  su b jec ts , an d  v is it an d  r e p o r t  u p o n  
a ll sp ec ia l schools in  w hich  such  ed u ca tio n  is  c a rr ie d  on. I t  m a y  in itia te  
a n d  su p e r in te n d  th e  e s tab lish m en t a n d  m ain ten an ce  o f  in d u s tr ia l  schools 
f o r  boys a n d  g ir ls  in  v a rio u s  cen tres  o f  th e  com m onw ealth , w ith  th e  
co -o p era tio n  a n d  co n sen t o f  th e  m u n ic ip a lity  invo lved  o r  th e  m un ic­
ip a lit ie s  c o n s titu e n t o f  a n y  d is tr ic t to  be fo rm e d  b y  th e  u n io n  o f  tow ns 
a n d  c ities as h e re in a f te r  p ro v id ed . T he com m ission sh a ll have all 
n ecessa ry  p o w ers in  th e  co n d u ct a n d  m a in ten an ce  o f  in d u s tr ia l  schools, 
a n d  m o n ey  a p p ro p r ia te d  by  th e  s ta te  an d  m u n ic ip a lity  f o r  th e ir  m a in ­
ten an c e  sh a ll be ex p en d ed  u n d e r  its  d irec tio n .
S e c t io n  3. A ll c ities a n d  to w n s m ay  p ro v id e  in d ep en d e n t in d u s tr ia l 
schools f o r  in s tru c tio n  in  th e  p r in c ip le s  o f  a g r ic u ltu re  a n d  th e  do­
m estic  a n d  m echan ic  a r ts ,  b u t  a tte n d a n c e  u p o n  such  schools o f  chil­
d re n  u n d e r  fo u r te e n  y e a rs  o f  age  sh a ll n o t ta k e  th e  p lace  o f  a tte n d ­
ance u p o n  p u b lic  schools a s  re q u ire d  by  law . I n  ad d itio n  to  these 
in d u s tr ia l  schools, c ities a n d  to w ns m a y  p ro v id e  f o r  ev en ing  courses 
f o r  p e rso n s  a lre a d y  em ployed  in  tra d e s , a n d  th e y  m a y  also prov ide, 
in  th e  in d u s tr ia l  schools a n d  ev en in g  schools h e re in  au th o rized , fo r  
th e  in s tru c tio n  in  p a r t- t im e  classes o f  ch ild ren  betw een  th e  ages o f 
fo u r te e n  an d  e igh teen  y e a rs  w ho m ay  be em ployed  d u r in g  th e  re ­
m a in d e r o f  th e  day , to  th e  end  th a t  in s tru c t io n  in  th e  p rin c ip le s  and  
th e  p ra c tic e  o f  th e  a r ts  m ay  go  on to g e th e r :  provided, th a t  th e  inde­
p e n d e n t schools a u th o rized  in  th is  sec tion  sh a ll be a p p ro v e d  as to  lo­
ca tio n , courses an d  m eth o d s o f  in s tru c t io n  b y  th e  com m ission on in ­
d u s tr ia l ed u catio n .
S e c t io n  4 .  Tw o o r  m o re  cities o r  to w ns m a y  u n ite  as a  d is tr ic t 
f o r  th e  m a in ten an ce  o f  th e  in d u s tr ia l  schools p ro v id e d  f o r  in  th e  p re ­
ced ing  section , b u t no  such  d is tr ic t  sh a ll b e  c re a te d  w ith o u t th e  a p ­
p ro v a l o f  th e  com m ission  on in d u s tr ia l  education .
S e c t io n  5 . W h e n e v e r a n y  c ity  o r  to w n  o r  a n y  d is tr ic t, as p ro v id ed  
in  th e  p reced in g  section , sh a ll a p p ro p r ia te  m oney  f o r  th e  estab lishm en t 
a n d  e q u ip m en t a n d  m a in ten an ce  o f  in d e p e n d e n t schools f o r  in d u s tr ia l 
tr a in in g , th e  com m onw ealth , in  o rd e r  to  a id  in  th e  m a in ten an ce  o f  such 
schools, sh a ll p a y  a n n u a lly  f ro m  th e  t r e a s u ry  to  such  c ities, tow ns, o r 
d is tr ic ts  a  su m  p ro p o r tio n a te  to  th e  am o u n t ra ise d  b y  local ta x a tio n  
a n d  ex p en d ed  f o r  th e  s u p p o r t  o f  schools f o r  each  th o u san d  d o lla rs  o f  
v a lu a tio n , a s  fo llo w s: cities a n d  to w n s ex p en d in g  m o re  th a n  five dol­
la r s  f o r  each  th o u sa n d  o f  v a lu a tio n  f o r  th e  s u p p o r t o f  p u b lic  schools 
to  be re im b u rsed  b y  th e  com m onw ealth  to  th e  a m o u n t o f  one h a lf , 
th o se  ra is in g  an d  e x p en d in g  b etw een  fo u r  an d  five d o lla rs  p e r  th o u ­
sa n d  to  th e  a m o u n t o f one th ird , an d  those  ra is in g  a n d  ex p en d in g  
less th a n  f o u r  d o lla rs  p e r  th o u san d  to  th e  a m o u n t o f  one f if th , o f  th e  
cost o f  m a in ta in in g  in d u s tr ia l  schools : provided, th a t  no  p a y m e n t to  
a n y  c ity  o r  to w n  sh a ll be m ade  ex cep t b y  sp ec ia l a p p ro p r ia t io n  by  
th e  leg is la tu re .
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S e c t io n  6. The commission on industrial education shall make a 
report annually to the legislature relative to the condition and progress 
of industrial education during the year, stating what industrial schools 
have been established and the appropriations necessary for their main­
tenance, in accordance with the preceding section, and making such 
recommendations as the commission on industrial education may deem 
advisable; and especially shall the commission consider and report at 
an early day upon the advisability of establishing one or more techni­
cal schools or industrial colleges, providing for a three or four years’ 
course for extended training in the working principles of the larger 
industries of the commonwealth.
S e c t io n  7. The trustees of the Massachusetts Agricultural College 
are hereby authorized to establish a normal department for the pur­
pose of giving instruction in the elements of agriculture to persons 
desiring to teach such elements in the public schools, as provided in 
sections three and four: provided, that the cost of such department 
shall not exceed the sum of five thousand dollars in any one year, and 
that at least fifteen candidates present themselves for such instruction.
S e c t io n  8 . Section ten of chapter forty-two of the Revised Laws, 
and all acts and parts of acts inconsistent with this act, are hereby 
repealed. [Approved June 21, 1906.
Act of 1908.
Supplementary industrial education legislation was enacted 
by the passage of chapter 572 of the Acts of 1908, which reads 
as follows: —
A n  A ct  r e l a t iv e  to  t h e  c o m m i s s i o n  o n  in d u s t r i a l  e d u c a t i o n .
S e c t io n  1. The term of the commission on industrial education 
established by chapter five hundred and five of the acts of the year 
nineteen hundred and six is hereby extended from three years to five 
years.
S e c t io n  2. The governor, by and with the consent of the council, 
shall appoint a woman as an additional member of the commission.
S e c t io n  3. The commission shall have all necessary powers in the 
conduct and maintenance of independent industrial schools, and money 
appropriated by the commonwealth or by municipalities for their 
maintenance shall be expended under its direction or with its ap­
proval. Any city or town may also establish independent industrial 
schools in charge of a board of trustees which shall have authority 
to provide and maintain such schools. Such schools, if approved by 
the commission on industrial education as to location, courses and 
methods of instruction, shall receive reimbursement as provided in 
section four of said chapter five hundred and five.
S e c t io n  4 .  Any resident of Massachusetts may, with the approval 
of the commission on industrial education, attend an independent in-
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dustrial school, as provided for in this act,, located in any city or 
town other than that in which he resides, provided there is no such 
school supported in whole or in part by the city or town in which he 
resides, upon payment by the city or town of his residence of such 
tuition fee as may be fixed by said commission; and the commonwealth 
shall repay to any city or town one half of all such payments. If 
any city or town neglects or refuses to pay for such tuition, it shall 
be liable therefor, in an action of contract, to the legally constituted 
authorities of the school which the pupil attended under the approval 
of said commission.
S e c t io n  5. All ac ts  an d  p a r t s  o f  a c ts  in co n s is ten t h erew ith  are  
h e reb y  rep ea led . [Approved June 2, 1908.
Explanation of the Act of 1908.
The main features of this legislation are: ■—■
The extension of the term of the commission from three 
to five years; that is, until August, 1911.
The addition of a sixth member to the commission, who 
shall be a woman.
Further delegation to the commission of necessary powers in 
the conduct and maintenance of independent industrial schools.
Moneys appropriated for the maintenance of independent 
industrial schools, whether appropriated by the State or by 
municipalities, must be expended under the direction or with 
the approval of the commission.
Permission extended to any city or town to establish inde­
pendent industrial schools in charge of a hoard of trustees, 
and the empowering of such a hoard with authority to provide 
and maintain such schools.
Such schools must be approved by the commission as to 
location, courses and methods of instruction, in order to receive 
State aid as provided for in chapter 505 of the Acts of 1906.
The commission may grant permission to any resident of 
Massachusetts to attend an authorized independent industrial 
school in any other city or town than that of his residence, pro­
vided that his own town does not maintain such a school in 
whole or in part.
The commission may fix a tuition fee which the home town 
is required to pay in case of pupils resident in outside towns, 
the State to repay to the town one-half the tuition fee so paid.
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P e e s o m e l  o f  t h e  C o m m is s io n .
In accordance with the provisions of chapter 505 of the 
Acts of 1906, on Aug. 31, 1906, His Excellency the Governor, 
Curtis Guild, Jr., appointed as members of the commission 
the following: Paul H. Hanus, chairman, A. Lincoln Eilene, 
Charles IT. Winslow, Carlton D. Eichardson and .Mary Mor­
ton Kehew. The commission appointed as temporary secre­
tary Eobert A. Woods, who served from Oct. 15, 1906, to Jan. 
1, 1907, when Charles H. Morse of Cambridge was appointed 
secretary and executive officer.
In the fall of 1907 Mrs. Kehew resigned, owing to ill health, 
and the vacancy caused by her resignation was filled by the 
appointment of Mr. Milton P. Higgins of Worcester, on Jan. 
8, 1908, by His Excellency Governor Guild.
In compliance with the legislation of 1908, His Excellency 
the Governor appointed Miss Emily G. Balch, associate pro­
fessor of economics and sociology at Wellesley College, a mem­
ber of the commission, on June 23, 1908.
P u b l ic a t io n s  o f  t h e  C o m m is s io n .
Publications Previous to 1908.
The first report of the commission was published in the 
spring of 1907, as Public Document, No. 76. This report 
gives the following information: an account of the organiza­
tion of the present commission, and the selection of its secre­
tary and executive officer; the conclusions reached by the pre­
liminary Commission on Industrial and Technical Education ; 
a statement of the initial point of view and the provisional 
policy of the present commission; the relations of the commis­
sion to local communities, and local initiative in the establish­
ment of schools; a preliminary study of the subject of schools 
of agriculture ; the consideration of further investigations ; a 
preliminary study of the need of a higher industrial or techni­
cal college; the creation of a system for the distribution of 
circulars of information regarding industrial education, to be 
issued from time tp time in the form of bulletins ; a state­
ment of the situation in several different cities of Massachu-
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setts regarding the establishment of local industrial schools; 
excerpts from the introductory remarks of the chairman of 
the commission at conferences held by the commission; an 
article by the chairman of the commission on the industrial 
continuation schools of Munich, Bavaria, and a specimen of 
the bulletins issued by the commission, giving an account of 
the Munich School for Jewelers’ Apprentices; a table of sta­
tistics regarding Massachusetts manufacturers; courses of study 
in several industrial schools already established in the United 
States.
Bulletins.
Bulletin No. 1: Industrial Continuation Schools for Jewelers’ and 
Gold and Silver Workers’ Apprentices, pp. 12. Boston, 1907.
Bulletin No. 2: Industrial Continuation Schools for Male Com­
mercial Employees, pp. 12. Boston, 1907.
Bulletin No. 3: Industrial Continuation Schools for Machinists’ Ap­
prentices. pp. 12. Boston, 1907.
Bulletin No. 4: Industrial Continuation Schools for Mechanicians’ 
Apprentices, pp. 15. Boston, 1907.
Bulletin No. 5: Industrial Continuation Schools for Bookbinders’ 
Apprentices, pp. 11. Boston, 1907.
Bulletin No. 6: Industrial Continuation Schools for Gardeners’ Ap­
prentices. pp. G. Boston, 1907.
Bulletin No. 7: The Agricultural School, pp. 11. Boston, 1907.
Publications issued in 1908.
The second report of the commission, hearing the date Janu­
ary, 1908, was published as Public Document, NTo. 76 (pp. 
682). I t  contains information on the following points: act 
establishing the commission; members of the commission; ses­
sions of the commission; policies; investigations by the com­
mission during 1907; administrative activities; development of 
interest in industrial education; textile schools of Massachu­
setts ; exhibits of the commission outside the State; publications 
issued and received; inquiries extending the investigations 
of methods of industrial training and of local needs; in­
quiries by the secretary, by special agents, made in industries, 
regarding agricultural conditions, into general conditions pre­
vailing among the unemployed youth; lectures and addresses; 
reports upon special industrial schools in America and Europe, 
abstracts and summaries of reports given in full in the ap-
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pendices; inquiries sent to foreign industrial schools regard­
ing organization, scope and management; agricultural schools, 
their aim and scope, general outline of the instruction, special 
courses ; establishment of evening industrial schools at Beverly, 
Cambridge, New Bedford, Taunton, Waltham; report on the 
progress made toward the establishment of industrial schools 
in various Massachusetts centers; recommendations relating to 
legislation.
The appendices of that report are : —
Appendix A : Report upon special industrial schools in Europe : 
England; Prance; Switzerland; Germany; Belgium; Holland; Scot­
land; Ireland.
Appendix B : Report on the relations of European industrial schools 
to labor: England; France; Switzerland; Germany; Belgium; Ireland.
Appendix C : Report on agricultural education in Prance.
Appendix D : Agricultural education in England and Wales.
Appendix E : Report on a study of some special agricultural schools 
in the northwest.
Appendix F : Report on some special industrial schools of the 
eastern and southern parts of the United States.
Appendix G : A report on the attitude of the manufacturing in­
terests in twenty Massachusetts cities towards industrial education.
Appendix H : A report by the commission on the advisability of 
establishing one or more technical schools or industrial colleges; ob­
jects to be accomplished; views of the heads of existing higher tech­
nical schools of Massachusetts; views of prominent manufacturers of 
Massachusetts; views of the employed; public hearing on the subject 
of a higher technical college; recommendations; some existing types 
of institutions for higher industrial training.
Appendix I : Expenditures of the commission for the year 1907. 
Illustrations showing buildings and class rooms used by the inde­
pendent evening industrial schools maintained at Cambridge, New Bed­
ford and Waltham.
Bulletins.
Bulletin No. 8: Industrial Education, under State Auspices, in Mas­
sachusetts. By Paul H. Hanus, Chairman of the Commission on In­
dustrial Education, pp. 13. Boston, 1908.
Bulletin No. 9: Some Representative American Industrial and Man­
ual Training Schools, pp. 87. Boston, 1908.
Bulletin No. 10: Report on the Relations of European Industrial 
Schools to Labor, pp. 22. Boston, 1908.
Bulletin No. 11: Report on the Advisability of Establishing One or 
More Technical Schools or Industrial Colleges, pp. 38. Boston, 1908.
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House Document, No. 1320 : A report by the Massachusetts Com­
mission on Industrial Education on the Organization and Methods of 
the Several Textile Schools in the Commonwealth, pp. 106. Boston, 
1908.
In addition to the publications issued formally by the com­
mission, information has been given on request from the press, 
and, where necessary, statements have been issued for publica­
tion relative to the work of the commission.
Members of the commission and its secretary have pre­
sented various phases of industrial education, both through 
addresses and by means of publications independent of those 
issued by the commission.
P o l i c y  o f  t h e  C o m m i s s i o n “.
In  the light of the experience and investigations of the 
past two years, the commission feels that its provisional policy 
is sound. In  brief, the policy may be stated as follows: —
The progressive development of all high-grade industries 
requires skilled workmen, possessing “ industrial intelligence,” 
— that is, comprehensive insight into and intelligent interest 
in their several trades, — as well as skill. The present con­
ditions of production are usually unfavorable to the training 
of such workmen in the shop or factory, and sometimes render 
such training impossible. All industries, whatever their grade, 
need more men than are now obtainable, who are capable of 
acting as foremen, superintendents or managers, — men pos­
sessing the comprehensive insight, interest and skill necessary 
for the organization and direction of a department or a shop. 
In  general, such men, whether workers, foremen or superin­
tendents, are now developed only by chance, and they are then 
self-made men, possessing the merits but also the shortcomings 
of their training.
Meanwhile, boys and girls are not only not directed toward 
the trades in our existing schools, but are actually often directed 
away from them by the bookish education of those schools and 
their purely academic traditions. The public schools are do­
ing their work to-day better than they have ever done it. This 
statement is made on evidence, and is not merely an opinion.
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But, both on account of the youth of the children up to the end 
of the grammar school period and because the purpose for which 
those schools exist is the general education, it is only natural 
that they should not have concerned themselves with the de­
velopment of a vocational purpose, nor with the training which 
points toward the realization of that purpose. Up to the age 
of fourteen the whole of a pupil’s time is required for the gen­
eral education on which his vocational training should be based.
The high school pupils have entered on a longer career of 
general education, and in most cases look forward to a business 
career or to further study in some higher institution. The 
academic high schools, accordingly, even when they comprise 
so-called commercial courses or courses in manual training, 
are not vocational schools; they are schools for general educa­
tion, and, like the elementary schools, are doing their work 
better than they have ever done it. They do not, however, in 
general, except the high schools of commerce, aim to supply 
the specific education required for a particular calling.
In every democratic society the schools provided by the 
public should meet the needs of all classes, — those who are not 
going to college, as well as those who are. The existing public 
high schools serve to give a general education to those pupils 
whose training must cease on graduation, and at the same time 
they offer preparation for admission to college or some higher 
technical school. The manual training high schools —• or so- 
called technical high schools — were intended originally to 
train recruits for the trades, but they have not done so. They 
are institutions for general education, like the academic high 
schools, but, unlike them, serve to give a certain class of pupils 
a general high school education with the help of manual train­
ing, or, like them, to prepare their pupils for higher training 
m some college or engineering school.
Boys are not wanted in most of the skilled industries until 
they are sixteen years of age. The total result is a great num­
ber of boys and girls from fourteen to sixteen years of age, 
most of whom are at work in various kinds of juvenile occupa­
tions, in which they learn no trade, are subject to little if any 
beneficial general education, and often to much harmful edu­
cation from shifting experience and environment. Large num-
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bers of these children would be in school if the school promised 
preparation for some life pursuit. These years are of little 
economic value to such children, and there is little increase in 
the economic value of most of them as time goes on. Hence 
these are at present wasted years, — lost to the children because 
of a lack of economic growth, and to the industries because 
the children are not fitted to satisfy the demand for trained 
workers by the time they are old enough to be employed in the 
trades.
These years and the subsequent years are, however, valuable 
for industrial education; but there is at present no agency 
whereby this education is provided, save here and there to a 
limited extent only, and then chiefly by philanthropy.
Hence industrial schools are needed to supplement the exist­
ing school system, and to meet a new educational want which 
has developed with the evolution of our industries and com­
merce. Such schools would receive pupils fourteen or fifteen 
years of age who declare their intention to learn a trade ; and 
would, therefore, be parallel to the existing public high schools, 
but independent of them.
Such schools must be established as independent schools, that 
is, separate, because the motive or end for -which they exist, 
namely, vocational training as contrasted with general training, 
determines the value of the instruction in every detail.
By “ independent ” is meant a separate school, whether under 
the control of local authorities acting as agents of the commis­
sion, or under the control of boards of trustees co-operating 
with the commission.
In  addition to independent day schools, evening schools are 
needed for pupils employed in trades during the day.
In  order to keep such schools in close touch with the trades 
and with agriculture, there should be local advisory boards, 
including representatives of the industries concerned, em­
ployers and employees.
I t  is also the policy of the commission to secure the co­
operation of employers, to the end that part-time courses for 
apprentices may be established in the proposed schools.
Although the statute confers no authority on the commis­
sion to work in co-operation with the existing public schools,
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yet, because of the obvious preparatory relation of general 
education to the vocational training of the independent schools 
which municipalities working with the commission may provide, 
the commission is ready, whenever desired, to co-operate, so 
far as it can, with State or local authorities in promoting mu­
tually helpful relations between them and the independent 
schools authorized by the statute.
W ork  ok t i-ie  C o m m is s io n  in  1908.
Aid in the Planning and Establishment of Industrial Schools.
So different is the industrial school from the common school, 
that the industrial schools established through the aid of the 
commission have needed its guidance from the first presentation 
of the claims of industrial education through all phases of de­
velopment.
The aid of the commission has occasionally been sought in 
the selection of competent teachers, and the commission is 
making progress in co-operation of this sort ; but much remains 
to be done. The commission can also be of service in regard to 
the equipment.
In order that the commission may approve programs of study 
and recommend State aid, it is deemed necessary that such 
programs of study be submitted to the commission in advance 
of local adoption.
Special attention has been given to the collection of in­
formation which shall enable the best possible programs of 
instruction to be prepared in various industries and branches 
of industries and in agriculture, and assistance is rendered in 
the preparation of school programs.
The distinctive character of the instruction in the industrial 
schools is well illustrated in the subject of industrial arithmetic. 
The proper teaching of industrial arithmetic is widely different 
from the usual teaching ofmarithmetic, and should for each 
trade be taught by a person familiar with the trade processes 
and the related mathematical calculations; and this, in the 
present stage of development of such teaching, usually means 
that the arithmetic for each trade must be taught by a different 
teacher. The most satisfactory results have been obtained 
through teachers who have had commercial shop experience.
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In  planning the instruction to be given in an industrial 
school, the question of courses must be decided for each indi­
vidual school. The courses of study at present being consid­
ered, and those already established in Beverly, Boston, Brock­
ton, Cambridge, Chicopee, Lawrence, Montague, Natick, New 
Bedford, Northampton, Taunton, Pittsfield and Waltham are 
stated on pages 71—73 of this report, with more specific refer­
ences to individual courses under the accounts of the schools in 
the respective cities.
The establishment of day industrial schools, in which ex­
tended courses are given, has necessitated the selection of text­
books for instruction in certain subjects, and, in preparation 
for this, the examination of numbers of such books on special 
topics. Where a number of text-books of apparently equal 
value are available, they have all been placed at the service of 
the instructor, to aid him in making a choice.
Some of the text-books for the day schools, where long-con­
tinued instruction in any given subject is offered, have been 
selected from the best and most practical of those now in use 
in other institutions or for private instruction. In  the purely 
technical lines the existing text-books in agriculture are more 
satisfactory than those in the mechanic arts.
Practically no text-books are used in the evening courses, — 
not because such books are not needed, but because satisfactory 
books are not available. The system of teaching is therefore 
purely expository, and pupils are required to take notes of the 
important facts presented by the instructors. In  order that 
the pupils may not have to devote too much time in the class 
room to the taking of notes, and that the fundamental facts 
presented may be accurately recorded, in those subjects in 
which it seems best, some form of syllabus is prepared by the 
teacher and furnished to the pupil. Such a syllabus may vary 
from brief memoranda to a quite complete outline of the 
course.
The commission feels that it should offer all the encourage­
ment and assistance that it can in the preparation of these 
notes, in order that they may be given in their best form, and 
that the best features of the instruction offered may be duly 
emphasized. The preparation of lecture notes has assumed
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large proportions with the increase in the number of courses. 
In one course upwards of 50 pages of notes were prepared 
and issued to students taking the course. The putting in final 
form of such notes forms an important part of the work of the 
office. (See Appendix E.)
Rural Industrial Schools.
The dissemination of information concerning industrial ed­
ucation in rural communities, and the assistance which could 
be furnished by the commission in continuing and extending 
the work of industrial schools, has been carried on as opportu­
nity permitted in response to requests.
The interest in agricultural education has been steadily in­
creasing, and so numerous have been the requests for Bulletin 
No. 7, on the agricultural school, that the printing of a new 
edition has been necessary. The appreciation of the benefits 
to be derived from agricultural schools is felt first by thinking 
people in the centers of population of the farming districts, 
and is found to spread from these into the surrounding rural 
sections. This centralized interest becomes a powerful factor 
in the establishment of agricultural schools, both on account of 
the influence of the votes in the town meetings, and because 
the villages are the centers for concerted action and united 
interest.
It is in these villages that the rural industrial schools must 
be located, and the degree of success attained by the school 
depends much upon the local spirit in the villages and the sup­
port that they give to education in general, and especially to 
the providing of good library facilities.
Rural industrial schools of two types are provided fo r: ■—
1. The district type, authorized by section 4 of chapter 
505 of the Acts of 1906, which says: “ Two or more cities 
or towns may unite as a district for the maintenance of 
the industrial schools provided for in the preceding section, 
but no such district shall be created without the approval of 
the commission on industrial education.”
Such a district' school can be organized only through the co­
operation of two or more towns or cities having educational 
needs of a somewhat similar character, each town or city paying
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the share of the expense agreed upon. This union of interests 
requires most careful consideration on the part of a number 
of independent governing boards of different towns.
2. The type of school which results from the application 
of sections 3 and 4 of chapter 572 of the Acts of 1908. (See 
page 28.)
In  this type of school a town or city establishes an industrial 
school in a convenient center having a location easy of access 
to neighboring towns, and receives such pupils from the latter 
as may so desire to attend this school under the conditions just 
referred to. Such a school is the one established at Montague, 
where pupils from five neighboring towns are in attendance.
Supervision of Schools.
The commission has kept in touch with the independent in­
dustrial schools operating under its supervision, through fre­
quent inspection by its agents while the schools were in session, 
and frequent conferences with those entrusted with the con­
duct of the schools. The object of this supervision is the 
progressive improvement of the schools. The school officials 
and teachers are invited to consult with the secretary of the 
commission upon any matters relating to the schools in which 
the assistance or advice of the commission might be of help 
in making a school successful in its purpose, and they have 
freely accepted this invitation.
Much of the information gathered in the visits to the schools, 
and many of the recommendations of the teachers resulting 
from the practical knowledge gained in conducting the schools, 
have been of value in planning and outlining the work of the 
schools.
Industrial Education for Girls.
Especial attention is being given to this important problem. 
I t  is in many ways more difficult and complicated than that of 
the industrial training of boys. This is partly because of the 
double aim in the education of girls, who need to be prepared 
both for home life, and, generally, also for an occupation which 
will provide for self-support.
All women are at least potentially wives and mothers, and 
of those who enter trades, a majority return to home life after 
not many years. Domestic efficiency is thus of importance to
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all women, and training for housekeeping and home manage­
ment should be an essential part of the education of all girls.
On the other hand, a large majority of girls are obliged to 
earn their living for a time in industry, and that as early as 
possible; and the occupations that are open to young and to­
tally untrained girls are for the most part ill-paid, without 
educational value, and not a stepping-stone to better positions. 
Such girls need the best practical trade instruction, in order 
that they may fit themselves for work which offers opportunities 
for advancing skill and wages, with all that these imply of 
higher standards. At the same time they, like all other girls, 
need preparation for home life, as has already been said.
Industrial education for girls must therefore provide (1) 
for trade instruction and (2) for the still more widely needed 
domestic training, and, besides these, (3) for the important 
work of agricultural schools.
Education for Trades. — Under the modern factory system, 
women are employed in occupations connected with nearly every 
branch of industry, and generally in such as are of the lowest 
grades as regards skill; and these occupations are affecting not 
only industry, but the standard of womanhood and the home. 
With girls, as with boys, the point at which general education 
loses its hold on the pupil is between the fourteenth and six­
teenth years, and at these ages a large percentage of girls enter 
the unskilled occupations. The average girl remains at work 
a limited number of years, but during this time her social 
scale, her standard of efficiency and the type of her future 
home are largely determined.
These girls need independent day schools, furnishing them 
with definite special trade instruction, and aiming to train them 
for entrance into the more skilled occupations in which women 
are now employed. These schools should admit pupils of four­
teen years or over who do not go beyond the grammar grades, 
and who wish to prepare for such industrial pursuits. The 
trades to be taught and the character and length of the courses 
would naturally vary with the local circumstances. The pro­
posed Lynn school for shoe workers promises to be a valuable 
experiment in this field, and other schools are in contemplation 
elsewhere. (See Appendix P>.)
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In  such day industrial schools for girls the major part of the 
time should he devoted to the fundamental principles and prac­
tices of the trade, with such instruction in other subjects as 
contributes directly to trade needs; and with this should go 
domestic instruction, both direct and indirect.
Besides such independent day industrial schools, the com­
mission favors the establishment of part-time schools for girls 
who are obliged to become wage earners at an early age, and who 
are therefore obliged to enter the unskilled occupations. I t is 
hoped that, with the co-operation of employers, such schools 
may be established to enable these girls to continue their edu­
cation. In  industries where a large amount of unskilled labor 
is used, such as food-packing, errand service and the work of 
cash and bundle girls, employers may he induced to take on a 
double, force of girls, and permit them to attend school in al­
ternate weeks. The course of study might or might not offer 
preparation for advance in the particular industry in which 
the girls were employed, hut would aim to increase their effi­
ciency in their present occupations, and prepare them for other 
more skilled occupations which would open to them as they grew 
older.
A third form of trade education is that in evening classes. 
Here women already employed during the day may learn to 
advance themselves; and also those who wish to prepare for 
teaching in industrial schools may get training to that end. 
The evening classes for women in trades should conform to the 
needs of the localities, the general aim being to increase indus­
trial efficiency, and give greater opportunity to women whose 
daily occupations do not lead to more advanced positions without 
additional training.
Education for Domestic Life. — A high standard of skill in 
housekeeping in all its branches is of such far-reaching effect 
upon the future of any community that it seems strange that so 
little effort is spent to make such a standard general. Fortu­
nately, there are signs of a wholesome reaction from the tendency 
to regard housekeeping as something which requires no special 
preparation. Beginning at the top, a new enthusiasm for do­
mestic economy will in time shape public opinion ; hut it is a part 
of the duty of the commission, not only to make such industrial
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education accessible to those who feel the need of it, but also 
to help develop an appreciation of the need.
Training for domestic life may be given as an integral part 
of the work of trade schools and agricultural schools, but it is 
expected that separate day schools for vocational domestic train­
ing may also be established.
Meanwhile, the commission is experimenting with evening 
classes which offer to women and girls at work during the day 
an opportunity to fit themselves better for family life, or, in 
some cases, enable them to prove their fitness, and begin to 
prepare themselves for professional work as seamstress, dress­
maker, milliner, and so on.
In spite of the fact that such evening classes as are now in 
operation are for the most part in an embryonic condition, and 
in spite of the fatigue and often irregular attendance of the 
pupils, something has been accomplished. But the work needs 
to be made more systematic and effective, and it is hoped that 
plans can be worked out for series of classes to follow and sup­
plement one another, giving the pupil who completes the whole 
course a goal to work for, — a certificate, or other formal recog­
nition.
While the commission feels that preparation for home life 
must be a vital part of girls’ trade schools, the amount of 
time devoted to classes in cooking, sewing and other domestic 
branches will depend on the length of the course and the pres­
sure on the hours available from the exigencies of trade in­
struction. Experience shows that, in addition to the work 
done in classes dealing especially with domestic subjects, the 
entire life of a trade school can be organized in a way to de­
velop a considerable domestic sense. The school luncheon can 
be bought, prepared and served by the girls, thus bringing in 
practical lessons in cooking, dishwashing, care of the kitchen 
and dining rooms, and keeping of household accounts. Gar­
ments made in the sewing classes are often Soiled by too 
much handling, and give lessons in laundering a very natural 
place in an industrial school. Talks on personal hygiene, im­
portant in the education of a good trade worker, have also 
their beneficial effect upon the girl as a homemaker. Courses 
in good reading and social clubs for general improvement of
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the members of the school are other means for indirectly achiev-k
ing, at least in part, what could never he directly achieved for 
girls who would otherwise enter industry without any home 
training.
Perhaps more important in its effect on the future home of 
the trade school pupil than either direct or incidental instruc­
tion in domestic subjects, is the ultimate influence of her in­
dustrial education. The young woman whose work is based on 
good training, who understands her work and is interested in it, 
who is conscious of her social obligations to her fellow workers, 
ambitious to progress and intelligent as to how she can do so, 
earning enough to enable her to maintain a good standard of 
physical and nervous energy and of personal appearance, -— 
such a trained worker will not only do better industrially, hut 
she will make a much better home, if she leaves her trade, 
than she would have been likely to do otherwise.
ITow far domestic training, either in day or evening classes, 
can be made to serve those engaging in paid domestic work 
of the common types, is a question. Ways of raising the 
standard of the vocation of housework must he unremittingly 
sought for; and as housekeepers learn to establish more busi­
nesslike methods in domestic work, and as the efficiency of the 
workers increases, the problem will grow easier.
Independent Agricultural Schools. — In  such schools girls 
may be trained for the work of the farm-home, taking up, be­
sides the ordinary school branches, not only cooking, sewing 
and housework, but poultry raising, dairying, gardening and 
perhaps other domestic and agricultural industries. Further 
consideration of such schools is omitted, in view of the fact 
that a description is given elsewhere of the work of the 
agricultural schools now in operation at Northampton and 
Montague.
Compilation of a Classified List of Schools now preparing 
for Women’s Industries. — The commission has felt strongly 
the need for definite, authentic information relating to schools 
which help to qualify women for industrial life. No classified 
list of such schools is known to the commission, but it can re­
port progress in the preparation of a list which shall present 
the actual conditions of the schools in the United States, Eng-
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land, France and Germany, winch offer courses that may he 
characterized as women’s industrial courses. This list will 
contain those schools which give instruction in trades, house­
keeping, agriculture, and miscellaneous or unclassified pursuits.
This compilation will not only give a classified list of schools 
in which women may receive industrial instruction, hut, so far 
as possible, the results of a study of each program will he given, 
and the schools arranged according to the classes which they 
typify. The apparent success of different types of schools will 
be studied, and this ought to aid in the selection of the most 
desirable features of each type of school from which to make 
provisional programs for girls’ industrial schools.
Supervision of Instruction for Women and Girls. — With 
the establishment of evening industrial schools for girls, and 
of the agricultural schools which include courses for girls, it 
became necessary for the commission to employ a special agent 
to assist in planning and supervising such work. After a 
search for a person who had received the necessary practical and 
theoretical training, the commission appointed Miss Florence M. 
Marshall to this position.
Miss Marshall was graduated from Boston University with 
the degree of A.B. in 1899. From 1900 to 1903 she was a 
student at Teachers College, Columbia University, devoting 
her entire time to courses in education, domestic science and 
art and manual training, receiving in 1903 the teachers’ diploma 
in manual training. In  1903 she held an honor position in 
manual training in the Horace Mann School, Hew York City, 
and in 1904 was called to Boston to found the Boston Trade 
School for Girls, retaining the position of director of that school 
until she was called to undertake the present work with the 
commission.
Previous to her college course Miss Marshall was a practical 
worker, who had spent several years in factories and workshops, 
and had had supervision of clubs and homes for working girls ; 
and during the past four years she has been prominently con­
nected with the progressive movement for industrial education 
for women.
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Accounts.
An important work in connection with the establishment 
and maintenance of industrial schools has been the formulating 
of a system of accounting, which should be simple enough to 
permit its being carried on by school officials untrained in sys­
tematic bookkeeping, and yet elastic enough to include the va­
rious expenditures for schools differing as widely in scope, 
equipment and management as do the industrial schools oper­
ating under the direction of the commission. (For the plan of 
the system of accounting, see Appendix F.)
Schools established.
Both day and evening schools have been established, each 
to fill a distinct province in industrial education.
Day I ndustrial Schools.
Day industrial schools have been established in Montague 
and Northampton; and schools for New Bedford and Newton 
have been authorized, and plans for their being put in active 
operation are being pushed as rapidly as possible.
These schools offer, during a series of years, full-timp courses 
for those youths of fourteen years of age and upwards who can 
devote their whole time to preparation for industrial life, and 
part-time courses for those who can devote part of the daytime 
to industrial school wmrk, the remainder of the daytime being 
occupied in a commercial shop.
Montague Day Agricultural School.
The opening of the agricultural school at Montague, on 
Sept. 7, 1908, marked the beginning of a new agricultural 
education in the State of Massachusetts, for it was the first 
agricultural school of secondary school grade to he opened in 
the State under the law of chapter 572, Acts of 1908, which 
says, in section 3: —
A n y  c ity  o r to w n  m ay  also  estab lish  in d ep en d e n t in d u s tr ia l schools 
in  ch a rg e  o f  a  b o a rd  o f  tru s te e s  w hich  sh a ll have a u th o r ity  to  p ro v id e  
an d  m a in ta in  such  schools. S u ch  schools, i f  a p p ro v e d  b y  th e  com-
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mission on industrial education as to location, courses and methods 
of instruction, shall receive reimbursement as provided in section four 
of said chapter five hundred and five [of 1906],
The town of Montague, which lies in the Connecticut valley 
just southeast of Greenfield and on the east of Deerfield, has 
for some years had two high schools, one in the manufacturing 
village of Turner’s Falls and the other in Montague proper, 
which is the agricultural center.
Great interest is taken in the management of the local schools, 
and their excellence is shown by the remarkably high intellectual 
standards of the community.
In order better to meet the needs of the community, it was felt 
by the Montague school committee that systematic instruction 
in agriculture should be offered to pupils of high school age. 
Accordingly, a letter was addressed to the Commission on 
Industrial Education by the secretary of the school committee, 
which contained the following statement: —
Will you kindly inform me as to the probability of obtaining State 
aid towards the establishment of an agricultural course in our high 
school at Montague center? The town maintains two high schools; the 
one at Montague is in an agricultural community, and such a course 
would be of undoubted benefit, in fact, there may be a question whether 
it would not be better to make it a purely agricultural school. Any 
information which you can give will be highly appreciated. We want 
to study the whole situation before taking action.
As a result of this study, the school committee decided to 
recommend the establishment of an agricultural school of sec­
ondary grade at Montague.
Accordingly, at a meeting held .June 30, 1908, the town 
voted to abolish the high school in the village of Montague, and 
to establish and maintain an agricultural school in co-operation 
with the State Commission on Industrial Education, — pro­
vision being made for those children who desired a purely 
cultural high school, at Turner’s Falls.
The board of trustees of the agricultural school was fixed to 
consist of five members; the chairman of the school committee 
and the superintendent of schools are made ex-officio members 
of the board. Mr. E. L. Bartlett, Mr. W. H. Nims and Miss
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Florence Rockwell, Montague, were elected trustees, with terms 
expiring in 1909, 1910 and 1911. Hereafter at each annual 
town meeting one trustee will he elected for a term of three 
years.
The town is fortunate in having at its disposal in the village 
of Montague a building well suited for carrying on the work 
of its agricultural school. The building itself is a two-story 
and basement brick structure, well located for convenience of 
access, as well as convenience for pursuing all kinds of agri­
cultural work in its immediate neighborhood; the hygienic 
conditions are also good as regards drainage, sunlight and 
fresh air.
Courses are being given in agriculture, woodworking, domes­
tic science, needlework, laboratory agricultural chemistry and 
agricultural physics, together with such broadening studies as 
are deemed necessary.
The following program, based on the program outlined by 
the commission for an agricultural school, has been adopted 
tentatively for the Montague agricultural school, and the in­
struction is made to conform to it as nearly as practicable. 
Owing to the fact, however, that some of the pupils previously 
in attendance were desirous of finishing their course in the 
school, the commission agreed that the courses formerly given 
in the Montague high school should not all be arbitrarily abol­
ished at the opening of the school year in September, 190b, 
although as rapidly as possible changes were to be made to 
conform to the accompanying course of study. I t  is expected 
that the necessary conformity will be achieved within the 
coming year.
Tentative P rogram, Montague Agricultural School.
Preparatory.
Arithmetic (fall t e r m ) , ............................................................j
Algebra (winter and s p r i n g ) , ...................................................
Agriculture for b e g in n e r s , ............................................................
History (fall t e r m ) , ....................................................................
Elementary science (winter and s p r i n g ) , ..................................
4E n g lish ,.............................................................................................. ^
Current e v e n t s , .............................................................................
Carpentry, two double periods.
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Sewing, two double periods.
S inging,.......................................................................................................1
Drawing,.......................................................................................................1
F i r s t  Y e a r .
Algebra,.......................................................................................................5
English,.......................................................................................................3
Current e v e n t s , ......................................................................................1
History (two t e r m s ) , ............................................................................. 4
A g ricu ltu re ,
Soil : —
(a ) Tillage.
(b) Drainage.
(c) Irrigation.
Physiology (one t e r m ) , ................................................................... 4
Carpentry, two double periods.
Sewing, two double periods.
Drawing,.......................................................................................................1
S i n g i n g , ...................................................................................................................................1
S e c o n d  Y e a r .
G e o m e t r y , .............................................................................................. 5
English, . . . . . . . . . . . .  3
Current e v e n t s , ......................................................................................1
Farm bookkeeping (one-half y e a r ) , ................................................... 4
History (e ), . . . . . . . . . . .  4
History and civil g o v e rn m e n t,............................................................ 4
General farming, . . . . . . . . . .  3
(a)  Farm crops.
(b) Fertilizers and manures.
(c) Crop rotation.
(d ) Plant diseases.
(e) Insect pests.
(/) Spraying.
Mechanical work, two double periods. 
Sewing, two double periods.
Cooking, two double periods.
Drawing ( e ) , .........................................................................................1
S i n g i n g , ................................................................................................................................... 1
T h i r d  Y e ar .
English,....................................................................................................... 3
Current events, . . . . . . . . . .  1
French or German ( e ) , .......................................................................5
Solid geometry, . . . . . . . . . .  3
Physics,  4
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Rural eco n o m ics ,............................................................................. 2
Horticulture, . . . . . . . . . . .  3
( a )  Fruit growing.
( b )  Market gardening.
(c) Hotbeds and greenhouses.
(d ) Floriculture.
( e )  Landscape gardening.
Cooking, two double periods.
Domestic science, two double periods.
Mechanical work, two double periods.
Laundering, . . . . . . . . . . . .
Drawing ( e ) , ..............................................................................................1
Singing, . . . . . . . . . . . .  1
F o u r t h  Y e a r .
English, . . . . . . . . . . . .  4
Current e v e n t s , ..................................................................................... 1
General reviews ,(e ), . . . . . . . . . 4
French or German (e), . . . . . . . . . 5
C h e m i s t r y , ..............................................................................................4
Trigonometry (e), . . . . . . . . . . .  3
Farm economics, . . . . . . . . . .  2
Animal husbandry, . . . . . . . . . .  3
( а )  Breeds of live stock.
(б) Feeding.
(c) Dairying.
(d ) Poultry farming.
(e ) Apiculture.
Cooking, two double periods. 
Domestic science, . . . .  
Mechanical work, two double periods.
Drawing ( e ) , ...................................................................................... 1
Singing, . . . . . . . . . . . .  1
Note. — ( e )  elective. A numeral placed opposite a subject indicates 
the number of periods per week.
Pupils from without the town of Montague are received into 
the school under the provisions of section 4 of chapter 572, 
Acts of 1908, which reads as follows: —
Any resident of Massachusetts may, with the approval of the com­
mission on industrial education, attend an independent industrial school, 
as provided for in this act, located in any city or town other than that 
in which he resides, provided there is no such school supported in 
whole or in part by the city or town in which he resides, upon pay-
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ment b y  th e  c ity  o r to w n  o f  h is  re s id en ce  o f  such  tu itio n  fe e  as m ay  
be fixed b y  sa id  com m ission ; a n d  th e  com m onw ealth  sh a ll r e p a y  to  a n y  
city o r  to w n  o n e -h a lf  o f  a ll such  p ay m en ts . I f  a n y  c ity  o r  to w n  
neglects o r  re fu se s  to  p a y  f o r  such  tu itio n , i t  sh a ll be liab le  th e re fo r , 
in an  ac tion  o f  c o n trac t, to  th e  leg a lly  c o n s titu te d  a u th o r it ie s  o f  th e  
school w hich  th e  p u p il  a tte n d e d  u n d e r  th e  a p p ro v a l o f  sa id  com m is­
sion.
An important matter in connection with the Montague agri­
cultural school, as with other schools of this character, is the 
transportation facilities. Three methods of transportation are 
available: the main line of the Fitchburg railroad passes near 
the village of Montague at a distance of about a mile from the 
town center and from the school, and accommodation trains 
passing both east and west stop at Montague station at con­
venient hours morning and evening; likewise, trains on the 
Vermont Central pass both north and south morning and even­
ing, stopping at a station a little over a mile to the east of the 
school; electric cars coming from the northwest, north and 
northeast likewise furnish means of transportation for the 
section to the north of the school. Many of the pupils come, 
however, in the school teams, several of which run morning 
and evening throughout the school year.
The school sessions are held on each week day, except Sat­
urday, from 8.45 a . m . to 3 p . m . with an hour’s intermission, 
from 12 to 1. The school day is divided into seven periods of 
forty minutes each.
The town library in the village of Montague is indicative of 
the high intellectual plane of the community. Its 8,000 volumes 
not only embrace a wise selection of the best and latest standard 
works on a great number of subjects, but in those particular lines 
which aid in making the reader broad-minded, observing and 
reflective, the collection is particularly rich. Free access to the 
shelves aid? greatly in promoting a wide acquaintance with the 
hooks. I t  is intended to put the pupils of the new school in 
closest touch with the books of this library, by giving lists of 
the best reference books, not only relating to the subjects studied, 
hut also in the general lines which will help to broaden and 
instruct the boy or girl desiring to make the best preparation 
for a successful life in a rural community.
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Provision is made for the establishment of a close connec­
tion between the school and the agricultural community by 
the giving of lectures and holding conferences on such topics 
as are of special practical interest to the agriculturists of the 
Montague section.
At the opening of the Montague agricultural school, on Sept. 
7, 1908, 48 pupils were registered, who had to be distributed 
over five classes, since among those admitted to the school 
there were pupils of various degrees of advancement above the 
grammar school work, which at Montague ends with the eighth 
grade.
When the pupils had been separated according to their 
preparation, it was found that there were 16 in the preparatory 
class, 13 in the first year, 8 in the second year, 4 in the third 
year and 7 in the fourth year. Of the 29 pupils in the two 
lower classes, 16 are boys and 13 are girls; also, of these 29 
pupils, 14 are from outlying towns. Of the higher classes, 
however, only 5 pupils are from outside towns.
Five towns besides Montague are represented in the school, 
and pupils came from within a radial distance of 10 miles, 
although the extreme distance is even further by the lines of 
transportation. The towns represented are Shelburne, Erving, 
Wendell, Leverett and Sunderland, the majority of the pupils, 
of course, coming from Montague, and of these some from as 
far distant as Miller’s Falls.
The laboratory is supplied with some chemical and physical 
apparatus, and demonstration apparatus for certain processes 
in agricultural practice. There is also a collection of named 
geological specimens, which is useful in the study of soils and 
of applied physical geography in general.
The instruction in woodworking is carried on in the base­
ment of the building, where a large room is fitted up with 
work benches.
For carrying on the domestic science course a large supply 
of cooking apparatus has been provided, which is now in use.
An excellent collection of domestic science hooks has been 
provided, which is accessible to members of the class.
A collection of the most recent text-books on agriculture,
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presented to the commission by the publishers, has been loaned 
to the school by the commission, and is made freely accessible 
to the pupils, in order to afford an opportunity for them to 
widen their knowledge on the topics treated in the prescribed 
text-book, to supplement the information of the text-book on 
points scantily treated or omitted, and to teach the pupils 
how to use reference books in agricultural literature.
Current agricultural periodical literature is also furnished 
the school, in order that the older pupils may be encouraged 
to form the habit of reading the best literature of this class.
Northampton Day Industrial School.
The city of Northampton had received from Oliver Smith a 
fund, the proceeds of which should be used for agricultural 
and mechanical education, but had not seen its way clear to 
embark upon the enterprise of establishing a school, as the fund 
had been found to be altogether inadequate. I t  was not until 
after the Commission on Industrial Education had responded 
favorably to the petition of the city government that active 
steps were taken toward the establishment of the Northampton 
school. Plans for the first building under construction were 
submitted to the commission for approval before the contract 
was placed.
The institution came into being following the petition of the 
city government at Northampton, dated March 15, 1907, ask­
ing that the commission co-operate with the city of Northamp­
ton and its agents, the superintendents of Smith’s Agricultural 
School, in the maintenance of an independent industrial school, 
in accordance with the provisions of chapter 505 of the acts of 
1906. Sept. 4, 1908, the Northampton city government passed 
supplementary votes, in substance as follows: —
1. The present agents of the city, under the will of Oliver Smith, 
and their successors in said office, are appointed and constituted trus­
tees to provide, maintain and have charge of the said school.
2. The said independent industrial school shall be known as Smith’s 
Agricultural School and Northampton School of Technology.
3. The sum of $20,000 shall be and is hereby appropriated for the 
maintenance of Smith’s Agricultural School and Northampton School
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of Technology for the years 1908 and 1909, in anticipation of the 
receipt by the city of the income from Smith’s agricultural school 
fund, and from the payment by the Commonwealth in aid of this in­
dependent industrial school.
The agents authorized to act for the city of Northampton 
were Edward E. Wood, Myron C. Bailey and Seth S. Warner; 
and through their secretary this board, which had been elected 
by the voters of the city as superintendents of the said school, 
in the letter written towards the end of March, 1907, invited 
the commission to a joint meeting to be held for the consider­
ation of the details concerning the industrial school by the 
city of Northampton.
Various meetings and conferences were held by the com­
mission and its officers, at which plans for the school were dis­
cussed.
The commission, at a meeting held Eeb. 3, 1908, voted: —
That whereas the city of Northampton, under date of March 15, 
1907, requested the Commission on Industrial Education to co-operate 
with the city of Northampton and its agents, the superintendents of 
Smith’s Agricultural School, in the maintenance of said school, in 
accordance with the provisions of chapter 505 of the Acts of 1906, 
Mr. Edward E. Wood, Mr. Myron C. Bailey and Mr. Seth S. Warner 
are hereby appointed the ag'ents of the commission in the administra­
tion of the agricultural school to be established at Northampton under 
chapter 505 of the Acts of 1906, to be known as Smith’s Agricultural 
School, with such authority as the commission may confer upon such 
agents.
At the meeting of the commission on Feb. 3, 1908, Rufus 
W. Stimson was elected director of the Smith’s Agricultural 
School and Northampton School of Technology. At subse­
quent times the various instructors have been appointed in 
anticipation of the continuance of the joint arrangement agreed 
between the city of Northampton and the commission.
In  early life Mr. Stimson had experience in work of a prac­
tical nature. Tie was graduated from Harvard University, 
A.B. in 1895 and A.M. in 1S96. He received the degree B.D. 
from Yale in 1897. Mr. Stimson was a professor in the Con­
necticut Agricultural College for four years, and was president
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of that institution for six years. Mr. Stimson at once en­
tered upon his duties, and began the preparation of detailed 
plans for the necessary buildings for the school, as well as the 
program of studies.
Purposes. — The aim of the school will be to provide train­
ing in agriculture, with a view to practical and profitable farm­
ing ; training in household economy, with a view to efficient and 
enjoyable housekeeping and homemaking; and training in me­
chanic arts, as a foundation for desirable apprenticeships in 
the cases of boys who enter at fourteen years of age. What­
ever a public industrial school of such breadth of curriculum 
and of equal resources can do, this new school will endeavor 
to do toward making work more intelligent, better directed 
and better done.
Methods. — School practice: Pupils will be taught to do 
things by actually doing them. Exercises will be given which 
train to accuracy first, then to speed. This will apply no less 
to such things as the computing of rations than to such as the 
making of mortises. Recitations and discussions, where the 
student gives what he has previously got; laboratory work, 
shop work and field work, where knowledge is applied and new 
knowledge is gained at first hand, — these will be the methods 
of the school. But every effort will be made to relate the 
training of the school intimately and at once to practical af­
fairs off the school premises.
School and farm: Pupils preparing for farming will best 
serve their own ends and the ends of the school by living at 
home. While the first-year pupil is studying the elements of 
soils and plant life, he will have a plot of ground at the school, 
where he will apply his knowledge under the direction of his 
instructor. At the same time he will be expected to have plots 
of ground at home, preferably parts of the kitchen and flower 
gardens, where he will apply the same methods to the same 
kinds of plants on the soil he may some day own. There his 
methods may be compared with his father’s and those of 
his neighbors. He will be keen to learn from them; perhaps his 
people may now and then learn something from him. In the 
second year there will be like training in handling the smaller 
animals of the farm, — the sheep, or swine, or poultry, or
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bees; in the third year, in connection with fruit growing and 
market gardening; and in the fourth year, in handling the 
larger farm animals, including dairy cattle. Every farm rep­
resented by a student will thus become an essential part of the 
working outfit of the school. There will be no sundering of 
the ties of home when school ties are formed; on the contrary, 
a good home farm should become dearer to the boy’s heart, 
more enjoyable and more profitable every day. Each farm 
will contribute of its best to the training of the school; it is 
hoped that the school will prove to be a help to every farm 
from which a student is sent.
School and shop: I t  may be a more difficult matter to relate 
the school to the manufacturing operations of Northampton 
and neighboring towns. Training for shop work and for the 
building trades, so far as it may be found possible to provide 
such training, must for the present, probably, be confined to 
the facilities found on the premises of the school, including 
workshops with power and modern tools and machines, supple­
mented by visits to buildings in process of erection and to man­
ufacturing plants. I t  is strongly hoped that arrangements 
may be made in the near future for co-operation between shops 
and factories and the school, for the better training of the boys 
and girls who are obliged to aid in the support of their families.
School and home: Just as the boys will participate during 
term-time first in one branch and then in another of practical 
farming, so the girls will participate in the activities of the 
household. Each girl will apply under her home conditions 
the training of the day at school, and the girl who lives at 
home may be expected to profit most by what she is taught. 
Home nursing and emergencies; household hygiene and sani­
tation; the chemistry of goods and the chemistry of cleaning; 
laundry work; the planning, preparation and serving of appe­
tizing and wholesome meals; needlework, applied to mending, 
dressmaking and millinery; embroidery and design, — all will 
thus take on a double interest and value, through the vital, im­
mediate relationship of the training of the school to the econ­
omy and the beauty of the home.
Expenses. — Text-books and tuition will be free to all stu­
dents.
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Tuition on behalf of students from other Massachusetts 
towns or cities than Northampton which do not support in 
whole or in part an independent industrial school must be 
paid by the towns in which these students reside. The fee 
for each student in such cases will be $100 a school year. 
One-half of the sum paid by any town will be repaid to that 
town by the State. (See Acts of 1908, chapter 572, section 4.)
At a meeting of the commission, Sept. 14, 1908, it was 
voted: —
That the tuition fee of $100 per year to pupils of Smith’s Agri­
cultural School and Northampton School of Technology, other than 
residents of the city of Northampton, as voted by the board of trus­
tees, be and hereby is approved.
The school has no dormitories or boarding department; nec­
essary living expenses and transportation charges must there­
fore be met by the students or their parents.
Location. — Temporary quarters: The school opened in the 
old high school building, next door to the present Northampton 
high school, on New South Street, near Main. No spot could 
be more easily accessible. By courtesy of the city school com­
mittee, six large rooms are available for classes until the new 
building is completed.
Permanent location: The permanent location of the school 
will be on Locust Street, adjacent to the Dickinson Hospital. 
To the west and south of the Dickinson Hospital the school 
owns about 100 acres of land. This lies between Locust and 
Elm streets, scarcely more than a mile from the city hall, and 
cost some $20,000. On the middle of a tableland of 16 acres, 
which commands a view of Mt. Tom to the south, the first 
building of the school is now being erected, — a large red­
brick structure, trimmed with limestone, 200 feet long by 
nearly 200 feet deep through its central section. Both the 
building, in certain respects unique in school architecture, and 
the well-diversified land about it, will be admirably adapted 
to the uses of such an institution. Of three electric car lines, 
one comes to the southeast boundary of the property and two 
pass directly in front of the school on Locust Street.
The school opened on Oct. 1, 1908, in the temporary quar-
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ters. I t  is expected that the new building will he ready for 
occupancy about April 1, 1909.
At the close of school, Friday, October 9, the enrollment in 
the school was 114; of these, 30 were girls. The number from 
outside Northampton was 45.
The enrollment in the agricultural course was 30, in the 
shop course was 54, and in the course in household economics 
was 30.
An examination of the occupations of the parents shows that 
the total number of farm families represented in the school 
was 32; mechanics, 38; and business men, 25.
D e t a il e d  P r o g r a m  o f  C o u r s e s  o f  S t u d y . ( S u b j e c t  to  R e v i s io n .)
Course No. 1. Preparation for Farming, — Four Years.
(Open to graduates of rural schools and to ninth-grade graduates of
other schools fourteen 
First Year.
Soils and plant life.
Physical geography.
Elementary science.
Practical arithmetic.
Bookkeeping.
Freehand drawing.
English.
Algebra.
American history and civil gov­
ernment.
Mechanical work.
Second Year.
Animal husbandry.
Botany.
Farm chemistry.
Farm physics.
Plane geometry.
English.
General history.
Mechanical work.
years of age or older.)
Third Year. 
Rural economies.
Fruit growing.
Market gardening. 
Floriculture.
Landscape gardening. 
Forestry.
Insect life.
Bird life.
Bees.
Plant diseases.
Spraying.
Bacteriology of soils. 
Fertilizers.
Drainage and irrigation. 
Greenhouses and hotbeds. 
Weather and climate. 
Physiology and hygiene. 
English.
Use of building materials.
The fourth year of the course (omitted in 1908-09) will emphasize 
animal husbandry, including poultry raising, dairying and veterinary
science.
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Course No. 2. Preparation for Mechanical Work, — Four Years. 
(Open to graduates of rural schools and to ninth-grade graduates of 
other schools fourteen years of age or older.)
The first two years of this course will be the same as the first two 
of Course No. 1, except that extra mechanical drawing and shop prac­
tice may take the places of soils, plant life and animal husbandry. 
The third and fourth years will not be offered in 1908-09.
Course No. 3. Preparation for Housekeeping and Homemaking,-—
Four Years.
(Open to graduates of rural schools and to ninth-grade graduates of 
other schools fourteen years of - age or older.)
The first two years of this course will be the same as the first two 
of Course No. 1, except that instead of soils, plant life and animal 
husbandry, there may be sewing or cooking. No applicants for third 
or fourth year instruction in domestic science and art are at present 
expected. Should there be applicants, however, a good course will 
be given.
E v e n i n g  I n d u s t r ia l  S c h o o l s .
Evening industrial schools have been established in Beverly, 
Boston, Brockton, Cambridge, Chicopee, Lawrence, Natick, 
New Bedford, Pittsfield, Taunton and Waltham.
The courses in these schools are designed to meet the needs 
of pupils who are occupied as workers during the day, and 
they have been planned to suit local conditions; consequently, 
not only are courses in different subjects offered in different 
cities and towns, but also the courses on the same general sub­
ject vary in these schools. The various courses offered are men­
tioned under each city and also in the table on pages 71—73.
In the establishment of these evening industrial schools, in 
addition to new courses it has been found expedient to in­
clude courses in industrial drawing, and courses for women 
and girls in domestic science, home dressmaking and home mil­
linery, which in some cases are of a character in general simi­
lar to those previously conducted in several of the cities. Under 
these latter circumstances it has been the plan of the com­
mission to modify these courses as rapidly as possible, in or­
der that they may more nearly meet the special needs of those 
employed in the industrial establishments of the locality, as 
well as the needs of the women and girls working at home.
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I t  is believed that the drawing courses should be given in 
a way which will more nearly meet the mechanic’s needs ; this 
is accomplished by giving less attention to developing the tech­
nique of the draftsman’s calling, and more attention to ex­
pressing the mechanic’s ideas in the language of drawings. 
This involves rough sketching, the making of rough working 
drawings with dimensions, the proper scaling of drawings, the 
solving of mathematical problems relating specifically to such 
work, and the interpretation of the drawings of others.
The classes for girls and women should be under specially 
trained teachers, whether for those women and girls who ex­
pect to prepare to work in the industries, or for those who carry 
on the work of their homes.
This work has progressed slowly, owing to the difficulty of 
securing properly trained teachers.
Beverly Evening Industrial School.
The first step in the inauguration of the Beverly evening 
industrial school was the presentation by the commission of 
the opportunities for such a school in Beverly. After several 
meetings of the secretary of the commission and the superin­
tendent of schools of Beverly, and others directly interested in 
the proposal, the question was referred to the Beverly school 
committee. At the meeting of this committee, held in Octo­
ber, 1907, it was unanimously voted to request the commission 
to establish industrial evening schools in Beverly, as provided 
for in chapter 505 of the Acts of 1906.
At a meeting of the commission, held Oct. 21, 1907, it was 
voted to accept the proposition of the Beverly school commit­
tee, so far as it relates to the industrial drawing courses and 
the appropriate shop mathematics, provided the schools shall 
be approved in accordance with chapter 505 of the Acts of 
1906.
The commission appointed as its local agents Edward L. 
Millett, Mary B. Smith, Fred O. Roundy and Edward S. 
Webber, all of whom serve on the evening school committee.
The necessary steps for the establishment of the evening 
industrial school, with courses in machine drawing, architec-
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tarai drawing and shop mathematics, were taken, and the com­
mission co-operated in carrying out the details of this work.
The instruction is given in the high school building, and its 
unusually well-equipped physical and chemical laboratories, sup­
plied with the latest conveniences and the best devices, are 
used by the pupils in the industrial courses. The drawing 
rooms are admirably lighted, and every encouragement is of­
fered for doing the best of work in industrial drawing.
The commission has appointed the following advisory com­
mittee for Beverly, to study the local industrial educational 
needs and to co-operate with the local agents of the commission 
and with the commission in promoting the interests of indus­
trial education in that city: George H. Yose, chairman, assist­
ant superintendent of the United Shoe Machinery Company; 
Charles A. King, secretary of the Beverly Board of Trade, 
and publisher of the “ Citizen ; ” Clifford B. Bray, of Bray & 
Stanley, shoe manufacturers ; J  âmes B. Dow, of Beverly 
Farms, engaged in landscape gardening and conducting green­
houses; Albert W. Dodge, treasurer of the local carpenters’ 
union, a representative of organized labor; Miss Annie March 
Kilham, assistant treasurer of the New England Industrial 
School for Deaf Mutes; Samuel Cole, agriculturalist; Walter 
H. Naylor, principal of the Beverly evening industrial school ; 
and Adelbert L. Safford, superintendent of schools, Beverly.
On Nov. 12, 1908, the secretary of the commission upon 
invitation attended the first meeting of the advisory commit­
tee at Beverly, at which he outlined the nature of the courses 
which seemed most desirable for Beverly, and suggested the 
lines of investigation and inquiry in which the local committee 
could be of greatest service to the local community as well as 
to the State. Since this is the first local advisory committee 
to be appointed in the State, much interest centered in this 
meeting; and the helpful attitude of the members is signifi­
cant of the value of such committees in other places for the 
advancement of industrial education.
That Beverly as a community is interested in the establish­
ment of a local agricultural school, as well as one teaching the 
mechanical industries, is shown by the public interest which 
has been expressed in such a school.
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There are many places in Beverly, such as the Cherry Hill 
farm, the Swift-moor farm and the many commercial green­
houses at North Beverly and other sections of the city, where 
students could get training in the practical work.
With the estates along the shore, where forestry and land­
scape work requires constant attention, with the commercial 
greenhouses, the florists, the poultry and stock farms, the dairy 
farms and other industries of this character, there would he a 
good demand for workers who had received an agricultural 
school training.
Sessions of the evening industrial school in Beverly are held 
during a period of fifteen weeks, on Monday, Tuesday, Wednes­
day and Thursday evenings, from 7.15 to 9.15. The subjects 
taught in the spring term of 1908 were architectural and ma­
chine industrial drawing, and shop and engineering mathe­
matics; but in the fall term of 1908 the following additional 
courses were given: freehand industrial drawing, applied sci­
ence and gas engines. Instruction in each subject is given 
two nights a week except for gas engines. On Monday and 
Wednesday evenings are given industrial machine drawing, both 
elementary and advanced, freehand industrial drawing and ap­
plied science. On Tuesday and Thursday evenings are given 
architectural drawing, shop mathematics and engineering math­
ematics. Instruction in gas engines is given on all four nights; k 
the class being divided into four sections, each pupil attends 
on but one night a week.
The engineering courses in mathematics take up the more 
important fundamental principles of arithmetic, algebra, plane 
geometry and plane trigonometry, which find application in 
the practical problems to he considered by the pupils.
The instruction in shop mathematics combines pure mathe­
matics and the application in the working out of shop problems. 
The young mechanics in attendance are encouraged to bring 
into the class room problems which arise in their shop prac­
tice, and frequently the problems occurring that very day are 
discussed. The work in practical mathematics offers an oppor­
tunity to brush up in mathematical principles, and gives their 
applications to shop work, as well as the short cuts in calcu­
lations adopted in the best shops.
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In the drawing classes special attention is given to the in­
terpretations of drawings, rather than to the development of 
skill in the making of elaborate and complicated plan draw­
ings, such as would he required of a skilled draftsman.
Architectural Drawing. — This includes the use of instruments, line 
drawing, inking and lettering, geometrical problems, building details, 
house plans, framing plans and elevation, isometric drawing, window 
sections and cabinet details, stable plans and drawings.
In this class are taught blue-print reading, laying out of floor plans, 
piping and wiring, and such practical work as will benefit persons con­
nected with the building, trades.
Industrial Machine Drawing. — First year: use of instruments, terms 
and symbols, conventions, standard sections, etc., geometrical prob­
lems, simple machine details, screw, helix, etc., projections and de­
velopments, machine details and assembly. Second year: spur, bevel 
and worm gears, cams and link motions, belting and other special 
problems.
Freehand Industrial Draiving. — This class is formed for the benefit 
of those engaged in such occupations as require good eye training. 
Such instruction is given as will be of benefit to those working in a 
great variety of trades, and includes the making of sketches, giving 
special attention to proportions, taste, utility and strength. This 
class is intended to appeal to printers, photographers, wood and stone 
carvers, painters, plumbers, metal workers, and all who need to 
guide the hand skillfully by the eye in construction, to design at­
tractive shapes for articles to be constructed, or to fill spaces in 
good proportion by lettering or ornamental designs. Attendance up­
on this class will also be very beneficial to all mechanics and others 
who feel the need of the ability to make a quick sketch of some 
construction, which can be worked out later in detail in the working 
drawings.
Applied Science. — This includes mechanics, electricity and chem­
istry.
Gas Engines. — The class in the study of gasoline engines has 
separate instruction in the theory and practice of the machines. En­
gines of different types are studied; they are taken apart and the 
different mechanisms discussed; they are then put together again. A 
disarrangement of the mechanisms is purposely effected, and the pupils 
must find out the trouble.
Statistics regarding the enrollment for the various classes 
are given in a table on page 71.
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Boston Evening Industrial School.
The commission has been considering the various oppor­
tunities for the development of industrial schools in Boston. 
During the past two years conferences have been held and cor­
respondence exchanged with the Boston school committee, rela­
tive to the establishment of an industrial school.
In  September, 1908, the commission held a conference with 
the Boston school committee in regard to the co-operation of 
the commission with the committee in the establishment of 
an evening industrial school in the city of Boston. Mr. Strat­
ton D. Brooks, the superintendent of schools, and the secre­
tary of the commission, were requested to prepare a report 
as to the best method for such co-operation.
At a subsequent meeting of the commission an order was 
received by it from the Boston school committee, requesting 
the commission to establish an evening industrial school in the 
city of Boston.
The commission voted that the Boston school committee be 
appointed agents of this commission in the maintenance of the 
Boston evening industrial school.
The Boston evening industrial school was opened on Mon­
day evening, Oct. 19, 1908, in the building occupied by the 
Mechanic Arts high school, with branches in the old City Hall, 
City Square, Charlestown, the old high school, East Boston, 
the old Dearborn school, Roxbury, and on the top floor of the 
Boston Latin school.
The school sessions are held from 1.30 to 9.30, on Monday, 
Wednesday and Friday evenings. The instruction is given 
on sixty-five nights, during a period of twenty-two weeks.
The courses offered embrace industrial drawing, industrial 
mathematics, steam engineering for firemen, and jig and tool 
making. The courses in industrial drawing include mechani­
cal, architectural and freehand drawing, besides design in va­
rious applied arts and ship drafting.
The special subjects given in the main school and in the 
branches are as follows: At the central school in the Mechanic 
Arts high school building are given machine and architectural
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drawing, industrial mathematics, steam engineering, and jig 
and tool making. At the Charlestown branch are given me­
chanical industrial drawing and ship drafting. In  the East 
Boston branch are given elementary and advanced machine 
drawing, architectural drawing, ship and yacht design, and 
drawing for pattern and sheet metal workers. In  the Roxbury 
school are given mechanical and freehand industrial drawing. 
In the Boston Latin school building are given freehand indus­
trial drawing and industrial design. The instruction in indus­
trial design includes designs for book covers, plates, lettering, 
metal, silver and jewelry work, embroidery, costumes, decora­
tion, leaded glass, wall paper and furniture.
The courses in industrial drawing in general cover a period 
of three years, except the one in drawing applied to building 
construction, and which is suitable for carpenters, masons and 
cabinet makers, which requires two years.
From the pupils of the drawing classes are formed the 
classes in shop mathematics; this latter subj ect is as yet volun­
tary, and has not attracted as many pupils as its importance 
would justify. The enrollment is largely made up of men 
at work in various trades, who desire to get a general knowl­
edge of blue-prints, plans, etc.; also, a considerable number 
are aiming to become draftsmen.
Statistics regarding enrollment for the various classes are 
given in a table on page 71.
Brockton Evening Industrial School.
At a meeting held in September, 1908, the school committee 
of Brockton passed a vote requesting the commission to establish 
an evening industrial school in Brockton.
After due consideration by the commission, it was voted to 
establish evening industrial schools in the city of Brockton, 
as provided in chapter 505 of the Acts of 1906. I t  was also 
voted that the school committee of Brockton be appointed agents 
of the commission for the conduct and maintenance of said 
schools.
The Brockton evening industrial school opened Oct. 26, 1908. 
Instruction is to be given on sixty nights, the schools being in
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session four nights each week, Monday, Tuesday, Thursday 
and Friday, from 7.15 to 9.15.
The courses in the Brockton evening industrial schools are: 
industrial drawing (including architectural and mechanical), 
steam engineering, sewing, dressmaking and millinery. These 
courses are planned for Brockton residents who work during 
the day in industrial establishments.
In  the high school building are held the classes in indus­
trial drawing, freehand industrial drawing, and boiler and en­
gine room work.
In  the architectural and mechanical industrial drawing class 
the pupils are all men engaged in the trades, and past the age 
of youth. The majority of them are trying to obtain aid for 
their present work, and the course is made sufficiently flexible 
to enable each pupil to obtain instruction in his own special 
line. Instruction is given two nights a week.
The instruction in boiler and engine room work, including 
also heating and ventilation, consists chiefly of lectures, which 
are given once a week.
Evening instruction is given in dressmaking, millinery and 
plain sewing, in the Huntington, Sprague and Winthrop school 
buildings. In  the Sprague school there are two classes in ele­
mentary dressmaking, one class in advanced dressmaking and 
one class in plain sewing, and there is also a class in embroidery. 
Each class has two periods of instruction a week. The pupils 
are largely housekeepers and girls who work in the shops.
In  the Winthrop school building classes are held in elemen­
tary and advanced dressmaking, millinery and plain sewing. 
Each class has two periods of instruction per week. The pupils 
•— mostly foreigners — are housekeepers and girls from the 
shops.
In  the Huntington school building classes are held in plain 
sewing, elementary and advanced dressmaking and millinery. 
Each class has two periods of instruction per week. As in the 
case of the Winthrop school, the pupils are mostly foreigners, 
many of whom have difficulty in understanding English.
Statistics regarding the enrollment of the various classes are 
given in a table on page 71.
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Cambridge Evening Industrial School.
The initiative for the establishment of an evening industrial 
school in Cambridge was taken at the beginning of the year 
1907. After some consideration of the subject, in May the 
school board ordered the committee on evening schools to inquire 
into the advisability of conducting certain industrial courses, 
with the co-operation of this commission.
In October, 1907, the school committee, by vote, requested 
the commission to establish an evening industrial school in 
Cambridge. The commission voted to establish industrial 
courses, as requested, for machinists, pattern makers and 
forgers; also, courses in drawing, including mechanical, archi­
tectural and freehand; domestic science; dressmaking and mil­
linery.
The Cambridge evening industrial school was established in 
October, 1907. Instruction is given on Monday, Wednesday 
and Friday evenings, from 7.30 to 9.30, on sixty-five nights, 
during a period of twenty-two weeks.
The instruction in the mechanical trades, both theoretical and 
practical, is given in the building occupied in the daytime by 
the Rindge Manual Training School. The courses in millinery 
and dressmaking are given in the Putnam school, Roberts 
school, Shepard school and Webster school.
P r o g r a m s  o r  S t u d y .
Machine Shop Practice.
The shop practice in metal work consists of lathe work and construc­
tion. The plan has been formed to add work in blue-print reading 
to the machine shop course, in order that all those taking the more 
practical courses may have some exercise in the reading of drawings.
Lathe Work. — Centering, squaring, turning (straight and taper); 
measuring by spring calipers (inside and outside) and micrometers; 
taper fit (lathe center) ; shrink fit with hole drilled (chuck drill), 
bored (lathe tool), reamed (hand reamer), and plug turned; eccentric 
centering and turning; thread cutting (R. H. and L. H., both Y and 
square).
Construction. — Steel fillister head cap screws % inch — 11 by 2 
inches, involute gears (milling machine) ; face plate with threaded man-
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drel, boring bars, etc., with work on disc grinder (shaper and drill 
press); double-spindle emery grinder (planer, milling machine and 
drill press); friction drive drill press.
Shop Mathematics.
The shop mathematics is divided into three sections: elementary, 
which takes up the first four rules of arithmetic and the simple read­
ing of drawings; intermediate, which takes up fractions and advanced 
arithmetic, weights and measures, and the reading of more complex 
drawings; advanced, which takes up simple algebra and right-angle 
triangles, and the making and reading of drawings and third-angle 
projections.
Pattern Shop.
The pattern shop work takes up the explanation and use of tools, 
various forms of patterns and patterns for special forms of machines 
and machinery: small rectangle, small tee iron, simple turned pattern, 
one piece; split pattern and core box, balanced core; flange coupling, 
standard core prints, with half-core box, pasted core; built-up work, 
small patterns; built-up segment work, pulleys, etc.; patterns for 
drill press, with core boxes; patterns for emery grinder, base (lagged) 
and hood, with core boxes, table and rest; also hangers and pulleys 
for counter-shaft; lagged patterns for two-wheel emery grinder, core 
boxes, etc. (weight of base, 480 pounds); lagged patterns for disc 
grinder; patterns for revolving swage block for forge shop, also car­
riage for same; patterns for lathe chuck; patterns for 16-inch split 
pulleys; patterns for angle irons, drill vises, jigs and fixtures to carry 
on work on above machines in machine shop.
Mechanical Industrial Drawing.
The instruction in mechanical industrial drawing is dhided into 
three sections: in the first are taken up drawing instruments, projec­
tions, the conventional signs and details of engines and boilers; in 
the second section are taken up inking of drawings, projections, mak­
ing' of working drawings from sketches, formulae and models, machine 
designs and lettering; the third section takes up more complicated 
mechanical drawing and intricate details, and working drawings with 
specialization in structural iron work, laying out plants and machine 
designing.
First Year. — Care of instruments; geometrical problems; projec­
tions, intersections and developments; isometric lines and representa­
tions of different materials; cam construction, crank and eccentric; 
details of small tools, engine details and assembly, boiler details.
Second Year. — First term, class work: inking practice; plane ge-
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ometry; mathematical curves; plane projection; conic sections; sketch­
ing from models; working drawings from sketches. Second term, 
individual work: working drawings from models and formulae; ele­
ments of machine design; exercises in lettering during both terms.
Third Year. — First term, class work: inking practice; belts and 
pulleys; screws and springs; helical curves; gearing, involute, valve 
motion; Zeuner diagram. Second term, individual work: shadows; 
developments; sheet metal work; working drawings; machine design; 
engines, motors, etc.; laying out of power plant; structural iron work. 
(According to ability, students take one or more of the above.)
Architectural Drawing.
Architectural drawing is divided into four sections : in the first are 
taken up the use of instruments, projections and drawing of building 
details in various scales; the second section takes up the plans for a 
small house; the third section takes up original designs and their de­
velopment into plans; the fourth section takes up perspective and 
wash drawings.
First Year. — Use of instruments; geometrical problems; projec­
tions and developments; isometric drawing; building details, 1% inch 
to 1 foot and full size; floor framing details, section through sill, 
section of cornice, door and window details, porch and column details, 
girder, interior finish, stairs, etc.
Second Year. — Single cottage house, cost about $5,000: basement 
plan; first-floor plan; second-floor plan; attic plan; four elevations; 
framing and details.
Third Year. — Original designs for a. single or apartment house, and 
all drawings for the same.
Fourth Year. — Architectural perspective; wash and ink drawing.
Freehand Industrial Drawing.
The freehand industrial drawing is divided into three progressive 
sections. In each section practice is given in drawing from models, 
easts and other objects appropriate to the degree of advancement; the 
designing of useful and ornamental objects; lettering and decorative 
designing.
First Year. — Drawing from type models and common objects; draw­
ing from casts of ornaments and plant forms; constructive designing 
of useful and ornamental objects; lettering; decorative designing.
Second Year. — Grouping and drawing from objects; drawing from 
casts of ornaments and parts of the human figure; designing for useful 
and ornamental objects; lettering; decorative designing; drawing from 
life.
Third Year.— Drawing from casts of the human head in several
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positions ; drawing from life ; compositions of landscapes ; designing of 
useful and ornamental objects; lettering; decorative designing.
The enrollment in the various classes is given in a table on 
page 71.
Chicopee Evening Industrial School.
In  April, 1908, information was requested by the school 
authorities of Chicopee regarding the necessary steps to be 
taken in making application for the organization of an evening 
industrial school under the commission. I t was stated that 
need had been felt for courses in joinery, wood turning, pattern 
making, machine shop practice, forging and mechanical draw­
ing, but that instruction in other lines would also be required 
in the future.
Specific information was furnished the Chicopee school au­
thorities regarding the courses being given in schools under 
the commission in other cities, to enable them to more fully 
understand the provisions which would be necessary in insti­
tuting similar courses.
In  September, 1908, the school committee notified the com­
mission that the board of aldermen had passed an order author­
izing the school committee to organize an evening industrial 
school, and to appoint a board of trustees to establish such a 
school.
The following order was received by the commission from the 
city of Chicopee, and was taken under consideration at its 
meeting of Sept. 28, 1908: —
That an independent industrial school be and hereby is established, 
to be in charge of a board of trustees to be elected by the school com­
mittee, who shall provide and maintain such school for the instruction 
in the principles of agriculture and domestic and mechanic arts, as is 
permitted in chapter 505 of the Acts of 1906, and for evening courses 
in such subjects for the benefit of such persons already employed in 
trade; and if deemed expedient by the said trustees, for the instruction 
in part-time classes of children between the ages of fourteen and 
eighteen years who may be employed the remainder of the day. Such 
school shall be approved by the Commission on Industrial Education 
of the Commonwealth, as to location, courses and methods of instruc­
tion, before any money appropriated by the city for the maintenance 
of such school shall be expended, and all appropriations shall be ex-
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pended with the approval of said commission. And the said board of 
trustees shall so conduct said school and do all things that may be 
necessary to entitle the city to be reimbursed by the Commonwealth 
the proportion of expense so incurred, in the manner and amount pro­
vided by law.
At a meeting of the school committee, held Oct. 7, 1908, 
a hoard of trustees for the evening industrial school was ap­
pointed, in accordance with the order passed by the board of 
aldermen. The trustees thus elected consist of the members 
of the school committee, and are as follows: Patrick E. Bowe, 
Herbert S. Martin, Rev. Collins G. Burnham, N. P. Ames 
Carter, Henry J. Boyd, John J. Barry, George TI. Burnham, 
George II. T. Babbitt and Frank J. Shea.
The trustees elected Mr. N. P. Ames Carter chairman, and 
Mr. John C. Grey (superintendent of schools) secretary. The 
trustees voted at that meeting to open an industrial school as 
soon as possible, and elected Mr. John IT. Sullivan director.
The evening industrial school was opened on October 29. 
Sessions are held from 7.15 p .m . to 9.15 p .m ., on five nights a 
week. The following courses are given: pattern making; ma­
chine shop practice; and industrial drawing.
The equipment consists of twenty benches for carpentry, the 
necessary circular and band saws, drawing tables for a class of 
20, and the machine shop, all in the same room. The machine 
shop has an equipment consisting of a Browne & Sharpe mill­
ing machine, shaper, grinding machine, speed lathes for wood 
turning, which can be used for hand metal turning, six machine 
lathes and hardening furnace. The apparatus composing the 
machine equipment is excellent, but it is necessarily limited in 
amount.
In the industrial drawing course there are two classes, ele­
mentary and advanced. In  the machine shop work much lati­
tude is allowed in the work undertaken, in order to permit the 
most advantageous use of the time by the individual pupils. It 
has been found necessary to divide the class into five sections, 
the pupils in each receiving instruction only one night a week. 
The pupils in the pattern making course average two or three 
nights a week.
The enrollment of the school is given in a table on page 71.
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Lawrence Evening Industrial School.
There has been steadily developing during the past two years 
a strong feeling among the large employers of Lawrence, as 
well as among the employees, that the city with its great tex­
tile industries needs an industrial school.
In  March, 1907, a public meeting to consider the question 
of industrial education was held in the rooms of the Lawrence 
Board of Trade; members of the city council, as well as repre­
sentatives of the textile interests and of the Central Labor 
Union and a representative of the commission, attended.
The Board of Trade actively took up the consideration of the 
needs of the city in industrial schools, and authorized the pres­
ident to appoint a committee to urge upon the city government 
that immediate and vigorous steps be taken to establish an in­
dustrial school in Lawrence.
This committee, acting in conjunction with a committee 
of the Central Labor Union, held a public meeting in city hall 
at the end of May, at which were present several members of 
the commission and its secretary.
The local committee recommended that an industrial school 
be established, to begin its sessions as near the beginning of 
the fall term of the public schools as possible; that appropriation 
be made of a sum ample to put into usable condition and to 
equip the available building; and that the special committee on 
this school be endowed, so far as the city council might legally 
do so, with such rights and powers as might be needful in the 
administration of its trust.
At a meeting of the Lawrence Textile Council, held in June, 
1907, the report of the committee on industrial schools, which 
was in favor of establishing such a school, was heard and adopted 
by a unanimous vote.
In  November of the same year the committee representing 
the Board of Trade, consisting of nine members, made an 
exhaustive report, which included a program of studies, which 
was endorsed by a unanimous vote.
At a joint session of the Lawrence city government, held in 
December, the report of the industrial school committee was 
presented. This report suggested the use of the Battery build-
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ing on Haverhill and White streets, presented the course men­
tioned above, and asked for an appropriation. After listening to 
several speakers in favor of the proposition, it was unanimously 
voted to recommend an appropriation for an evening industrial 
school.
At a meeting of this commission, held March 16, 1908, it 
was voted that Dr. M. F. Sullivan, chairman, Mr. Walter IT. 
Summersby, Mr. John B. Cameron, Mr. James P. Barnes and 
Mr. Augustine X. Dooley become the agents of the commission 
in the administration of the evening industrial school at Law­
rence, with such authority as the commission may from time 
to time confer upon such agents.
It has been strongly felt that help would not be lacking 
from private sources in assisting in the equipment of special 
departments of industrial schools, when the n^eds became 
known. A forceful illustration of this generosity is found in 
the Lawrence industrial school, which, owing chiefly to the 
initiative of Principal Dooley of the school, has had presented 
or loaned to it many valuable pieces of machinery.
L is t  o f  E q u i p m e n t  d o n a t e d  o r  l o a n e d  to  t h e  L a w r e n c e  I n d u s t r ia l
S c h o o l .
Saco & Pettee Machine Shop, Saco, Me.: 1 complete set of cotton 
machinery, from picker to loom, including revolving flat cards, drawing 
frames, railway heads, slubbing, intermediate and roving frames, spin­
ning frames, spoolers and reels.
Kitson Machine Shop, Lowell, Mass.: 1 combination finisher and 
feeder.
Easton-Burnham Machine Company, Pawtucket, R. I . : 1 upright 
spooler.
Entwistle Company, Lowell, Mass.: 1 beam warper with creel.
Metallic Drawing Roll Company, Indian Orchard, Mass.: rolls for 
drawing frames.
Draper & Co., Hopedale, Mass.: 1 spooler, 1 warper, 1 twister.
Lowell Machine Shops, Lowell, Mass.: complete set of worsted ma­
chinery, including 1 balling gill, cam gill box, revolving creel, 1 double 
gill box, 1 balling and finishing, 1 two-spindle gill, 1 two-spindle draw, 
1 two-spindle weigh, 1 four-spindle first finisher, 1 four-spindle second 
finisher, 1 four-spindle speeder, 1 spinning frame, 1 twisting frame.
Crompton & Knowles Loom Works, Worcester, Mass.: 1 pattern 
loom, 1 gingham loom, 1 Jacquard, 1 comb.
Mayo Knitting Company, Laconia, N. H .: set of knitting machines.
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Crane & Co., Lakeport, N. H .: 1 hosiery machine.
Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company, Boston, Mass.: 
1 five-horse power motor, 1 bedplate, 1 standard paper pulley 4 inches 
by 3% inches, 1 quick make spinning frame switch.
Bowdlear & Co., Boston, Mass.: waxes used in textile work.
Singer Sewing Machine Company, Lawrence, Mass.: 4 sewing ma­
chines.
R. H. Hood Company, Philadelphia, P a.: 4 sets of fullers for gill 
boxes.
Rome Chemical Company: soaps, alkalies, etc., used for textile pur­
poses.
E. Frank Lewis, Lawrence, Mass.: 100 samples of wool, with descrip­
tions, from different parts of the world.
F. Jacques, Boston, Mass.: 40 samples of cotton, from different 
parts of the world.
Ludlow Manufacturing Company, Boston, Mass.: samples of hemp, 
flax, jute, etc.
Treat Hardware Company, Lawrence, Mass.: tools.
American Moistening Company, Lawrence, Mass.: set of humidifiers.
G. G. Jordan, Columbus, Ga.: pictures and samples of cotton.
Fairbanks Scale Company, Boston, Mass.: 1 1000-pound scale (cot­
ton and woolen), 1 truck.
Watts Regulator Company, Lawrence, Mass.: valve reducer, damper 
regulator.
McKerrow & Co., Boston, Mass.: samples of distilled wool grease.
Burnham Mills Supplies Company, Lawrence, Mass.: cotton waste.
Brown Bros., Providence, R. I . : 1 twist counter.
Spalding Perkins Company, North Rochester, N. H .: 30 roving cans.
Standard Fibre Company, Somerville, Mass.: roving cans.
Brown & Sharpe Manufacturing Company, Providence, R. I . : 1 
yarn reel, 1 roving scale.
Merrimac Boiler Company, Lawrence, Mass.: 1 horizontal boiler.
Gutterson & Gould, Lawrence, Mass.: 1 vertical boiler.
Bride & Grimes, Lawrence, Mass.: steam heating boiler, with all 
appendages.
Knowles Pump Works, Holyoke, Mass.: 1 pump.
Blake Pump Works, Cambridge, Mass.: 1 vertical pump.
Eagle Oil and Supply Company, Boston, Mass.: 1 $15 clock.
Lunkenheimer & Co., Boston, Mass.: 1 regrinding globe valve, 1 
regrinding globe valve, 0. S. & Y. type, 1 twin check valve, 1 hori­
zontal check valve, 1 wedge disc check valve, 1 double-disc gate valve, 
1 pop safety valve, 1 blow-off safety-valve, 1 ball check valve, 1 O. S. 
& Y. gate valve (iron), %-inch generator, No. 2 Paragon lubricator, 
1 pint senior lubricator, %-pint junior lubricator, 1 square-head steam 
stop valve, No. 1, % sentinel cups, injectors, gage cocks, etc.
Atlantic Cotton Mills, Lawrence, Mass.: tank and other supplies.
Washington Mills, Lawrence, Mass.: 1 dressing frame.
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Lawrence Gas and Electric Light Company: 3 motors, irons and 
ironing boards.
Kalle & Co., Boston, Mass.: cabinet of chemicals and dyestuffs.
Merrimac Chemical Company, Boston, Mass.: chemicals for the 
laboratory.
William Hartshorne, Arlington Mills, Lawrence, Mass.: 1 duplex 
pump, 2 engines.
Crosby Steam Gage and Valve Company, Boston, Mass.: 1 6%-inch 
brass sectional Crosby gauge, 1 4-inch sectional standard valve, 1 
water column.
Haynes & Derby, Boston, Mass.: 1 sectional injector, with blue 
prints.
Hancock Inspirator Company, New York, N. Y .: 1 inspirator.
City of Lawrence: 1 pump, 1 fan.
A. T. Stearns, Boston, Mass.: 1 large vat for dyeing.
Prentis Vise Company, New York, N. Y .: 4 large vises.
Whitcomb Blaisdell Machine Company, Worcester, Mass.: tools.
Pike Manufacturing Company, Pike, N. H .: oil stones.
Whitman & Barnes Manufacturing Company, Chicago, 111.: tools.
H. A. Metz & Co.. Boston, Mass.: dyestuffs.
Atteaux & Co.: chemicals and dyestuffs.
North Bros., Philadelphia, P a .: tools.
Billings & Spencer Company, Hartford, Conn.: tools.
McLanathan, Lawrence, Mass.: lot of belting.
Sehieren Belting Company, Boston, Mass.: lot of belting.
Richmond Belting Company, Richmond, Va,: lot of belting.
Lawrence Bobbin & Shuttle Company, Lawrence, Mass.: bobbins, 
shuttles.
Emmons Harness Company, Lawrence, Mass.: harnesses.
Robinson Oil Company, Boston, Mass.: dynamo and machine oils.
Holtze, Cabot Company, Brookline, Mass.: electrical equipment, in­
cluding motors, bells, annunciators, telephones and telephone sup­
plies, etc.
Howe Scale Company, Boston, Mass.: 1 druggist balance.
Wyandotte Soda Company, Lowell, Mass.: 1 barrel of soda ash.
Buckley & Sullivan, Lawrence, Mass.: dressmaking supplies.
Reid & Hughes, Lawrence, Mass.: dressmaking supplies.
James Hunter Company, North Adams, Mass.: 1 fulling mill.
The Lawrence evening industrial school was established Tan. 
20, 1908, and opened March 16. The spring term covered a 
period of ten weeks. The total enrollment was 589. On ac­
count of the large enrollment, each class was divided into sec­
tions, which met once a week. The courses and periods were 
as follows: —
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Engine and boiler room arithmetic, sessions of two hours on Wednes­
day at 3.15, Tuesday and Thursday at 7.45.
Shop mathematics and blue-print reading, session of two hours on 
Wednesday at 7.45.
Steam engineering, session of two hours on Monday at 7.45.
Mill arithmetic, session of two hours on Wednesday at 7.45.
Designing, session of two hours on Tuesday and Thursday at 7.45.
Loom construction and calculation, session of two hours on Tuesday 
at 7.45.
Worsted weaving, sessions of two hours on Wednesday and Thurs­
day at 7.45.
Steam engineering, laboratory practice, sessions of two hours on 
Thursday and Saturday at 3.15, and Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, 
Thursday and Friday at 7.45.
The fall term of the Lawrence evening industrial school 
opened for hoys and men on Oct. 19, 1908, and the classes in 
dressmaking for girls and women on October 28. There is an 
enrollment of 1,367, of whom 597 are girls and women.
I t  is not expected that the attendance will exceed 40 or 50 
per cent, of the enrollment, because so many of the applicants 
for tuition have not had the necessary preliminary instruction 
to enable them to profit by the courses which may reasonably be 
given in such a school.
During the spring and summer of 1908 preparation for the 
fall school term has been pushed. Those teachers who were to 
give courses in the fall were occupied with the preparation of 
lecture notes, to be issued at the opening of the school to the 
pupils of the respective classes. The problems and drawings 
incorporated in the notes were such as came directly from the 
shop, or were suggested by actual shop practice, thus the school 
is enabled to keep in closest touch with the industries. The 
instructors are practical men, working in the industries and 
conversant with the needs of the operatives.
An important feature of the preparation for the school work 
has been the accumulation of the large amount of woolen, 
worsted, cotton, knitting and steam machinery already referred 
to. The machinery thus brought together is valued at upwards 
of $35,000. The housing and erecting of this machinery has 
laid claim to much of the time of the principal of the school.
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C o u r s e s  o f  S t u d y , F a l l  T e r m , 1908.
Subject. Location. Evenings at 7.30.
Woolen and worsted spinning, . 
Woolen and worsted weaving, . 
Dobby and Jacquard weaving, . 
Cotton spinning,
Cotton weaving and loomfixing, 
Textile designing (advanced), . 
Textile designing (elementary), 
Cloth calculations (advanced), . 
Cloth calculations (elementary),
Library hall and old high 
school building.
Loomfixers hall, basement,
Loomfixers hall, basement,
Battery building and old 
high school building.
Battery building and old 
high school building.
Battery building,
Battery building,
Battery building,
Battery building,
Monday and Wednesday. 
Wednesday.
Thursday.
Tuesday and Thursday. 
Tuesday and Thursday. 
Thursday.
Monday and Tuesday. 
Monday.
Thursday.
Industrial and commercial elec­
tricity. .
Industrial a n d  commercial 
chemistry.
Practical a n d  experimental 
dyeing.
Steam engineering for firemen 
employed days, . .
Steam engineering for engineers,
Mill arithmetic and mill book­
keeping.
Shop arithmetic,
Blue-print reading and arith­
metic for machinists.
Loomfixing and calculations,
Arithmetic for firemen and en­
gineers.
Steam engineering for men em­
ployed nights.
Arithmetic for men employed 
nights.
Dressmaking, . . <
Library hall, .
Working Men’s College,
Working Men’s College,
Battery building,
Library hall, .
Loomfixers hall,
Battery building,
Battery building,
Loomfixers hall, basement, 
and old high school 
building.
Battery building,
Battery building,
Battery building,
Library hall, .
Old high school,
Thursday
Tuesday and Thursday.
Monday and Friday.
Monday and Tuesday, 
Wednesday and Thursday.
Friday.
W ednesday.
Monday and Wednesday.
Tuesday and Thursday.
Tuesday evening and Sat­
urday afternoon.
Tuesday, W ednesday and 
Thursday.
W ednesday afternoon, at 
2.45.
Thursday afternoon, at 2.45.
Monday, W ednesday, Thurs­
day.
Tuesday, Friday, Saturday 
evenings, one night a 
week for each section.
The enrollment in the various courses is given in a table 
on page 72.
The courses in woolen and worsted manufacturing are ar­
ranged to meet the daily needs of those working in these indus­
tries. Instruction is given in all the various processes em­
ployed in converting the wool fiber into cloth, namely, sorting, 
carding, combing, scouring, spinning, designing, weaving, dye­
ing and finishing.
The cotton courses are designed to meet the needs of the 
men working in these industries, to make better workers of 
them, and to broaden their thought and thus cause them to take
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a greater interest in their work. Instruction is given in all the 
various processes, — picking, carding, drawing, roving, spin­
ning, combing, designing and weaving. In  connection with 
this work a course in knitting is offered. The equipment of 
the department is of the best up-to-date cotton machinery.
The work of the experimental laboratory, dye house and in­
dustrial chemical laboratory is carried on in a building well 
located for a dye house. I t is situated on the hanks of the 
Merrimac, just above the falls, and is modelled after one of 
the most practical experimental laboratories in the country.
Besides lectures and recitations on dyeing, students will 
perform careful and systematic experiments to determine the 
nature of the various dyestuffs and mordants, their coloring 
properties, their action under various circumstances, and con­
ditions under which they give the best results. The more rep­
resentative dyestuffs of each class will he applied to cotton, 
wool and silk, and each student will he obliged to enter in an 
especially arranged sample hook a specimen of each of his 
dye trials, with full particulars as to conditions of experiment, 
percentage of compounds itsed, time, temperature of dye hath, 
etc.
For convenience and economy, most of the dye trials will 
he made upon small skeins or swatches of the required material; 
but from time to time students will he required to dye larger 
quantities in full-sized dyeing machines, under the conditions 
of a commercial dye house.
By the use of a small printing machine the principles of 
calico printing are illustrated, and the practical side of the sub­
ject is studied with dyeing machines, vats, etc. I t  will he the 
constant endeavor of those in charge to impart such information 
of a theoretical character as will be of value in the operations 
of a dye house.
In  industrial chemistry particular attention is paid to those 
subjects which are of special interest to the textile worker, such 
as oils, soaps, gas, coal tar and the common acids and alkalies. 
Bleaching powder, various dyestuffs, chemicals and by-products 
of wool grease are on exhibition in the dye house, and students 
have an opportunity to study them.
The course in steam engineering consists of lectures by prae-
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tical men who are specialists in their respective branches, arith­
metic and practical mathematics for engineers and firemen, etc., 
and laboratory practice in steam engineering. The steam en­
gineering laboratory has an equipment consisting of different 
types of boilers, steam-heating apparatus, different pumps in 
sections, sectional valves and gauges, all the boiler accessories, 
steam engines, generator and various other machines. Pictures, 
blue prints and sketches of the above apparatus and other ma­
chines are on the wall for reference.
Natick Evening Industrial School.
During the year 1907 considerable interest was aroused 
among some of the public-spirited citizens of Natick in the 
subject of industrial education.
At the meeting of the commission, on Sept. 28, 1908, an 
order was read from the Natick school committee, requesting 
the commission to establish an evening industrial school in 
Natick. After discussion, the commission then voted: to es­
tablish one or more evening industrial schools in the town of 
Natick, as requested by the school committee of the said town 
in the foregoing order, and the school committee of Natick are 
hereby appointed the agents of the commission in the conduct 
and maintenance of said schools.
The school was opened in October, 1908, with two courses, — 
dressmaking and cooking.
The course in dressmaking is to cover twelve weeks, three 
nights a week, Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and is con­
ducted in the high school building. The number in the class 
was limited to 25, owing to the small equipment, and the fact 
that one teacher is employed. Since more applications were 
received than could be accommodated, there is a waiting list. 
A deposit of $1 is required, but it is to be returned if the at­
tendance record reaches 80 per cent, for the course. The 
equipment includes work tables for the members of the class, 
and two sewing machines. The pupils are of various nation­
alities Americans, Germans, Trish and French, the majority 
being employed during the day.
The course in cooking is to be conducted for a term of fifteen 
weeks in the Cochituate building, where the manual training
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department is located. The number of pupils is limited to 60, 
and, as in the case of the dressmaking class, there is a waiting 
list. The class is divided into three sections of 20 each, this 
being the limit for the equipment, and all that the one teacher 
can supervise. Sessions are held on Monday, Wednesday and 
Eriday evenings, and each pupil is in attendance but one night 
a week. The instruction is given in a room especially fitted 
for such teaching. The equipment consists of five work tables, 
accommodating 4 pupils each, each table having two gas burners 
and a general cooking equipment. There are, in addition, a 
center table for supplies, a coal range, a gas range and oven, 
a filing cabinet for recipes, a sink fully equipped with five dif­
ferent sets of sink supplies, closet, pantries, etc.
The course covers the care of the kitchen generally, care of 
the dining room and service, in addition to plain cooking from 
recipes for an economical household. The pupils are provided 
with printed copies of the recipes used, and they are required to 
paste them in their note books, and they form, together with 
the notes taken separately, a practical cookbook for those who 
are taking the course. Most of the pupils are employed during 
the day.
The enrollment in the various classes is given in a table on 
page 72.
New Bedford Evening Industrial School.
The provisions of the State industrial school law were early 
brought to the attention of the school authorities of ISTew Bed­
ford. At a meeting of the school board, held in October, 1907, 
it was voted to communicate with the commission regarding the 
establishment of evening industrial schools.
Early in November, 1907, the school committee formally re­
quested the commission to establish an evening industrial school 
in that city. Upon careful consideration of the location, courses 
and methods of instruction in the proposed school, the com­
mission approved the establishment of the school, and appointed 
the school committee of New Bedford as agents of the com­
mission for the purpose of exercising such local control as is 
authorized by chapter 505 of the Acts of 1906.
The New Bedford evening industrial school was opened on 
Nov. 27. 1907, and the spring term closed Feb. 5, 190S.
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The school evenings were Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and 
Thursday, the separate courses being given one evening each 
week for ten weeks. The instruction was given in the high 
school building. The following courses were given: elementary 
laboratory work; lectures on electricity; advanced laboratory 
work; commercial dynamo work; gasoline engines; electrical 
arithmetic.
The fall term of the evening industrial school at New Bed­
ford for 1908 began on October 19, instruction being given on 
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday evenings, the 
classes being in session from 7.30 to 9.30. The courses given 
during the fall term are the following: —
E l e c t r ic a l  C o u r s e s .
Course la. — Lectures on the principles and theory of electricity, 
with special reference to practical applications. In the high school 
on Monday nights.
Electric currents, preliminary notions of presence of a current, of 
quantity and direction; resistance and electro-motive force; Ohm’s 
law in its practical applications; elements of magnetism, laws of electro­
magnetism, laws of induction, applications.
Magnetic generators, theory of direct and alternating current ma­
chines; polyphase machines, motors, generators, static transformers, 
etc.; commercial applications, lighting, power circuits, street railway 
circuit, telephony, etc.
Chemical generators, commercial types; storage cells, theory, oper­
ation, commercial uses; maintenance of storage plants; simple prob­
lems in electrical calculations, wire sizes, horse-power, etc.
The general object of the course will be to familiarize men who 
already know somewhat of the practical end of electrical work with 
the fundamental principles upon which this occupation rests; also, 
to enable those who may be interested in the subject to acquire some 
knowledge of the commoner commercial applications of electrical 
science in the business world of to-day.
Course lb. — It has been felt that while the lectures were useful, 
their value would be greatly increased if an opportunity were given 
for students to meet the instructor in an informal way for discussion 
and possibly for some definite book work. This course is offered to 
meet this need. While it is designed chiefly for students in the lec­
ture course, it is open to any one, regardless of what other work he 
may be doing.
Course lc. — Laboratory work in the elements of electricity. This 
course offers an opportunity for the individual performance of a
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series of experiments, illustrating the principles of electricity, to­
gether with some of its applications. If  desirable, the outline may be 
modified to suit the requirements of any student.
1. Study of the laws of magnetism. 2. The laws of electro-mag­
netism. 3. The chemical generator. 4. Electro-motive force. 5. Elec­
tro-chemistry and the storage cell. 6. Study of the dynamo ; connecting 
up in series, shunt and compound and study of conditions affect­
ing each. 7. Conditions affecting resistance. 8. Connecting conductors 
in series and parallel. 9. Study of alternating currents, single and 
two-phase, connecting up transformer circuits and the induction mo­
tor, with model apparatus. 10. Study of construction and operation 
■of motors. 11. Study of construction and reading of commercial 
instruments. 12. Measurement of resistance.
C o u r s e s  o n  H e a t  a n d  P o w e r .
Course 2a. — Lectures on the principles of heat, with special regard 
to their application in power work, together with some discussion of 
the laws of gases, atmospheric pressure and strength of materials; 
the solution of some typical problem dealing with the above subjects.
Some subjects treated are: heat defined; methods of production; 
temperature; thermometers-; heat quantity; units. Laws of heat dis­
tribution ; conductors and insulators; applications. Expansion: co­
efficient; solution of typical problems. Physical form as affected by 
change of heat energy content; latent heat; problems. Heat engines: 
hot-air engines; internal combustion motors; theory, types, conditions 
affecting efficiency. Construction and function of parts. Steam en­
gines; general laws of the conversion of heat energy into mechanical 
motion. Power formulae: applications; problems. Atmospheric pres­
sure: laws, applications; problems; pumps; condensers. Laws of 
gases: Boyle’s law; Charles’ law; applications; problems. Strength 
of materials: elasticity, tensile strength; applications; problems. The 
general problems of the utilization of energy.
Course 2b. — Discussions of the applications of heat. As in Course 
2a in electricity, this course is intended to give an opportunity for a 
more informal discussion than can be obtained in the lectures.
Course 2c. — Laboratory work in the elements of heat. This course 
offers an opportunity for the individual performance of a series of 
experiments illustrating the principles of heat, together with some of 
the applications. If  desirable, the outline given may be modified to 
suit the requirements of any individual student.
1. Heat measurement and the laws of exchange. 2. Measurement 
of the co-efficient of expansion. 3. Measurement of the value of the 
latent heat of fusion. 4. Measurement of the value of the latent heat of 
«vaporization at atmospheric pressure. 5. The relation of pressure to 
boiling point. 6. The determination of specific heat. 7. The study
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of the laws of conduction. 8. The determination of horse-power.
9. 'Study of a valve engine. 10. Study of atmospheric pressure. 11. 
Study of friction. 12. Tensile strength and elasticity.
Practical Work on Gas Engines.
Coarse 2d. — Ten exercises on gas engines of stationary and marine 
types. This course consists largely of practical work on the various 
types of engines, with informal explanation of the proper method of 
connection, operation and location of “ trouble.” The theory of the 
gas engine will be taken up in the lectures on heat, and the electrical 
portion will be considered in the electrical lectures. Pupils in this 
course are admitted without special enrollment to such lectures in 
either course as may deal with these subjects.
The equipment consists of nine engines of from 1 to 8 horse-power; 
single and multicylinder; two and three port; two stroke and four 
stroke. These engines are installed and in running condition.
Courses in Mathematics.
Course 3a. — Elements of mathematics. The object of this course 
is to give a working knowledge of mathematical ideas that are of 
especial value to apprentices, journeymen, machinists, and men en­
gaged in building and manufacturing trades. The work includes prob­
lems in daily shop work, involving the following topics: —
1. Review of fundamental operations, decimals, fractions, ratio and 
percentage, with reference to shop work calculations. 2. Formulae: 
their meaning, uses, evaluation and application to practical work. 
3. Rules, formulae and relations involved in areas and volumes of com­
mon forms and figures. 4. Use of squared paper; plotting and read­
ing curves, equations of curves, areas. 5. Geometrical proportion; re­
lations of similar figures. 6. Elements of the properties of angles.
7. Projection and development of points and lines in co-ordinate planes 
and of surfaces of simple solids. 8. Some laws of simple machines.
Classes for Women.
Course 4a. — Making children’s clothing. This course includes les­
sons in cutting and making infants’ outfits, children’s dresses and other 
garments; drafting and cutting by pattern; mending, remodelling, util­
ization of materials at hand, darning and care of garments.
Suggestions are made with regard to selection of suitable materials, 
how to buy to best advantage, and how to make proper selection of 
material for different uses. Some attention is also paid to economy in 
selection of dress material, suitable fabrics and desirable color selec­
tions.
Course 4b. — Cooking and food economy. The make-up of foods 
and their use by the body; economy in buying supplies; the laws of
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cooking (temperature, time, etc.); fermentation, moulds, sterilization; 
proper care of food; the preparation and serving of some dishes to 
illustrate the above facts; proper care of kitchen utensils. This 
course may be changed to meet the special needs of students.
Course in Chemistry.
Course 5a . — Lectures on the chemistry of the elements entering 
into the practice of the engine room and the power plant.
1. Chemical and physical changes; elements and compounds; laws 
of chemical action, symbols, equations; reading equations. 2. Oxygen: 
its properties, oxides, combustion, heat values. 3. Hydrogen: proper­
ties, compounds; magnesium and calcium. 4. Carbon: properties, com­
pounds. 5. Solution; soluble and insoluble compounds; crystallization. 
6. Iron and steel: chemistry; preparation. 7. The sulphates: carbon­
ates, chlorides, characteristics. 8. Silicon and its compounds; cements, 
mortars. 9. The elements of gas analysis. 10. The common acids and 
their salts. 11. Electro-chemistry.
Course in Wood Working
Course 6a. — Lessons in the elements of wood working. Outline: 
short talks relating to tools used in wood working; construction, price 
and proper care. Facts relating to lumber: texture, strength, shrink­
age and care of the seasoning; its adaptability to domestic use, furni­
ture and building. Practice in cutting lumber from rough boards and 
preparing it for use. Practice in the making of the joints used in 
construction work: end lap joints, middle lap joints, dado and miter 
joints, end mortise and tenon, closed and relished mortise and tenon, 
sash coping, making miter box, use of steel square. Fastening proc­
esses : nailing, screws, glue, use of wedges and draw boring.
The enrollment in the various classes is given in a table on 
page 72.
Pittsfield Evening Industrial School.
The question of industrial schools in Pittsfield, which the 
commission took up actively in the fall of 1906, has been be­
fore the city government in one form or another for two years. 
I t  reached the school board early in 1907, in the form of a 
petition from the Central Labor Union, and the subject was 
referred to a special committee which held several hearings.
A permanent standing committee on industrial schools was 
added to the list of committees of the school board, the industrial 
school committee for the year 1908 consisting of C. LI. Dick­
son, chairman, LI. A. Francis and Geo. A. Prediger. This
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committee recommended the establishment of an evening in­
dustrial school in Pittsfield.
The Pittsfield evening industrial school opened on October 
26, in the high school building. The school sessions are held 
for two hours on Monday, Wednesday and Eriday evenings. 
The courses are as follows: —
Carpentry and woodworking, as applied to the building trades. 
This course includes the elements of architectural or builders’ draw­
ing, the study of plans and blue prints and the use of tools and ma­
terials.
Industrial mathematics, with particular reference to their applica­
tion and use in the local trades.
Mechanical drawing. This course is made very practical, and special 
attention is given to sketch drawings and the study and interpretation 
of drawings.
There is a total enrollment of 38 pupils. The enrollment is 
made up of men from a great variety of trades, and the ages 
vary from fourteen to forty-four years. The occupations rep­
resented among the pupils are: stationary engineer; tool maker; 
electrical worker; machinist; boiler maker; worker in con­
crete ; pattern maker; clerk; winder; wireman; carpenter; 
draftsman; electrical tester; vTool dresser; and laborer. The 
average age at which these men left school was about fifteen 
years.
The enrollment in the various classes is given in a table on 
page 73.
Taunton Evening Industrial School.
In November, 1907, a conference was held at the office of the 
commission with the superintendent of schools at Taunton, to 
discuss the establishment of an industrial school.
Early in December a petition for instruction in clay model­
ing, signed by 35 employees in the silverware industry, was 
received by the school committee. On Dec. 2, 1907, the Taun­
ton school committee voted to request the Massachusetts Com­
mission on Industrial Education to establish an evening indus­
trial school through this committee. After an inspection of the 
facilities offered, the commission voted, on Dec. 23, to establish 
the evening industrial school requested by the school committee
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of Taunton, and appointed the school committee of Taunton as 
its local agents.
On Jan. 1, 1908, classes were organized in clay modeling and 
dressmaking. The instruction began January 6 and ended 
March 31. The session was planned to cover a period of twelve 
weeks. There was organized one class in clay modeling and 
two in dressmaking. The class in clay modeling and one class 
in dressmaking were held on Tuesday and Thursday evenings; 
the second class in dressmaking was held on Monday and Friday 
evenings. The hours of session were from 7.30 to 9.30.
The work in clay modeling consisted in modeling from plas­
ter casts, from shaded drawings, from blocked-out drawings and 
from line drawings. Casts in plaster were taken from some 
of the best samples of student’s work.
The instruction in dressmaking included work on aprons, 
shirt waists, skirts and simple suits. All work was done from 
paper patterns. The instruction in sewing included both hand 
and machine sewing. Especial attention was given to encourag­
ing pupils to take up with confidence work by themselves, and 
to aiding them in selection of materials, colors and styles.
In  the fall of 1908 the sessions of the evening industrial 
school at Taunton opened in the first week of October with 
the following courses: clay modeling; sewing.
The instruction in clay modeling is given on Tuesday and 
Thursday nights, and is to continue for twelve weeks. The in­
struction is carried on as in the previous school year. The class 
in sewing is divided into two sections, one which meets on Mon­
day and Wednesday evenings and the other on Tuesday and 
Thursday evenings. The scope of instruction is practically 
the same as that given in the sewing classes in the spring term.
The enrollment in the various classes is given in a table on 
page 73.
Waltham Evening Industrial School.
Definite interest in a local industrial school began to be mani­
fested in Waltham in the spring of 1907. At the beginning 
of May the Waltham Business Men’s Association, at the sug­
gestion of the school department, invited representatives of the 
commission to attend their regular meeting on May 22, to ex­
plain the work of the commission.
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Subsequently several conferences were held between the 
mayor, the superintendent of schools and others interested in 
the movement for an industrial school.
On the evening of October 15, representatives of the com­
mission held a conference with the committee on manual train­
ing, the superintendent of schools and the mayor; and later in 
the evening a conference was held with more than 100 men 
then employed in the various trades in Waltham. As a result 
of this meeting, 100 candidates expressed a desire to attend 
this school.
The recommendations of the sub-committee for the establish­
ment of an industrial school were adopted by the proper school 
and city authorities, and an appropriation was made for con­
ducting the school.
The Waltham evening industrial school was opened Dec. 9 
and closed April 10, 1908, the school year consisting of eighteen 
weeks. The school was in session on Monday, Wednesday and 
Friday evenings, from 7.30 to 9.30. Courses were given in 
industrial drawing, shop mathematics and machine shop prac­
tice.
The course in shop mathematics was given in the high school 
building, the others in the manual training school.
The following is the program of study: —
Industrial Drawing. — Use of instruments; lines and lettering; pro­
jection : conception, need of second and third plans, arrangement of 
views; simple machine details; drawing from formulie; simple assem­
bly drawing; complete set, details and assembly for power pump, 
steam engine or similar mechanism.
Shop Mathematics. — Ratio and proportion; calculation of speed 
of machinery; speed of cutting tools; screw threads and thread cut­
ting; common fractions; use of measuring instruments, including the 
micrometer; decimal fractions; squares and square root; mensuration; 
use of formulae; calculation of horse-power; principles of steam en­
gine and other prime movers; principles of the electric motor.
Machine Shop Practice. — Centering and squaring u p ; straight, taper 
and eccentric turning and fitting; shrink fit; screw cutting and tapping; 
drilling and reaming; jig and accurate drilling; planing; hand turn­
ing; chipping cast iron and steel; filing, rough and finish; filing to a 
fit
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I  he fall term opened October 5, and the following courses 
are being given: machine shop practice; shop mathematics; ma­
chine industrial drawing. The courses do not differ materially 
from those given in the spring term, either in subjects or scope.
The sessions are held Monday, Wednesday and Friday nights, 
from 7.30 to 9.30, one night per week for each course.
Instead of all the pupils taking all three courses, as in 
1907-08, a choice is permitted of any two.
During the first year of the school drawing instruments and 
certain shop tools were supplied to the pupils, but with the 
opening of the fall term the plan was adopted of requiring the 
pupils to furnish them.
The enrollment in the various classes is given in a table on 
page 73.
Tabular Statement of the Industrial Courses given in the 
Schools under the Commission. — These schools are evening 
industrial schools, except when otherwise indicated. The fol­
lowing table gives the date of establishment of each industrial 
school, the courses being given in these schools in the cities and 
towns mentioned, and the enrollment, average attendance and 
date of closing and opening the school in the spring and fall 
terms of 1908. That part of the school year before the Christ­
mas recess is for convenience referred to as the fall term, and 
the part after the recess as the spring term.
[An asterisk
P lace.
Beverly,
Boston,
Brockton,
Cambridge, .
Chicopee
indicates that the courses had been given in schools in operation before the establishment of the present industrial schools.
indicates that there were women in the course.]
The letter " w ”
Date of
Establishment of 
the Industrial 
School,
Oct. 16, 1907, ¡^Machine drawing,
; Freehand drawing, . 
♦Architectural drawing, 
Applied science,
I Gas engines,
Shop mathematics, . 
♦Engineering mathematics,
Sept. 29, 1908, ♦Freehand drawing, . 
♦Mechanical drawing,
♦Ship drafting,
♦Sheet metal drafting, 
♦Machine drawing, 
♦Architectural drawing, 
Tool and jig making, 
♦Steam engineering, . 
Industrial mathematics, .
Sept. 29, 1908, ♦Industrial drawing,
Boiler and engine room lectures, 
Dressmaking and millinery,
Oct. 3, 1907, ♦Machine shop practice and shop m ath­
ematics, .
♦Pattern shop practice,
Forge practice, . . . .
♦Mechanical drawing,
‘'Architectural drawing,
♦Freehand drawing, . . . .  
♦Dressmaking and millinery,
Sept. 8, 1908, Industrial drawing, 
Machine shop practice, 
Pattern making,
Spring Term 1908. Fall Perm, 1908.
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Lawrence, Jan. 20, 1908, Woolen and worsted spinning and 
weaving, . . . . . 70 16 Ma y  22, Oct. 19, 207 135 2
Dobby and Jacquard weaving, . — — — — — - 1
Cotton spinning, . . . . — - - - 36 31 -
Cotton weaving and loomfixing, — — — — — — — —
Textile designing, . . . . 37 29 — — 40 35 — 1
Industrial and commercial electricity, — — — — 145 / 4 — 1
Practical and experimental dyeing, . - — - - 18 15 -
Industrial and commercial chemistry, — — — — 25 19 — 2
Steam engineering for engineers and
firemen, . . . . . 350 188 — — 206 139 — 1
Cloth calculations, . . . . — — - — 40 36 — 1
Mill arithmetic and bookkeeping, 35 19 - - 25 19 - 1
Blue-print reading and arithmetic for
machinists, . . . . . 64 28 — — 58 43 — 1
Arithmetic for engineers and firemen, ? 25 - - 126 84 - 1
Loomfixing and calculation, 33 18 — — 46 35 _ 1
Dressmaking, . . . . . - - - - 597 287 — 1 w
M o n t a g u e  (day
school), June 30, 1908, Agricultural school (for list of subjects,
see pages 30, 31, 32), - — ! Sept. 7, 48 — w
Natick, Sept. 18, 1908, Dressmaking, . . . . . _ - - ' Oct. 12, 25 20 12 3 w
Cooking, . . . . . - - — 60 57
New Bedford, Nov. 4, 1907, *Electricity, . . . . . 52 32 Feb. 5, Oct. 19, 16 10 10 3
Heat and power, . . . . — — — — 19 15 “
(las engines, . . . . . 34 26 — — 16 15 — 1
*Shop mathematics, . . . . 4 3 — 1 — 17 — 2
Clothing economics, — — — — 21 —
Food economics, . . . . — — — — 28 23 — 1 w
Chemistry, . . . . . — — - — — — — 1
1 Woodworking, . . . . - - - - 10 10 2
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Northampton (clay
school), Mar. 15, 1907, Mechanical course, . . . .
Agricultural course,
Housekeeping and homemaking course 
(for list of subjects, see pages 40, 41),
Pittsfield, Nov. 5, 1908, •^Industrial drawing, 
Industrial mathematics, . 
Practical carpentry,
Taunton, Dec. 2, 1907, Clay modeling, . . . .  
Dressmaking, . . . . .
Waltham, Nov 20, 1907, Shop mathematics, . . . .  
Machine shop practice.
^Industrial drawing, . . . .
1 Later, 2.
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s
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Progress towards the Establishment of Schools.
Progress has been, made towards the establishment of day in­
dustrial schools in Foxborough, Lynn, New Bedford, Newton 
and Worcester, and towards an evening industrial school in 
Walpole.
Foxborough Day Industrial School.
The conditions pertaining to the establishment of an in­
dustrial school at Foxborough were presented to the commission 
on Sept. 25, 1908, by Dr. W. C. Crocker of the Foxbor­
ough school committee. I t  was felt that through a system of co­
operation between the towns of Foxborough, Mansfield, Sharon 
and Wrentham a school might be established and maintained 
at Foxborough, which is connected with these towns by electric 
railway.
On request of the chairman of the school board of Foxbor­
ough, on Oct. 8, 1908, the secretary of the commission attended 
a meeting of some of the officials of Foxborough and the above- 
mentioned surrounding towns. At this meeting it was voted 
to request the chairman of the school board of each of these 
towns to appoint three citizens on a committee (the chairman 
of the school board and the superintendent of schools to be ex- 
officio members of this committee) for the purpose of studying 
local needs and conditions relating to the establishment of an 
independent industrial school.
Lynn Day Industrial School.
In  the early part of 1907 a movement was started for the 
establishment of an industrial school in Lynn. The Board of 
Trade and other local associations, and the press, together with 
prominent individuals, enrolled themselves as serious workers 
in this movement.
An industrial committee of the Board of Trade was ap­
pointed, which held meetings for the purpose of obtaining in­
formation regarding the local needs for an industrial school, 
and the local sentiment towards such an undertaking. This 
committee consisted of A. T. Sampson, J. C. Bennett, John J. 
Heys, Thomas W. Gardiner and George B. Grant.
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In April, 1908, a Lynn commission on industrial education 
was appointed by the city government to study the local con­
ditions and local needs for an industrial school, and to make 
recommendations concerning the establishment of such a school 
in co-operation with the State Commission on Industrial Edu­
cation. This committee consisted of the following: Charles 
H. Hastings, chairman, I. B. Armstrong, secretary, Joseph 
Gaunt, R. S. Bauer, Rev. A. J. Teeling, Richard H. Rice, Al­
bion Bartlett, Philip Emerson and Charles T. Murray.
The report of the Lynn commission was submitted to the 
State commission and approved on Nov. 27, 1908, and is given 
in Appendix B.
New Bedford Day Industrial School.
A special meeting of the New Bedford school board was held 
on the evening of Nov. 3, 1908, at which the secretary of the 
commission was present. At this meeting a communication 
was read from the city government, notifying the board of the 
passage of an order providing for the establishment of an inde­
pendent industrial school, and authorizing the school board to 
appoint a board of trustees. The board elected Edgar B. 
Hammond, Frank R. Pease, William E. Jennings, Robert L. 
Baylies, Miss Betsey B. Winslow, Calvin T. Bosworth and 
William A. Thompson as a board of trustees of the new inde­
pendent industrial day school for a period of one year.
Mr. Charles R. Allen, who is at present director of the even­
ing industrial school, has been made principal of the new 
industrial school.
Newton Day Industrial School.
Various individuals and local organizations have taken an 
active interest in the question of an industrial school in New­
ton, and meetings and conferences have been held with the ob­
ject in view of furthering the movement for such a school.
At a meeting of the board of aldermen of the city of New­
ton, on Dec. 28, 1908, it was ordered: —
That an independent industrial school for instruction in the princi­
ples of mechanic arts, under the provisions of the statutes of 1906, 
chapter 505, entitled “ An Act to establish the Commission on In-
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dustrial Education,” and acts in amendment thereof and in addition 
thereto, be and hereby is provided and established, to be in charge of 
a board of trustees to be appointed by the school committee; the 
number of said board of trustees and the term of office of each mem­
ber to be determined by the school committee, the said committee also 
to fill all vacancies as they may occur in said board of trustees; pro­
vided that the independent industrial school authorized in this order 
shall be approved as to location, courses and methods of instruction 
by the Commission on Industrial Education provided for in said act. 
Such school shall be so conducted and all things done that may be 
necessary to entitle the city to be reimbursed by the commonwealth 
the proportion of expense so incurred in the manner and amount pro­
vided by law.
This order was approved by the mayor on Dec. 30, 1908.
At the meeting of the board of aldermen, on Dec. 28, 1908, 
it was ordered: —
That the city treasurer be and hereby is authorized to receive money 
contributed for the establishment and maintenance of an independent 
industrial school, and to pay out the same on the orders of the board 
of trustees in control of said school.
This order was approved by the mayor on Dec. 30, 1908.
The board of trustees appointed to be in charge of the inde­
pendent industrial school are: Benjamin S. Palmer, Frank A. 
Day, William J. Doherty, W. E. Parker, S. E. Howard, Fred 
IT. Tucker and Matt. B. Jones. Mr. Merritt W. Haynes of 
Rochester, 1ST. Y., has been elected to be in immediate charge 
of the school.
The school is to be opened on Feb. 1, 1909.
Worcester Day Industrial School.
Worcester, with its numerous diversified industries, requir­
ing the highest technical training and mechanical skill, has 
been active in the matter of local industrial education as pro­
vided for by the State law, and has been in touch with the 
commission since its appointment. The movement for an inde­
pendent industrial school in Worcester has progressed steadily, 
even if slowly.
The opportunities for industrial schools for Worcester have 
been from time to time presented to local organizations by
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members of the commission and its temporary and permanent 
seci’etary. The influence of the Worcester Public Education 
Association, an organization for the creation of an interest in 
all matters which will tend to improve conditions in public 
education, has been strongly exerted for the cause of local in­
dustrial education; and it was through its action that a com­
mittee was appointed to prepare and present to the city council 
a petition asking for the appointment of a local board on in­
dustrial education, and to bring before the city council such 
information as might be of use in considering the question of 
the establishment of a local independent industrial school. This 
committee was composed of R. B. Fowler, Board of Trade; M. 
P. Higgins, Public Education Association; Chas. F. Marble, 
Metal Trades Association; J. R. Back, Mechanics Associa­
tion ; and G. I. Alden, president of the Public Education Asso­
ciation.
During the time that this committee was engaged in actively 
furthering a movement for an industrial school, a number of 
meetings were held in Worcester which were addressed by mem­
bers of the State commission and its secretary. The committee, 
accompanied by nine representatives sent »by the Mechanics As­
sociation, the Worcester Board of Trade and the Metal Trades 
Association, presented a petition requesting the city govern­
ment of Worcester, —
To authorize the appointment, by His Honor the Mayor, of a local 
commission on industrial education, to consist of nine members, citi­
zens of Worcester, who are known to be interested in industrial edu­
cation and are familiar with the manufacturing mechanical needs of 
the city of Worcester, whose duty it shall be to confer with the 
State Commission on Industrial Education, and report to the Honorable 
City Council a plan with the estimates and details for an industrial 
school for boys and girls in Worcester; and in case a plan is 
adopted by the city, the said local commission, under the direction of 
the State Commission on Industrial Education, shall represent the 
city of Worcester in carrying out these plans.
R ufus B. F owler,
Milton P. H iggins,
J ohn R. B ack,
Charles F. Marble, 
George I. Alden,
Committee.
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We, the undersigned, residents of the city of Worcester, endorse 
the above petition, believing that under the new State law above re­
ferred to the conditions in Worcester are most favorable for the estab­
lishment of an industrial school that will be a great credit to the city 
and a vital benefit to the large number of those who must engage in 
industrial vocations.
The petition was signed by a large and representative list of 
business men, educators and workmen, also by many women in­
terested in industrial education for boys and 'girls. I t was 
favorably acted upon by the city council, and received the ap­
proval of the mayor.
At the beginning of April, 1907, the city council passed an 
order, as follows: —
Ordered, That the mayor be and hereby is authorized and instructed 
to appoint a commission, consisting of nine citizens of this city known 
to be interested in industrial education, to confer with the State Com­
mission on Industrial Education relative to the establishment of an in­
dustrial school for boys and girls in this city. If, after such a con­
ference and due investigation, said commission deem it advisable that 
such a school be established, that it be requested to report a plan, with 
estimates and details, to the city council.
In  June, 1907, Mayor Duggan announced the names of the 
nine men appointed as members of a local commission to re­
port on the establishment of an industrial school in Worcester. 
This commission was composed of educators, manufacturers and 
representatives of organized labor. The members were Milton 
P. Higgins, George I. Alden, Charles F. Marble, Cornelius J. 
Carmody, John P. Casey, 0. AY. Uorcross, J. M. Buckley, John 
R. Back and Rufus B. Fowler.
This local commission has made a study of local needs, has 
held public meetings and private sessions at which various in­
terests have been heard.
The State commission has co-operated with this local com­
mission in an advisory capacity, and in rendering active assist­
ance ; and one of its members, Milton P. Higgins, a resident 
of Worcester, served as chairman of the local commission.
The Worcester commission after mature deliberation has 
prepared and submitted to the city government a report which
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has received the approval of the State commission. A copy of 
this report will be found in Appendix A.
An ordinance has been passed creating a board of trustees, 
and the following-named men constitute this board: Milton P. 
Higgins, Cornelius J. Carmody, George I. Alden, John M. 
Buckley, John E. Back, John P. Casey, Charles E. Johnson, 
Charles F. Marble, Nicholas J. Skerrett, Levi L. Conant, 
George IST. Jeppson, Louis H. Buckley and George F. Brooks.
Walpole Evening Industrial School.
At the reque_st of the superintendent of schools, an agent of 
the commission visited the high school building in Walpole on 
December 9, and inspected the rooms and apparatus available 
for a proposed industrial school.
A vote was passed at a town meeting, held on December 11, 
“ that the school committee be authorized to appoint a board 
of trustees, which shall have the authority to establish and 
maintain an evening industrial school, as provided for in chap­
ter 572 of the Acts of 1908.”
In  accordance with this vote, the school committee have ap­
pointed Philip E. Allen, Patrick IT. Mahoney and F. W. King- 
man as the committee on the evening industrial school, and 
have requested this commission to appoint this committee as its 
trustees to co-operate in the management of the school.
The location for the school and the proposed courses and in­
structors were discussed with the local authorities. The high 
school building where the courses are to be given is practically 
new, and has all the modern conveniences for heating, lighting 
and ventilation. I t  is expected that the school will be put in 
operation early in January, 1909.
The proposed courses embrace domestic science and industrial 
drawing and associated mathematics.
I t  is proposed to give the course in domestic science in the 
physical and chemical laboratory, where gas stoves and kitchen 
supplies are to be installed.
The courses in mechanical and architectural drawing are 
to be given by instructors who are now employed in local in­
dustries, and the enrollment will consist of machinists and car­
penters from these industries. In these courses there will be
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taken up the interpretation of blue-prints and plans, including 
their related mathematics, rather than the development of skill 
in drafting.
General Investigations in Forty-five Cities and Towns, Concern­
ing the Educational Plans of Pupils, Fourteen Years of 
Age and upwards, in the Sixth, Seventh, Eighth and Ninth 
Grades of Grammar Schools, in order to determine the 
Number of These Pupils likely to attend a Local Indus­
trial School.
The commission felt the necessity of having -information re­
garding the number of pupils now in the grammar grades of 
schools in the various cities of the commonwealth, who might 
become pupils in industrial schools during the years 1908 and
1909. As a basis for such statistical work, it was decided to 
make a canvass among the pupils of the sixth, seventh, eighth 
and ninth grades of the grammar schools in the cities and towns 
having over 10,000 population according to the last census. 
This was quickly and economically accomplished by the distri­
bution of question cards, during the months of May and June, 
in the grades to which this inquiry pertained. The cards were 
distributed in the following cities: Adams, Attleborough,1 Bev­
erly,1 Brockton,2 Cambridge, Chicopee, Clinton, Everett,2 Fall 
River, Fitchburg, Framingham, Gardner, Gloucester, Haverhill, 
Holyoke,2 Hyde Park,1 Lawrence,1 Leominster, Lowell, Lynn, 
Malden, Marlborough, Medford, Melrose, Milford, New Bed­
ford, Newburyport, Newton, North Adams, Northampton, Pea­
body,1 Pittsfield, Quincy,1 Revere, Salem, Somerville, South- 
bridge, Springfield, Taunton, Wakefield, Waltham, Watertown, 
Weymouth, Woburn and Worcester.
The questions on these cards requested information concern­
ing the age of the pupil; the occupation of the father; the ex­
pectancy of graduation from the grammar school; and the ex­
pectancy of attendance upon school after graduation from the 
grammar school.
1 In these cities the ninth grade is merged into the high school.
1 In these cities the data were incomplete, and the results were not used in the general
summary.
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The main results of this investigation are given in Ap­
pendix C.
The total number of pupils in the sixth, seventh, eighth and 
ninth grades in the 361 cities and towns was as follows: sixth, 
15,S77; seventh, 13,502; eighth, 10,863; ninth, 9,058; total 
in all these grades, 49,300. (See Table I., Appendix C.)
The total drop in the number of pupils from the sixth to 
the ninth grades in these cities and towns was 6,819, and the 
average drop in per cent, is 42.9.
The total number of pupils in the sixth, seventh, eighth and 
ninth grades in these cities and towns who stated that they did 
not expect to graduate from the grammar school was 4,244.
The total number of pupils in the sixth, seventh, eighth and 
ninth grades in these cities and towns who stated that they ex­
pected to graduate from the grammar school, but would not 
attend the high school, was 6,958.
There were 11,202 pupils in the sixth, seventh, eighth and 
ninth grades in these cities and towns who stated that they 
expected to discontinue their education either during or at 
the expiration of their grammar school course; and, judging 
from the number of pupils who actually dropped out from 
grade to grade, these pupils knew fairly well the conditions 
they were facing, and were able to forecast their school future 
with considerable accuracy.
There were 38,098 pupils in the sixth, seventh, eighth and 
ninth grades of these cities who stated that they hoped to con­
tinue their education after the grammar school. Since these 
investigations as originally planned were carried on in the 
grammar schools only, no inquiries had been made in the high 
school; but when a tabulation of the results of the inquiry 
showed that the numbers who expected to enter the high school 
were very much greater than those who actually entered, it was 
found that accurate data on this point could be obtained only by 
carrying the inquiry into the high school itself. This was ac­
cordingly done for the first year of the high school in the cases 
of the four cities, Lawrence, Lynn, Springfield and Worcester.
1 The corresponding data for the 6 cities and towns in which there is no ninth grade in the 
grammar school are given in Table II., Appendix C.
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In determining the actual drop from the ninth grade to the 
first year in the high school the difference in the numerical en­
rollment was not taken, but a comparison was made of the two 
class registers, to see what names enrolled in the ninth grade 
reappeared in the register of the first year of the high school.
The actual drop from the ninth grade to the high school in 
the four cities is as follows: Lawrence,1 a loss of 165 pupils, or 
40 per cent.; Lynn, 168 pupils, or 35 per cent.; Springfield, 
169 pupils, or 27 per cent.; and Worcester, 472 pupils, or 45 
per cent.
The following are the expected drops and the per cent, drop 
from the ninth grade to the high school for the four cities: 
Lawrence,1 66 pupils, or 16 per cent, of those in the ninth 
grade; Lynn, 82 pupils, or 17 per cent.; Springfield, 41 pupils, 
or 7 per cent.; Worcester, 111 pupils, or 10 per cent. These 
results, put in tabular form, are as follows: —
Cities. Expected Drop in Per Cent.
Actual Drop in 
Per Cent.
Lawrence,1 . . . . . . 1 6 4 0
Lynn, . . . . . . . 1 7 3 5
Springfield, . . . . . . 7 2 7
Worcester, . . . . . . 1 0 4 5
1 The eighth grade was used.
The total drop and the per cent, drop from the sixth grade to 
the first year in the high school in Lawrence, Lynn, Springfield 
and Worcester are as follows: Lawrence, 539 pupils, or 68.1 
per cent.; Lynn, 612 pupils, or 66.5 per cent.; Springfield, 499 
pupils, or 52.5 per cent.; and Worcester, 1,109 pupils, or 65.9 
per cent.
The following table shows these results : —
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CITIES.
Total 
Number 
of Pupils in 
the Sixth 
Grade.
Drop in  Number  op 
P u pils  from the Sixth  
Grade to the  F irst 
Y ear in  the  H igh 
School.
Drop in  the Number  op 
P upils from the N inth  
Grade of the Gram­
mar School to the 
F irst  Y ear in  the 
H igh  School.
Total Drop. Per Cent. Drop. Total Drop.
Per Cent. 
Drop.
Lawrence, . 791 539 68.1 165 1 40 1
Lynn, 919 612 66.5 168 35
Springfield, 959 499 52.5 169 27
Worcester, . 1,682 1,109 65.9 472 45
1 There are but eight grammar grades in Lawrence.
Special Investigations among the Parents of Pupils in the Sixth, 
Seventh, Eighth ancl Ninth Grades of Grammar Schools 
in Lawrence,1 Lynn, Springfield and Worcester, to ascer­
tain the Attitude of Parents towards Industrial Education.
During the summer of 1908, special agents were appointed 
in Lawrence, Lynn, Springfield and Worcester, to visit the 
homes of the children in the sixth, seventh, eighth and ninth 
grades, whose addresses had been obtained in the investigation 
made previously in June, through the school superintendents.
The object of the investigation was to ascertain the amount 
of interest of the parents or guardians of those children in the 
establishment of a local industrial school. Where the father 
had learned a trade, inquiries were also made concerning the 
manner of its acquirement.
In many cases there were other children of an industrial 
school age in the family, who had already left school; a report 
of these was also obtained.
The investigation was carried on as follows: a properly 
qualified special agent, resident in the town, was appointed in 
each of the cities to take charge of the local canvass to be 
made; each of these special agents had the assistance of several 
qualified residents of the town in making the home visits which 
were necessary to secure the desired information. The cities
1 Sixth, seventh and eighth grades.
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were divided into districts, and each canvasser was personally 
acquainted with the section covered by him.
All of the canvassing agents in each city were required to 
familiarize themselVes with the policy of the commission, as 
already outlined, as well as with its work and with the general 
industrial educational conditions as presented in its publica­
tions. The agents were to explain to the people interviewed the 
type of school which might be established in their city, pro­
vided public sentiment seemed to warrant the establishment of 
such an institution ; it was distinctly specified that they were 
to represent the commission only in the matter of explaining 
the type of school which might be established, and in securing 
answers to the set of questions, — other questions which might 
arise being referred to the commission.
The special investigations carried on in Lawrence, Lynn, 
Springfield and Worcester were not intended to furnish data for 
a comparison of conditions in these cities, but rather to give in­
formation which should bear directly on the local problems 
facing the commission in each city; consequently, the scope 
of the work in these towns varied with the recognized needs.
In  Lawrence the question of a day school for textile workers 
is under active consideration, and special inquiries bearing on 
this were made among those present grammar school pupils 
whom it was expected would be most immediately benefited by 
such a school.
In  Lynn, with its preponderance of shoe industries, and 
in which a day industrial shoe school is under active consid­
eration, it was considered important to interview the parents of 
all those pupils in the upper grammar school grades where it 
was felt that there might be a possible enrollment in the day 
shoe school.
In  Springfield, where a technical high school already exists, 
the investigation was confined strictly to those pupils who stated 
that they had no expectation of attending a high school.
In Worcester, with its varied industries, and with day in­
dustrial schools for both boys and girls under consideration, it 
was felt that the investigation should be of the widest scope, 
and that the parents of all the boys and girls in the upper 
grades of the grammar schools should be interviewed.
So that in Worcester the parents or guardians of all the
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children in those grades were interviewed; in Lynn, the 
parents or guardians of all those children except in cases where 
it was already known that other plans had been made for the 
future of the children; and in Springfield and Lawrence, only 
the parents or guardians of those children, thirteen years of 
age and over, who had stated that they had no expectation of 
attending high school.
The main results of this investigation are given in Appendix 
D, and may be epitomized as follows: —
Lawrence. — There were 467 families included in the in­
vestigation; of these, 438, or 94 per cent., were favorable to 
the establishment of a local industrial school. These represented 
824 children of an industrial school age; 46 per cent, were 
girls and 54 per cent, were boys.
Of the fathers in the families interviewed, 258 were engaged 
in occupations requiring technical skill (including the so-called 
trades) ; of these, 110, or 42 per cent., had learned their trade 
by serving apprenticeships; 136, or 53 per cent., had “ picked 
u p ” their trades; and 12, or nearly 5 per cent., had been 
pupils in trade schools.
Five special agents were employed in the Lawrence investiga­
tion to obtain information as to the attitude of the parents of 
the pupils under consideration towards industrial education and 
the establishment of an industrial school in Lawrence. From 
these parents there was obtained a statement as to their desire 
for their children to secure an industrial education by becoming 
pupils in an industrial school, if such could be established.
About 500 parents were interviewed, the fathers being en­
gaged in many different lines of work. To most of these people 
the high school is an institution outside of their lives and those 
of their children. Many of these parents were desirous of 
having their children learn some trade or prepare to enter 
some branch of the textile industry. Most of the parents 
realized that at the age of fourteen the child is too young to 
be thrown on his own resources, and that a school which would 
give the child, during the interval between the ages of fourteen 
and seventeen, a thoroughly practical education, followed by a 
special preparation for a particular vocation, would fill a gen­
eral want.
As regards the courses of instruction desired, there was a
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great diversity of opinion. Courses such as mechanical draw­
ing and shop practice, together with chemistry, metals and 
metallurgy of steel, appeal strongly to fathers who are desirous 
of having their boys follow up the mechanical trades. A wool 
sorter, realizing how he had been handicapped, is only too glad 
to have his child attend a school which will teach the practical 
chemistry of fats, oils and soaps, and explain about mordants, 
dyes, etc. Courses which offered a general knowledge of the 
textile business especially appealed to those interested in mill 
work; chiefly such courses as will enable a worker to under­
stand what he is doing at his particular machine, and will give 
him an intelligent knowledge of the processes that precede and 
follow the work upon which he is engaged.
I t was found that a surprisingly large number of persons 
in Lawrence have been enrolled in correspondence courses, or 
have attended the Lowell Textile School. The inconveniences to 
which such persons have been subjected in their endeavors to 
obtain industrial instruction have made them strong supporters 
of the movement for an industrial school in their own city. In 
addition to the expressions of views of those persons inter­
viewed, it should he stated that over 100 fathers have pre­
sented themselves at the Board of Trade rooms, and registered 
their names as desirous that their sons attend the industrial 
school, if it should be established.
The general opinion among the people interviewed and the 
city government is that there is an immediate need of an in­
dustrial day school in the city of Lawrence, to supply the edu­
cational wants of its industrial workers.
Lynn.-— There were 2,164 families visited in this city; of 
this number, 2,069, or 96 per cent., were favorable to an in­
dustrial school. There were 3,301 children in these families; 
boys, 52 per cent.; girls, 48 per cent.
The heads of 1,340 families were skilled workers; 551, or 
41 per cent., of whom acquired their trade by apprenticeship; 
779, or 58 per cent., had “ picked iip ” their training; and 10, 
or 1 per cent., have attended a trade school or private technical 
institution.
Eleven special agents were employed in the Lynn investiga­
tion to interview the parents of the children being considered;
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and all of these agents were deeply interested in industrial 
education. In  general, the policy pursued was to interview 
the fathers, and whenever possible both parents; for this rea­
son, most of the work had to be done evenings. The plans 
tentatively adopted by the Lynn commission on industrial edu­
cation for an industrial school were presented, and after they 
had been clearly grasped, parents of all sections and occupa­
tions gave their hearty approval of them. Only a few per­
sons could be classed as indifferent, and but a scattering 
handful were recorded as opposed to the school when the can­
vass closed. Many persons expressed a desire that one or more 
of their children should attend such a school, others strongly 
favored the school, on the ground that it would meet the needs 
of many boys and girls, even if it did not meet their own chil­
dren’s needs. While many workmen had feared that a trade 
school was but a plan to benefit the manufacturers at the ex­
pense of their employees, yet the final consensus of opinion 
was that the kind of school planned by the Lynn commission 
would advance the industry so as to benefit all classes in that 
community.
An important feature of this investigation has been the value 
to the local commission, in formulating plans for a shoe trade 
school, of the opinions and suggestions gathered from parents, 
of whom many were manufacturers, foremen and workmen in 
the shoe factories.
While an occasional manufacturer was in favor of a short 
course of industrial instruction, with a view to producing work­
men proficient in the use of some particular machine or in the 
work of some single department, yet most of the industrial 
leaders, as well as parents in general, were desirous that the 
proposed Lynn industrial school should offer a course long 
enough to give all-round instruction in both the theory and 
practical workings of the various branches of the shoe trade, 
with special and thorough training in some department elected 
by a pupil towards the close of the course. As the canvass 
progressed, two demands of parents deserving attention became 
clear: that the children be given a practical education, to fit 
them for entrance into a life occupation; and also that they be 
given as broad and thorough culture and preparation for good
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citizenship as can be obtained while fitting for a trade. It was 
largely as a result of this canvass that the Lynn commission 
decided to recommend courses in household economics, cook­
ing, dressmaking, etc.
The canvass revealed a general feeling of opposition to the 
private trades schools, which offer to prepare any adult for 
work as a machine operator in a few weeks’ time, in return 
for a stated fee. Although these schools take in work on low- 
grade products, when they can secure it from manufacturers, 
yet as a rule they are unable to afford sufficient practice to 
prepare pupils to hold a position after it has once been secured. 
The almost universal testimony of those who had tried the so- 
called private trade schools was that results were disappointing. 
So general has been this experience that many persons were 
found to be prejudiced against any school hearing the name of 
trade school. On the other hand, it has caused many citizens 
of Lynn to offer their support for an industrial school with a 
full four years’ course, giving thorough instruction.
Springfield. — Of the 501 families visited in Springfield, 
456, or 91 per cent., favored an industrial school. A total of 
788 children were represented in this investigation; 54 per 
cent, were boys and 46 per cent, were girls.
In  249 of the families interviewed, the fathers were en­
gaged in occupations specified as trades; 136, or 55 per cent., 
of these had learned their trades through apprenticeships; the 
remaining 113, or 45 per cent., had “ picked up ” their trade.
Two special agents were employed in the Springfield investi­
gation to interview the parents of the children; both of these 
agents were men identified with the educational interests 
of Springfield, and had come into relations with both pupils 
and parents; and, moreover, they had a knowledge of local con­
ditions. In the majority of cases the mother only was inter­
viewed ; but in a few cases both parents were seen, and in gen­
eral were in accord.
The fathers were employed in a great variety of callings, all 
the important trades being represented as well as many of the 
less skilled callings. The fathers were well distributed in these 
various trades and callings. It must he distinctly realized that
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those who were interviewed were those who had not encouraged 
their children to endeavor, if possible, to get a high school edu­
cation, and who consequently had little thought above a-gram­
mar school education.
It was strikingly significant that a large proportion of the 
parents of those children who were not going through the gram­
mar school or were not going to school after leaving the 
grammar school were not trained in any skilled trade.
A fairly large percentage of those engaged in skilled trades 
had served apprenticeships in shops either in this country or 
abroad.
A small percentage of the persons interviewed stated that 
the children would be needed to help support the family in 
some kind of work, and consequently could not be spared to 
attend an industrial school. In  a few cases, where the pupils 
either thought they would not attend school after graduating 
from the grammar school, or were uncertain on this point, the 
parents stated that they intended to send their children to one 
of the high schools.
There appeared to be very little interest in the part-time 
school suggestion; the idea being a new one to those inter­
viewed, the advantages were not realized. The thought of a 
youth at work, and working only half the time, was evidently 
regarded with disfavor.
There was a great diversity in the proportions of those who 
would send their children to an industrial school, among the 
different callings. In  general, the greater the skill demanded 
in the work of the father, the higher the percentage of those 
who desired an industrial training for their children. Thus, 
few of those in the peddling business wished their children 
to attend an industrial school, and the parents were anxious 
to have the children help them at as early an age as possible. 
The laborers showed little actual indifference, although many 
were doubtful about sending their children to an industrial 
school.
At the other extreme, the tool makers, tinsmiths and tailors 
were in the main desirous of sending their children to a voca­
tional school.
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In  those cases where the support of the family devolved 
on the mother, about half would send their children to a voca­
tional school if such were established.
In those trades in which the training must be largely ob­
tained in actual shop practice, as, for instance, molders, the 
percentage of parents in favor of a vocational school education 
for their children was below that for other skilled trades.
While few persons interviewed were reported as at all enthu­
siastic about vocational education, yet few were indifferent, and 
there was almost no opposition to it. I t  may be said that in gen­
eral “ considerable interest ” would express the condition in 90 
per cent, of the persons interviewed. About 10 per cent, of 
the persons interviewed stated that they would probably send 
their children to an industrial school, if such were established.
Worcester. — There were 3,697 families visited in Worces­
ter; 3,303, or 89 per cent., of whom favored the establishment 
of a trade school in that city. These families included 5,069 
children, 51 per cent, of whom were boys and 49 per cent, 
girls.
Of these families, 1,791 fathers could be classed as having 
acquired a trade; 677, or 38 per cent., by apprenticeship; 
1,097, or 61 per cent., had “ picked u p ” their trade; and 17, 
or 1 per cent., had attended a foreign trade school or private 
technical institution.
The canvass of the parents of the children being considered in 
the Worcester investigation was carried on by six special 
agents, each of whom was well acquainted with the sections of 
the city in which he carried on his work. The claims of indus­
trial education were presented to these parents by explaining 
to them the nature of the industrial school movement, as well 
as the benefit to be derived from an industrial school in Worces­
ter. The canvassers were invariably well received.
The enthusiasm with which the proposition for an industrial 
school in Worcester was met is only partially indicated by the 
statistical returns. I t  is certain that whatever may have been 
the views of these parents at the beginning of this investigation 
regarding industrial education, at the close of it there was 
without question an almost unanimous desire for the establish­
ment of a local industrial school. In  general, it was the expe-
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rience that the degree of enthusiasm in the parents’ minds for 
such a school depended on the number of children in the family. 
Where there was but one child, even though the family was 
in the most moderate circumstances, there existed an intention 
to give that child a higher cultural education; at the same 
time, the view was expressed that the industrial school would 
be good for other people’s children. However, where there 
were several children in the family the personal interest in 
the industrial school was strongly expressed; and it was recog­
nized that such a school would be a great aid in the performance 
of parental duty towards some of the children, at least.
I t was found that, although the report of the local commis­
sion on an industrial school for Worcester had been printed 
in the local newspapers, it had not been generally read. The 
questions most frequently asked by persons interviewed were: 
Would the school be free ? and, How thoroughly was it intended 
to teach a trade in this school? Invariably, satisfaction was 
expressed that no private interests could have any control over 
the school; also, that it was intended that every pupil should 
receive a thorough grounding for a trade before being gradu­
ated.
There was found to be a realization of the fact that success­
ful shops are organized as profit-making establishments, and 
that in them the duty of instructing apprentices devolves on 
foremen, few of whom have either the desire, ability or incentive 
to teach trades to boys, such teaching being very different from 
the executive work demanded of a shop foreman. I t  was also 
felt that children attending an industrial school would have 
an advantage over those working in a shop, in being kept away 
from the influence of shop life at so young an age.
It was learned that there were many children, below the 
age limit adopted in this investigation, whose parents expressed 
the wish to have them attend an industrial school when they 
arrived at the proper age.
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N a t i o n a l  M o v e m e n t  f o e  I n d u s t r i a l  E d u c a t i o n .
Meeting of the National Society for the Promotion of Industrial 
Education, at Atlanta, Ga.
The commission was asked at a late day to send material to 
the exhibition held in Atlanta, on November 19, 20, and 21, in 
connection with the second annual meeting of the National So­
ciety. Accordingly an exhibit was prepared.
In  detail the exhibit consisted of three large framed panels, 
about 5 by 6 feet, two of them setting forth the legislation per­
taining to the commission, as enacted in chapter 505, Acts of 
1906, and chapter 572, Acts of 1908. The third panel gave the 
names of cities and towns in which industrial schools had al­
ready been established by the commission, together with their 
total number of pupils and a list of the various courses of study 
offered. These panels were supplemented by sixteen framed 
photographs, showing classes and work rooms in several of the 
representative schools, together with a large framed picture of 
the Smith’s Agricultural School and Northampton School of 
Technology.
The invitation to be represented in the exhibition was re­
ceived too late, however, to permit the preparation of an ex­
hibition of the products of the schools operated under the super­
vision of the commission.
Governor Guild appointed as delegates from Massachusetts 
to this meeting of the National Society the following persons: 
Paul H. ITanus, Frederick P. Fish, Charles H. Morse, Miss 
Florence M. Marshall and Rufus W. Stimson.
Massachusetts State Branch of the National Society for the 
Promotion of Industrial Education.
The Massachusetts State Branch of the National Society for 
the Promotion of Industrial Education has been organized 
during the year; Mr. Frederick P. Fish of Boston is chair­
man, and Mr. A. G. Bookwalter of Boston is secretary.
This State branch takes the place of the former State com­
mittee of the National Society for the Promotion of Indus­
trial Education.
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L e g i s l a t i o n  o n  I n d u s t e i a l  E d u c a t i o n  i n  O t i -i e b  S t a t e s .
The most marked feature of the development of the interest 
in industrial education in other States of this country during 
the past year has been the increased interest taken in the 
movement on the part of various State-governing bodies. This 
commission has been called upon to furnish information regard­
ing its work, both as to scope and methods used in developing 
its lines of action, to governors, State committees, and State, 
civic and special educational boards.
The promotion of industrial education under State aus­
pices in the United States is being accomplished in several 
ways: by the enactment of State laws providing for industrial 
schools; by the establishment of industrial schools by cities, 
through the independent action of city governments; encour­
agement of the movement by the work of the National Society 
for the Promotion of Industrial education, its State committees 
and State branches; and by the establishment and work of 
local committees in districts and towns.
A brief statement of the movements for the enactment of 
State laws authorizing industrial schools in various States is 
given in the following pages. Copies of the State laws are 
given in Appendix G.
Connecticut.
The early interest of Connecticut in State-authorized in­
dustrial education is shown by the approval, on June 3, 1903, 
of an act which runs as follows: —
R e s o lv e d  b y  th i s  A s s e m b l y :  Section 1. That the governor be and is 
hereby directed to appoint a commission consisting of three persons, 
whose duty it shall be to investigate practical means and methods of 
industrial and technical education.
Section 2. Said commission shall, on or before February first, nine­
teen hundred and six, report to the general assembly at its session to be 
held in nineteen hundred and five, and shall make such recommendations 
for legislation as it may deem wise.
Section 3. No member of said commission shall receive any com­
pensation for services as such member, but the commission may expend 
a sum not exceeding five hundred dollars for incidental and necessary
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expenses in c u r re d  in  th e  d isch arg e  o f its  du ties, a n d  said  sum  shall be 
p a id  by  th e  t r e a s u re r  u p o n  th e  o rd e r o f th e  co m p tro lle r, w ith  w hom  the 
com m ission  sh a ll file p ro p e r  re c e ip ts  an d  vouchers.
The report of this commission was presented to the General 
Assembly of 1905, but by vote this report was continued to 
the General Assembly of 1907, so that when the report of the 
Connecticut commission was accepted in its final form, the 
work of the Massachusetts Commission on Industrial Educa­
tion was well under way.
In  January, 1907, Senator Luther, president of Trinity 
College, introduced a trade school bill in the Connecticut Legis­
lature. This bill was thoroughly discussed in the press by 
various organizations, and a hearing was held before the com­
mittee on education on March 1, 1907.
On July 12, 1907, the appropriation committee presented a 
substitute bill. This bill, entitled “ An Act concerning the es­
tablishment of free public schools for instruction in the prin­
ciples and practices of trades,” v'as enacted and became a law 
as chapter 250 of the Public Acts of 1907. This act is re­
produced in full in Appendix G.
Georgia.
The Georgia Legislature of 1906 passed an act for the or­
ganization of 11 district agricultural schools. This act is given 
in full in Appendix G. In the spring of 1907 it was stated 
that the appropriation for these schools would amount to about 
$3,000 for each school.
Maryland.
The Maryland Legislature of 1908 authorized the Governor 
to appoint a commission to recommend legislation on industrial 
education. This commission held its meeting of organization 
at Baltimore, on June 20. Dr. Richard Grady of Annapolis 
was appointed as permanent chairman, and Mr. Paul Edgar 
of Elkton was made secretary. The other members are How­
ard Melvin, John T. Foley and Larrie C. Quinn. The com­
mission will make an inquiry into the whole subject of indus­
trial education in Maryland, and make a report upon it. It 
will examine into the extent to which industrial education is 
carried on in Maryland and elsewhere.
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Michigan.
In  the Michigan Legislature of 1907 a bill to provide for 
the establishment of county schools of agriculture, manual train­
ing and domestic economy was enacted. In substance it au­
thorizes the board of supervisors of any county to appropriate 
money for the organization, equipment and maintenance of 
a county school of agriculture and domestic economy. Two or 
more counties may unite in establishing such schools. Upon 
the decision of two-thirds of the board of supervisors to estab­
lish such a school, the question of establishment shall be put to 
the vote of the electors of the county.
A separate county school board of five members shall have 
control of the organization, equipment and maintenance of 
such schools. The county commissioner of schools is one of 
the members, and the other four are to be elected by the board 
of supervisors for one, two, three and four years, one old mem­
ber dropping out and one new one being added each year. 
Where two or more counties combine, a portion of the board 
shall be selected from each county, and necessary levies of 
money shall be apportioned to each county in proportion to 
the assessed valuation.
The required courses of study include the soil, plant life and 
the animal life of the farm; farm accounts; manual training; 
and domestic economy. Not less than ten acres of land must be 
connected with the school for experiment and demonstration 
purposes. Tuition is free to inhabitants of the county or 
counties contributing to the support of the school. Provision 
is made for the classes for advanced students during the win­
ter months. The superintendent of such a school must be a 
graduate of a State college of agriculture.
This act is given in full in Appendix G.
Mississippi.
The Mississippi Legislature passed an act which was approved 
March 21, 1908, authorizing the establishment of a county agri­
cultural high school for white youth in each county, such school 
to be under a board of five trustees, one of whom shall be the 
county superintendent of schools, two to be appointed by the
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board of supervisors and two by the county school board. A tax 
not exceeding 2 mills may be levied for the support of the school 
unless the majority of qualified voters object to such levy. If  
certain definite provisions regarding the establishment and 
maintenance of the school are complied with to the satisfaction 
of the State Board of Education, a grant of $1,000 per year may 
be received from the State.
This act is given in full in Appendix G.
New Jersey.
In  the Hew Jersey Senate, March 10, 1908, there was intro­
duced by Mr. Colby a joint resolution, authorizing the Governor 
to appoint a commission to inquire into the subject of industrial 
education, and report thereon to the next Legislature. The five 
persons composing the commission are to serve without compen­
sation, but may employ a secretary and other necessary clerical 
assistance. The commission’s expenses must not exceed $5,000.
A bill was introduced in the House, March 31, 1908, looking 
to the establishment of industrial schools in the larger cities 
of the State. The bill authorizes the Governor to appoint a 
commission of five persons, without salary, to consider the ad­
visability of establishing such schools, to be maintained by the 
State in first and second class cities. This bill was passed by 
the Legislature of 1908, and will be found in Appendix G.
The commission has reported to the Governor, recommend­
ing the appointment of a State commission on industrial edu­
cation, with authority to establish independent industrial 
schools.
New York.
A bill for industrial education was signed by Governor 
Hughes May 18, 1908. The measure provides for the estab­
lishment by local boards of education of general industrial 
schools, open to pupils who have completed the elementary 
school course or have attained the age of fourteen, and of trade 
schools open to pupils who are eighteen years old and have 
completed either the elementary school course or a course in 
the industrial school, or who have met such other requirements 
as the local board may prescribe.
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Local authorities are authorized to appoint an advisory board 
of five members, representing the local trades and industries, 
two of the members for a term of one year and three for a 
term of two years, their successors to be appointed for a full 
term of two years. These local boards are authorized to em­
ploy competent teachers for the trade and industrial schools, 
to provide proper courses of study, to purchase grounds and 
lease or construct suitable buildings, and to purchase neces­
sary machinery, tools, apparatus and supplies. Eor each in­
dependently organized industrial trade school the State is to 
appropriate $500 each year where one teacher is employed 
and where there is an enrollment of at least 25 pupils, and an 
extra $200 for each additional teacher employed exclusively 
in such schools.
In complying with the requirements of this law, a new di­
vision in the education department, called the division of trades 
schools, has been organized, and to it have been assigned the 
duties incident to the establishment, organization and manage­
ment of these factory and trades schools. I t  is suggested that 
boards of education advise with local commercial and labor 
organizations, and invite expressions from the press and citi­
zens ; and that where a real demand appears for training in 
general shop work or in any particular trade, steps be taken 
to meet it. When this time comes at any point in the State, 
the education department, through the chief of the division of 
trades schools, will be ready to be of service.
On Sept. 10, 1908, the education department of New York 
State issued a circular, announcing that through the organiza­
tion of a new division of trades schools the education department 
was prepared to take up the organization of factory and trade 
schools with local school authorities, commercial or labor or­
ganizations, or any other citizens who may be interested.
A circular of information was issued from Albany, N. Y., 
Oct. 1, 1908, for the purpose of anticipating some of the ques­
tions which will arise in reference to the recent law, providing 
for the establishment and maintenance of general industrial 
and trades schools.
The bill is given in full in Appendix G. Appended to this
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bill are explanatory notes on the law as outlined in the hill, 
issued by the division of trades schools of the New York State 
education department.
Wisconsin.
An industrial school bill was enacted by the Wisconsin As­
sembly of 1907. This act, which is given in full in Appendix 
G, provided that any city or school district in the State of Wis­
consin should have the power to establish, conduct and main­
tain a school or schools for the purpose of giving practical in­
struction in trades to persons having reached the age of sixteen 
years, such schools to form part of the public school system of 
such city, and to be under the supervision and control of the 
respective school boards; but after the establishment of such 
schools each school board may appoint an advisory committee 
on trade schools, which shall consist of live citizens not mem­
bers of the school board, but each of whom is experienced in 
one or more of the trades taught in the school.
The funds for such industrial schools are to be raised by a 
tax not exceeding one-half mill on the total assessed valuation 
of the city. Provision is made for the temporary use of the regu­
lar school funds for industrial school purposes, reimbursement 
to be made from the industrial school fund when it shall have 
become available. A check on the introduction of an industrial 
school by the school board against the wishes of the community 
is maintained by the provision that the matter may be submitted 
to a vote of the electors of the school district, upon petition of 
20 per cent, of the voters at the previous election.
An Important provision of this bill is the permission to take 
over trade schools already established, thus following in the 
steps of European countries, where in many cases the schools 
taken over have formed the nucleus for the new State system.
As a result of this law, and in accordance with the last-men­
tioned provision, the Milwaukee School of Trades became the 
first day trade school to be operated under a State industrial 
school law.
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S t a t e m e n t  k e l a t i v e  t o  t h e  R e p o e t  r e q u i r e d  o f  t h e  C o m ­
m i s s i o n ,  b y  S e c t i o n  6 o f  C h a p t e r  505 o f  t h e  A c t s  o f  
1906, R EG A RD IN G  IN D U S T R IA L  S C H O O L  L E G IS L A T IO N  N E C ­
ESSARY f o r  t h e  R e i m b u r s e m e n t  o f  C i t i e s , T o w n s  o r  
D i s t r i c t s  e x p e n d i n g  M o n e y  f o r  I n d u s t r i a l  E d u c a ­
t i o n , a s  a u t h o r i z e d  b y  C h a p t e r  505 o f  t h e  A c t s  o f  
1906 a n d  C h a p t e r  572 o f  t h e  A c t s  o f  1908.
In order to aid in the maintenance of schools now authorized, 
and of other schools which may he authorized previous to the 
adjournment of the General Court, as provided for by section 
5 of chapter 505 of the Acts of 1906, and supplemented by sec­
tions 3 and 4 of chapter 572 of the Acts of 1908; also to pro­
vide for the reimbursement to towns of one-half the tuition 
paid for pupils attending an authorized industrial school in 
operation in another city, town or district, as provided in sec­
tion 4 of chapter 572 of the Acts of 1908, — it will be neces­
sary for this commission to ask for appropriations at an early 
date.
R e c o m m e n d a t i o n s  f o r  I n d u s t r i a l  S c h o o l  L e g i s l a t i o n . 
This commission recommends the following amendments in 
existing industrial school legislation: —
1 . A n  A c t  r e l a t iv e  to  I n d u s t r i a l  S c h o o l s .
Be it enacted, etc., as follows:
Section five of chapter five hundred and five of the acts of the year 
nineteen hundred and six is hereby amended by striking out the words, 
“ Whenever any city or town or any district, as provided in the pre­
ceding section, shall appropriate money for the establishment and 
equipment and maintenance of independent schools for industrial train­
ing,” and substituting therefor the words: — Upon certification by the 
commission on industrial education to the auditor of the commonwealth 
that a city, town or district, either by moneys raised by local taxation or 
by moneys donated or contributed, has maintained an independent in­
dustrial school, as provided for in chapter five hundred and five of the 
acts of the year nineteen hundred and six, as supplemented by chapter 
five hundred and seventy-two of the acts of the year nineteen hundred 
and eight, —• so that the section will read as follows: —
Upon certification by the commission on industrial education to the 
auditor of the commonwealth that a city, town or district, either by
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moneys raised by local taxation or by moneys donated or contributed, 
has maintained an independent industrial school, as provided for in 
chapter five hundred and five of the acts of the year nineteen hundred 
and six, as supplemented by chapter five hundred and seventy-two of 
the acts of the year nineteen hundred and eight, the commonwealth, in 
order to aid in the maintenance of such schools, shall pay annually 
from the treasury to such cities, towns or districts a sum proportionate 
to the amount raised by local taxation and expended for the support 
of schools for each thousand dollars of valuation, as follows: cities 
and towns expending more than five dollars for each thousand of val­
uation for the support of public schools to be reimbursed by the com­
monwealth to the amount of one half, those raising and expending be­
tween four and five dollars per thousand to the amount of one third, 
and those raising and expending less than four dollars per thousand to 
the amount of one fifth, of the cost of maintaining industrial schools: 
provided, that no payment to any city or town shall be made except by 
special appropriation by the legislature.
2 . A n  A c t  r e l a t iv e  to  I n d u s t r ia l  S c h o o l s .
Be it enacted, etc., as follows:
Section three of chapter five hundred and seventy-two of the acts of 
the year nineteen hundred and eight is hereby amended by the substitu­
tion of the words: — section five in place of “ section four,” in the last 
line of the section, so that the last sentence of this section as corrected 
shall read: —■
Such schools, if approved by the commission on industrial education 
as to location, courses and methods of instruction, shall receive reim­
bursement as provided in section five of said chapter five hundred and 
five.
PAUL LI. HANUS.
A. LINCOLN* PILENE. 
CHARLES II. WINSLOW. 
CARLTON D. RICHARDSON. 
MILTON P. HIGGINS.
EMILY GREENE BATCH.
A^PPEiSTDICES.

A p p e n d i x  A .
REPORT OE THE WORCESTER COMMISSION ON INDUSTRIAL 
EDUCATION, ON A PROPOSED INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL FOR 
WORCESTER. (SCHOOL FOR MACHINISTS.)
The Worcester Commission on Industrial Education, ap­
pointed by Mayor John T. Duggan, June 25, 1907, as a re­
sult of a petition to the City Council, made a report to the City 
Council Monday night, June 15, 1908. The report sets forth 
the petition to the City Council, signed by the Worcester Pub­
lic Education Association, Worcester Board of Trade, Worces­
ter County Mechanics Association and the Worcester Metal 
Trades Association, also President Carroll D. Wright of Clark 
College, and 125 other citizens and 108 women interested in 
industrial education. This report asked for the appointment 
by the mayor of a local commission on industrial education, 
to consist of nine members, “ citizens of Worcester, who are 
known to be interested in industrial education and are familiar 
with the manufacturing and mechanical needs of the city of 
Worcester, whose duty it shall be to confer with the State Com­
mission on Industrial Education, and report to the City Council 
a plan, with estimates and details, for an industrial school for 
boys and girls in Worcester.”
On this petition an order was adopted by the City Council, 
April 3, 1907, providing for the appointment of such commis­
sion, which was done by Mayor Duggan June 14, 1907, and 
is composed of Milton P. Higgins, Charles F. Marble, Corne- 
lius J. Carmody, George I. Alden, John P. Casey, O. W. JSTor- 
cross, John Pt. Back, John M. Buckley and Rufus B. Fowler. 
I t is composed of four manufacturers, two educators, two rep­
resentatives of labor and one lawyer. The commission, at the
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Board of Trade rooms, June 25, 1907, organized by the choice 
of Mr. Milton P. Higgins chairman, and Air. Charles F. Mar­
ble secretary. After frequent meetings, several conferences 
with representatives of the State commission, and examina­
tions of plans, the commission made the following report: —
Resolved: First, that the city of Worcester be requested to provide in­
dustrial education, through independent trade schools, for both girls 
and boys.
Second, that, in view of the fact that such an undertaking fully car­
ried out would involve much time and money, the city of Worcester 
should undertake at first the establishment of one industrial school for 
boys, to be ready for occupancy by the opening of the next school year, 
September, 1909, or before.
Third, that the object of this trade school shall be to produce efficient, 
skilled mechanical workmen, thoroughly trained and competent, who 
shall have also mental discipline and education adapted to vocational 
pursuits.
Fourth, that this school shall be conducted in suitable shops and 
schoolrooms combined in one building.
Fifth, that, owing to the prominence of the metal trades in this 
locality and the fundamental character of the machinist trade, the trade 
school first established should be for the training of boys over fourteen 
years of age in the machinist trade, including such instruction and prac­
tice in drafting, pattern making, tool making, die sinking, iron mould­
ing and blacksmithing as are required in connection with the thorough 
training of a competent, intelligent, all-round machinist.
Sixth, that it is desirable that a suitable building be secured for occu­
pancy by September, 1909, or before if possible, for the machine trades, 
and with the expectation that provision for the building trades and 
other trades may follow.
Seventh, that the following is a tentative plan for instruction for a 
four years’ cpurse in a school for the thorough practical training of 
machinists during a period corresponding to the high school age, the 
training of the school to be divided between practical shop work and 
school-book work. At least half of the time will be devoted to mechan­
ical work under the best conditions for the pupil’s advancement in high- 
grade practical skill; the other half of the time must include whatever 
is devoted to text-book work, recreation or play, drawing, excursions to 
shops and factories, athletics, art or music. Only the month of August 
will be allowed for vacation. Saturday afternoon is free from all school 
duties. But the life of the pupil must be devoted to interesting sub­
jects, pleasurable change and earnest productive work in his vocation.
Your commission believes that the proposed industrial edu­
cation will give Worcester boys and girls who wish to engage
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in industrial work in early life as good preparation for their 
careers as is now given the high school pupil for his college 
course.
I t  is believed that such a half-time trade school will meet 
the needs of a large proportion of our community who think 
they must leave the public school to earn a living, and that 
this type of school will eventually prove to be the proper ex­
pansion of our public school facilities, which at present are 
only adapted to a professional or academic course.
I n d u s t r i a l  T r a in t n t g  t o r  G i r l s .
In Accordance with the provisions of the order specifying 
the appointing of this commission, consideration has also been 
given to the question of industrial education for girls. Two 
of the most important phases of such education are: training 
and care in the management of the home; and definite prepara­
tion for some form of industry. Every girl is associated with 
a home, and in later life may be called upon to take charge of 
a home. To perform her proper work in this sphere intelli­
gently and economically, training in the household arts and sci­
ences is necessary. I t  is no longer possible for girls to obtain 
this in many of the homes of to-day, so that, if they gain it 
at all, they must acquire it elsewhere. Schools of domestic 
science have been most successful in this direction. A school 
for this purpose would have courses in sewing, cooking, house­
keeping, decoration and kindred subjects.
An increasing number of girls are obliged to go to work 
either as soon as they reach the age of fourteen years or within 
a few years afterwards, in order to support themselves or assist 
in the support of the rest of the family. To meet the needs 
of such girls, definite domestic science and trade instruction is 
needed, so that they may obtain a living wage and have oppor­
tunity for advancement. According to the report of the State 
commission appointed by Governor Douglas to investigate the 
subject of industrial and technical education, it was shown that, 
of the children between the ages of fourteen and sixteen that 
were engaged in industry in this State, about 45 per cent, are 
girls, so that there would seem to be nearly as many girls need­
ing this instruction as there are boys. Investigation has shown 
that there is even less opportunity for apprenticeship in the
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trades open to girls than in those for boys. The work of the 
girls’ industrial schools'already established in this and other 
countries shows that it is possible to give girls from fourteen 
to sixteen such training that they may enter upon trades like 
those of millinery, dressmaking, machine operating, pasting, 
etc., at much higher wages than they would have received at 
the same age had they entered the trade earlier without train­
ing, or had they attended the ordinary public schools. At the 
same time the opportunity for advancement is greater, as they 
understand all the operations required in the making of a com­
plex article, instead of only one operation upon which they may 
have been engaged. Trade training also makes it possible for 
girls to enter many industries, requiring skill on the part of 
the operatives, from which they would otherwise be debarred; 
without this training they would be compelled to accept work 
in those industries in which less skillful operatives are required 
and lower wages are paid.
In addition to the fact that the wages received by trained 
girls are higher than those of the untrained, there is also a 
moral side to the question, which is even more important. In 
many industries it is difficult for girls who are unskilled to 
secure a living wage. Industrial training for girls may mean 
all the difference between a life of usefulness and respectability, 
or one of worthlessness. In  the words of the report of the 
State Commission of Investigation: “ I f  the standard of the 
working women in the State of Massachusetts is to be kept up 
to the high level which it has maintained in the past, more op­
portunities for industrial training must be offered to our girls.”
Definite training for the duties of the household or for skilled 
industries and the habits of application therein acquired will 
inevitably make girls more reliable and more responsible in 
after life, whether it be their lot to become wives and mothers, 
or to continue in industrial work. Such training and the asso­
ciations of the school may also be the only means of imparting 
to many girls the culture or taste for culture which should be 
one of the objects of all education.
As. in the case of the boys’ school, a part of the time in any 
industrial girls’ school would be spent in the class room in the
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study of such branches as English, arithmetic, history, science 
and other subjects which seemed fitting.
Your commission feels that the need of industrial training 
for girls is scarcely less urgent than that for boys, and refrains 
from recommending the establishment of an industrial school 
for girls at this time, because of the expense. We are of the 
opinion that this question should, however, receive favorable 
consideration when the finances of the city will permit.
G e n e r a l  R e m a r k s .
We do not think that the best educational training for ac­
tive industrial life is to be attained by great elaboration of or­
ganization, or by pretentious buildings beyond the effective and 
present needs of the school; therefore, the plans submitted for 
the first building have been studied with reference to the best 
provision for the present and near future.
However, we propose that the site secured shall include suffi­
cient land for largely extended facilities, and the accommoda­
tion of greatly enlarged numbers in the various trades as needed 
in the future. Our plans for a building may be outlined as 
follows: —
The floor plan of the building is 50 feet by 200 feet, the 
frontage to consist of a substantial, plain building, 50 feet by 
50 feet, four stories high. From this front building there ex­
tends a two-story building, 50 feet by 150 feet, of substantial 
modern mill construction, with abundance of light and ventila­
tion, the central object being to provide ample room and shop 
conditions of strictly modern character. In  this two-story build­
ing all mechanical practice of the students may be carried 
on under real shop conditions. The four-story front building 
is designed for office use and schoolrooms.
After a careful study of the law through which we are en­
titled to State aid for the maintenance of such industrial schools 
as are needed by Worcester, your commission found that an 
amendment to the State law was desirable. Accordingly, a 
petition was presented to the Legislature for an amendment, 
as follows, viz.: —
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Any city or town may also establish independent industrial schools in 
charge of a board of trustees, which shall have authority to provide and 
maintain such schools. Such schools, if approved by the commission on 
industrial education as to location, courses and methods of instruction, 
shall receive reimbursement as provided in section four of chapter five 
hundred and five of the acts of the year nineteen hundred and six.
The petition for this amendment was signed by Carroll D. 
Wright of Worcester, Charles F. Marble of Worcester, George 
H. Martin of Boston and Milton P. Higgins of Worcester.
The proposition to amend the State law had the approval of 
the State Commission on Industrial Education, and met with 
no opposition, so far as we know. This amendment now forms 
a part of Senate Bill, No. 335, recently enacted by the General 
Court, and is now approved by the Governor. The delay in 
the passage of this bill has made it impossible to make this re­
port at an earlier date.
T h e  S i t e  e o k  t h e  P b o p o s e d  T b a d e  S c h o o l .
The subject of sufficient land, both for present and future 
requirements, and a desirable location, has required much time 
and study by your commission.
A site and location adapted to the various needs of industrial 
education in all branches is that situated on Grove Street, ex­
tending easterly on Concord Street to Prescott Street, then 
southerly to the factory of the Hobbs Manufacturing Company, 
also extending east of Prescott Street to the Boston & Maine 
Railroad.
This lot has a frontage on Grove Street, near the Armory 
and opposite the Woman’s Club, of over 200 feet. The lot 
contains about 66,404 square feet, and is now occupied by the 
W. H. Sawyer lumber yards.
I f  this location is purchased, it will be desirable to erect at 
first a building on the corner of Grove Street and Concord 
Street, 50 feet wide by 200 feet long. The part of the build­
ing on the comer of Grove and Concord streets, 50 feet by 50 
feet, would be a substantial building, four stories high; while 
the building extending easterly from this four-story building
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along Concord Street would be 150 feet long by 50 feet wide, 
and at present only two or three stories high.
The commission deems this location and its surroundingsO
very desirable. The schoolrooms would look out upon Armory 
Square, while the school shops would face on Concord and Pres­
cott streets, with desirable side-track facilities.
This lot is owned by the Art Museum, and is a part of the 
Stephen Salisbury estate. The trustees of the Art Museum 
are interested to have the industrial schools established in the 
best ¡possible location. This land is valued at a very conserva­
tive market price of 75 cents per square foot, but a special price 
of 50 cents per square foot is made to the city if it is used for 
industrial education, under the following conditions, stated in 
a letter from the trustees of the Art Museum, May 21, 1908, 
viz.: —
[Co p y .]
W o r c e s t e r  A r t  M u s e u m , Wo r c e s t e r , M a s s ., U. S. A., May 21, 1908.
My Dear Mr. F ow ler: — The executive committee of the Worcester 
Art Museum have voted to offer the whole tract of land concerning’ 
which we have had some correspondence, that is, the land bounded by 
Grove and Concord streets, and extending back across Prescott Street 
to the railroad, at 50 cents per square foot for the purpose of an indus­
trial school; the property for 100 feet back from Grove Street is not 
to be used for the erection of any building other than for such indus­
trial school, of an architectural design to be approved by the Art Mu­
seum, and is not to be leased, used or occupied for any other purpose 
without the consent of the Art Museum; at least part of the building for 
such school fronting on Grove Street is to be built within three years 
from April 1, 1909.
This offer is subject to W. H. Sawyer’s rights in said premises, which 
rights, I understand, the Museum would recognize until April 1, 1909.
Very truly yours, T. H. Gage, Secretary.
E tjfus B. F owler, Esq., Worcester.
The proposed first building would constitute a section, which 
would have a good appearance while standing alone and would 
be a harmonious part of an extensive industrial school build­
ing whenever it is constructed in the future.
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P r o p o s e d  A r r a n g e m e n t  o f  S t u d i e s  a n d  W o r k  f o r  t h e  
W o r c e s t e r  T r a d e  S c h o o l .
This schedule is arranged on the basis of a total registration 
of 200 students in a four years’ course. This number has been 
assumed to be divided in the following proportions: first-year 
students, 80; second-year students, 50; third-year students, 40; 
fourth-year students, 30, — 200.
The above proportion, while arbitrary, is not far from that 
found in schools where there is a similar opportunity for stu­
dents to leave and go to work before their course is completed.
I t  has been assumed that fully one-half of the time will be 
given by students to shop work, all instruction in the form of 
lectures or demonstrations, etc., being given outside that time. 
To accomplish this object with the most economy, half of all 
the students should be in the shop at once, and half in recita­
tion rooms or at study.
This will involve a shop capacity of 100 boys, for which the 
plans provide if no work of too large a character, requiring 
much floor space for erection, is undertaken. For class room 
work five recitation rooms are provided, which will accommodate 
the three upper classes, each in a separate room, and the en­
tering class divided into two sections. This brings no more 
than 25 boys in any one class room together, and makes classes 
which can be thoroughly taught by one instructor.
The tentative schedule of studies per week suggested for the 
first year is as follows: shop arithmetic, two recitations, two 
hours study; shop algebra, two recitations, two hours study; 
English, two hours instruction, hours of study, none; civics and 
citizenship, two recitations, two hours study; drawing, four 
hours work; shop lectures, two to five hours; total student time, 
twenty to twenty-three hours per week, besides twenty-two hours 
shop practice; total instructor’s time, fourteen to seventeen 
hours for each of the four divisions of the first-year class.
The shop algebra and arithmetic, in order to be of use, must 
be taught by a teacher thoroughly acquainted with shop meth­
ods and processes. The same must be required of the teacher 
in drawing and machine design. The shop lectures will be 
given by the head shop instructors. The English, civics and
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citizenship may he taught by men totally unacquainted with 
shop work. The first-year work in shop would naturally in­
clude most of the work which would be given in carpentry, and 
a start in all the other branches, as pattern-making, tool forg­
ing, care of engines and boilers, care of tools in tool room, 
cleaning castings and machine work.
Eor the first year of the school’s existence the two class 
rooms used by the entering class would have to be equipped, 
the drafting rooms fitted up, the entire power outfit installed, 
the wood-working shop entirely made ready for work, and about 
one-third the equipment of the machine shop and blacksmith 
shop put in.
Instructors would be needed in both wood work and machine 
work, who would have older boys as assistants in their tool 
rooms. The blacksmith shop would require a competent black­
smith, and there would be need of a good steam engineer.
The schoolroom work could be easily handled by one live 
instructor in arithmetic, algebra and drawing, with some assist­
ance from the superintendent or director, and outside help 
from a part-time instructor in civics, citizenship and English 
from some other school in the city. The superintendent should 
have a share in the instruction of the entering class, so that he 
will make the personal acquaintance of every boy.
The second-year study schedule proposed is as follows: ge­
ometry, two recitations, two hours study; English, two hours 
instruction, hours of study, none ; civics and citizenship, one reci­
tation, one hour study ; history, one recitation, one hour study ; 
physics, two recitations, two hours study ; shop lectures, two to 
five hours; drawing, four hours; a total of fourteen to seven­
teen hours per week for the teachers for each of the two di­
visions, and twenty to twenty-three hours per week for the 
student, besides the shop instruction of twenty-two hours.
Eor the third year: English, one recitation, hours of study, 
none; physics, two recitations, two hours study; commercial 
geography, one recitation, one hour study; bookkeeping, one 
recitation, hours of study, none ; arithmetic, one recitation, 
hours of study, none; trigonometry, one recitation, one hour 
study ; shop lectures, two to five hours ; drawing, four hours ; 
total instruction, fourteen to seventeen hours per week for each
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division; total for students, nineteen to twenty-two hours per 
week, besides twenty-two hours shop practice.
Fourth year, first half : English, one hour instruction, hours 
of study, none; commercial arithmetic, one recitation, one hour 
study; chemistry, two recitations, two hours study; cost ac­
counts, one hour instruction, hours of study, none; physics, 
three recitations, three hours study ; shop lectures, two to five 
hours; drawing, four hours.
Second half: English, one hour instruction, hours of study, 
none; commercial law, one hour recitation, one hour study; 
political economy, two hours recitations, two hours study; cost 
accounts, one hour instruction, hours of study, none ; physics, 
three hours recitations, three hours study; shop lectures, two 
to five hours ; drawing, four hours ; total instruction, both half- 
years, fourteen to seventeen hours per week for each division; 
students work twenty to twenty-three hours per week, besides 
twenty-two hours shop practice.
Commercial geography taught in the third year to consist of 
such work as routing of freight to all parts of this and other 
countries, the study of bills of lading, tariffs, etc. The com­
mercial arithmetic to deal with such problems as interest and 
discount on notes, foreign exchange, etc.
Shop arithmetic, algebra, geometry, physics, commercial 
arithmetic, trigonometry, costs, must all be taught by men who 
have had practical use of all these subjects, and with special 
reference to their practical application. These call for both 
divisions of all classes, forty-four hours of class room instruction 
per week.
These subjects, with the drawing, could be handled by two 
teachers, who would also be able to look after shop inspection, 
trips, etc., with some aid from the superintendent.
The balance of the instruction, being more in the way of im­
proving the student’s mind than of practical purpose, could be 
given by teachers who might be able to devote part time to this 
school, in addition to their regular duties elsewhere.
For the first year the working force needed, then, would be : 
superintendent or director, bookkeeper or clerk, tv o regular 
teachers in schoolrooms, two regular teachers in shop, steam 
engineer.
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It is deemed of fundamental importance by your commis­
sion that the shop practice shall secure to each graduate a 
thorough, practical mechanical trade. Eor example, the gradu­
ate machinist (using the term machinist in its broadest sense) 
should not only be a highly skilled workman, expert with all 
the tools and machines of the modern machine shop, but he 
will have received technical instruction and some practice in 
the allied branches which are related to his business; that is, 
the graduate machinist will also be a draftsman, and know 
something of pattern making, moulding, die sinking and forg- 
ing.
All shop practice will be under the supervision of skilled 
workmen, who will act as expert working foremen and in­
structors.
Practice in the machine shop will include the most effective 
use of all the hand tools and machine tools required in the 
manufacture of the various kinds of machinery.
The following is a partial outline of the shop course, follow­
ing the list of tools and machines used by the machinist. AVhen 
other trades are introduced into the school, the same thorough­
ness of method will be followed with the tools of that particular 
trade.
For example, the pupil will begin in the machine shop of 
the school with the hammer, cold chisel and prick punch. The 
file, the scraper, the oil stone, will be used in the most modern, 
practical way, till the pupil is skillful and intelligent with 
each one. The pupil will become expert with the use of tools 
of precision, including the use of plain calipers, of the various 
kinds for rough work, and micrometer calipers for quick meas­
urements of the highest accuracy required for the best class 
of practical machine construction, also indicators for testing 
the accuracy of machine parts and the truthfulness of machin­
ery in operation.
The same thoroughness of training will apply to the large 
and small machine tools, such as the lathe, in its great range 
from rapid rough turning to accurate fitting; the grinding 
machines of the various types, of work from the crudest, where 
quantity is a necessity, to the most refined workmanship, where 
ten-thousandths of an inch are required and definitely measured.
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Planers, boring mills, gear cutters and the whole range of ma­
chine tools will receive the same definite, practical attention.
The above details of shop practice cover but a very little of 
the whole range of shop experience which the graduate machin­
ist will have in the school. I t  is given here to indicate the 
thorough practical methods intended for the shop training in 
all departments. The breadth and practical character of the 
' schooling by means of study and instruction in the schoolroom 
are given in another section of this report. The object is to 
give a broad, practical training for the boy who intends to lead 
an industrial life, who wishes to learn a thorough trade as a 
basis of his future success.
S h o p  P r o d u c t s .
The question is often asked: “ What disposition will be 
made of the products of the school shop ? ” The answer is 
th is: “ I f  the pupil is to attain, while in the trade school, a 
practical, all-round training as a skilled workman, he must be 
trained upon high-grade machine products, made under real 
shop conditions by approved methods. Therefore, there must 
be a shop product.”
The amount of products will necessarily be small, but the 
quality must be excellent. For a considerable time the product 
of the school shop would be required for enlarged shop and 
schoolroom equipment. The output of the school shop would 
be required for other schools for a still longer period. Mean­
while, there would be established some special machine indus­
tries along lines of work not produced in Massachusetts; for 
example, such as a line of independent and universal lathe 
chucks, or the manufacture of jigs and fixtures for other shops. 
Such articles of manufacture would be superior in quality, 
design, material and workmanship, so that the practice for 
'  the pupils would be of a high order.
Though there would be no competition within the State, the 
superior character and price should not meet with any serious 
objection from competing makers in any part of the world.
Another line of productive work suitable for trade school 
shops, on account of the superior opportunity it will offer for
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high-grade skill and varied shop experience, consists of rebuild­
ing and repairing used or second-hand machines.
I t  is the belief of your commission that many lines of pro­
ductive work similar to the two examples above mentioned 
could be produced in a school shop, with the entire approval 
of our citizens, manufacturers and workmen.
The basis of all objections to productive school shops consists 
in the following: —
First. — In  the claim by manufacturers, on the ground of 
competition in the market of the State.
Second. — On the part of skilled workmen, who fear that the 
opportunity for working-men will be reduced by the work in 
school shops.
Third. — The objection from the general market, from the 
fear that cheap goods will be sold at reduced prices.
None of these objections can justly be offered if the school 
shop produces nothing that will unfairly compete with goods 
manufactured in Massachusetts, if nothing will be sold under 
market price, and if all products are of superior quality, and 
consequently tend to raise, not lower, the prevailing prices of 
skilled labor and the products of skilled labor.
P k o p o s e d  A b b a n g e m e n t  o f  S t u d i e s  a n d  W o b k  f o b  t h e  
W o e c e s t e b  T b a d e  S c h o o l . — E v e n i n g  C l a s s e s .
This schedule is based on the expected attendance of men 
already employed in the trades, who wish either one or more of 
the following things: to increase their general fund of techni­
cal knowledge; to increase their technical knowledge of some 
one particular branch; to increase their skill in the running 
of certain machines; or to learn to run other machines.
To fit these requirements, it is proposed that two distinct 
classes be formed, one meeting three evenings per week for 
study and recitation only, and the other meeting the other three 
evenings for work in the shops. In case of need, other classes 
may also be formed, which will use the shops while the first 
two classes are in recitation, and use the recitation rooms while 
the first-mentioned classes are in the shops. In this way it 
would be possible to accommodate 250, or possibly more pupils
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in the evening, the number being less than that which might 
be expected from the day-school accommodations, on account of 
the more advanced character of the shop work which would 
be called for, and also on account of the desirability of smaller 
classes in recitation rooms, to enable the instructor to come in 
more personal contact with his pupils than is necessary with 
younger men.
It is to be expected that many men already well skilled in 
some branch of their trade will look to this school for the 
means of acquiring skill in other departments that they cannot 
otherwise get without considerable cost to themselves; for ex­
ample, a man may be skilled as a lathe hand or a planer hand, 
but because he is not also competent as a milling machine hand 
or as a gear cutter, he may feel that his advancement is barred. 
Again, a man may be skilled as a machinist, and yet not be 
able to accept a position which he might wish on account of a 
lack of technical knowledge which might be easily supplied, 
sometimes by a general course outlined below, or sometimes 
by special instruction, which ought to be furnished, even if 
special instructors had to be called in. Any instruction which 
might fairly be called for along mechanical lines should be fur­
nished.
Six hours per week is allotted to recitation and lectures, 
taken in three periods alternate evenings from 7.30 to 9.30, 
over a period of about thirty-six weeks in the year. No num­
ber of hours of outside study is given, because it is felt that 
men who would wish to take these evening courses would do 
the best they could, without regard to any set hour plan.
First year: shop arithmetic, two hours per week; shop alge­
bra, two hours per week ; English, two hours per week.
Second year: geometry, two hours per week; physics, three 
hours per week; English, one hour per week.
Third year: physics, two hours per week; trigonometry, one 
hour per week; commercial arithmetic, one hour per week; 
English, one hour per week; commercial geography, one hour 
per week.
Fourth year, first half: physics, two hours per week; com­
mercial arithmetic, one hour per week ; cost keeping, one hour 
per week; chemistry, two hours per week.
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Fourth, year, second half: physics, two hours per week; cost 
keeping, two hours per week; commercial law, one hour per 
week; political economy, one hour per week.
The arrangement of this course has been made in the hope 
of attracting men who feel the need of the arithmetic and 
algebra offered the first year, and then showing them the ad­
vantage of the studies offered later, and with the expectation 
that at whatever time the student might drop out, he would 
have spent all his time on something of value to him. No time 
for drawing or designing has been allowed in this course, it 
being thought best to group that with the other distinctly ma­
nipulative work of the shop.
E s t im a t e  o f  R u n n i n g  E x p e n s e s , o r  A n n u a l  M a i n t e n a n c e . —  
F o r  D a y  S c h o o l , a c c o m m o d a t e s  200 P u p i l s .
First Year. Fourth Year.
Materials, . . . . . . $3,000 00 $6,000 00
Power, light and heat, . . . . 1,200 00 1,500 00
Supplies, . . . 200 00 500 00
Insurance (personal property), . 100 00 150 00
Telephone, . . . . . . 75 00 75 00
Depreciation, . . . . . . - 1,000 00
Library, . . . . . . 125 00 125 00
Incidentals, . . . . . . 150 00 150 00
Rent of land, . . . . . . 2,000 00 2,000 00
Salaries: —
Superintendent, . . . . . 2,100 00 2,500 00
Clerk, . . . . . . . 300 00 750 00
Class room teachers, 1,200 00 3,000 00
Shop teachers, . . . . . . 2,200 00 3,000 00
Engineer and janitor service, 1,200 00 1,200 00
Totals, . . . . . . '$13,850 00 1 $21,950 00
1 One-half of the cost of maintenance to be paid by the State.
E s t im a t e  o f  C o s t  f o r  P l a n t  a n d  E q u i p m e n t , n o t  i n c l u d i n g  S i t e . 
Building to accommodate 200 day pupils and 200 evening
p u p i l s , .............................................................................$50,000 00
Full equipment of shops and schoolrooms, . . . 50,000 00
Total, . $100,000 00
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The extra cost for the evening school would be difficult to 
estimate correctly, but it should be kept within these limits: —
Class room teachers,- . . . . . . .  $1,500 00
S h o p , ...................................................................................... 1,500 00
Extra power, light and heat, . . . . . .  1,000 00
M a t e r i a l s , ............................................................................  500 00
T o t a l , ...............................................................................’$4,500 00
The above estimate is for 200 evening students each, taking 
six hours per week for thirty-six weeks.
The above resolutions and the substance of this report are 
unanimously approved by the State Commission on Industrial 
Education, under whose general approval this school, if estab­
lished, will be carried on, otherwise, we could not expect State 
aid. In  view of the foregoing, unanimously adopted by this 
commission, and which is in harmony with the report of the 
Governor Douglas commission and the views of the present 
Massachusetts Commission on Industrial Education, we rec­
ommend the adoption of an ordinance providing for a board 
of trustees, as provided by statute, who shall, under suitable 
rules and restrictions, and with the approval of the State Com­
mission on Industrial Education, carry out the recommenda­
tions of this report.
Signed by your commission,
MILTON P. HIGGINS. 
CHARLES F. MARBLE. 
CORNELIUS J. CARMODY. 
GEO. I. ALDEN.
JO H N  P. CASEY.
O. W. NORCROSS.
JOH N  R. BACK.
JOH N  M. BUCKLEY. 
RUFUS B. FOWLER.
1 One-half of the  cost of m aintenance to  be paid by the  S tate.
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A p p e n d i x  B .
REPORT OF THE LYNN COMMISSION ON INDUSTRIAL EDU­
CATION ON A PROPOSED INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL FOR 
LYNN. (SCHOOL FOR SHOE WORKERS.)
To His Honor the Mayor and to the Honorable City Council of Lynn.
The Commission on Industrial Education was appointed 
April 7, 1908, in accordance with an order of the City Coun­
cil designed to secure to Lynn the aid of the Commonwealth 
in establishing an industrial school here, under the provisions 
of chapter 505 of the Acts of 1906. We beg leave to report 
as follows: —
The commission has held frequent meetings, at first to hear 
the opinions of gentlemen competent to advise, later for discus­
sion. Valuable suggestions have been received from the execu­
tive secretary of the State Commission on Industrial Educa­
tion, from the members of the special committee on trade edu­
cation of the Lynn Board of Trade, and from the chairman 
and the secretary of the commission in charge of the Lawrence 
Trade School.
The State commission has supplied every member with a 
compendious typewritten account of the character, equipment 
and courses in the few shoe trade schools already in existence 
in England and Germany, and this has been carefully con­
sidered in committee meetings.
The harmonious spirit that has marked all meetings of the 
commission and those of its committees, however earnest the 
discussion of the plans and principles, and the hearty agree­
ment of all to this report, have been due to the desire of all 
its members — representatives of manufacturing interests, of 
labor, of business and of the professions alike — to unite in 
formulating plans for a school that shall serve no one class
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above another, but shall soundly advance the interests of Lynn’s 
leading industry in such wise as to benefit all citizens.
The commission has been aided in determining the features 
of a trade school that should meet the special conditions and 
needs of our city and the shoe industry by securing the per­
sonal advice of hundreds of Lynn citizens, parents of pupils 
in the upper grades of the public and parochial schools. Under 
the direction of the State Commission on Industrial Education, 
two members of the local commission, together with several 
associated special agents who were Lynn teachers or shoe­
makers, presented to parents in their homes the tentative plans 
at first adopted. This canvass, extending over three months, 
revealed a practically unanimous public approval of the gen­
eral plans in view, and a desire on the part of many parents 
that some of their own children might enter the proposed 
school; and these conferences with citizens of all trades, in­
dustries and professions gave the commission valuable sug­
gestions, which have been embodied in the final plans here 
reported.
The proposed industrial school for Lynn should be a shoe 
trade school, — a day school. In  years to come it should in 
addition train boys and girls for other leading trades, or be 
supplemented by a general trade school. I t  may well develop 
into a technical school of high rank for the shoe industry, 
capable of testing materials, processes and inventions, and of 
advancing the industry directly, as well as indirectly through 
the education of competent workmen.
From the first there should be a four years’ course, giving 
thorough and comprehensive instruction and such practical 
training as shall fit its graduates to rise to the highest posi­
tions in the trade and to large usefulness in society. Confer­
ences with hundreds of parents in Lynn make it clear that the 
great majority desire for their children as good a general edu­
cation as possible, and that they are also insistent that 
schools shall be intensely practical. This school should satisfy 
both ideals. Citizens generally condemn, with good reason, 
the present so-called trade schools run by private parties, and 
few desire a public school with a short course designed to train 
persons merely to run machines. While this might favor some
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manufacturers for a few years, the permanent prosperity of 
the shoe industry in Lynn, and the consequent welfare of manu­
facturers, workmen and the public alike, must he founded 
upon the education of our youth — the future workmen, fore­
men and manufacturers — to industrial intelligence and skill 
as thorough and relatively superior to-day as was true of the 
men that established Lynn’s pre-eminence when shoe manu­
facture was a handicraft.
The character of the school determines the conditions of 
admission. It will he opened to those trained in American 
elementary schools. I t  should welcome, primarily, the gradu­
ates of grammar schools. In  line with the position of the 
Massachusetts Commission on Industrial Education, however, it 
may wisely admit youth fully fourteen years of age who have 
advanced to the seventh elementary grade, and who would other­
wise leave school for the factory at once. I t  may also provide 
special courses for graduates of high schools and colleges.
I t  may well be emphasized that such a four years’ course 
would never be entered upon by adults, and that no foreign 
youth who had not first acquired such a good knowledge of 
English and other elementary studies as would admit them to 
the seventh grade of the public schools could be admitted to 
the school. The fundamental purpose of the proposed shoe 
trade school is to wisely attract and thoroughly prepare the 
best sons and daughters of Lynn for the development of our 
leading industry.
The curriculum of the school, then, should be a fair equiva­
lent to that of general secondary education in scope, embracing 
such divisions of the several branches of mathematics, language, 
science and social institutions as have close relation to the shoe 
industry. This class room instruction must be accompanied 
by and based upon much practical training and practice in all 
departments of shoe manufacture and in the production of 
shoes of good quality. I t  will readily be appreciated that such 
a course will fit youth to become masters of their trade, and 
will also do much to give them that broad outlook upon life 
that constitutes general culture.
The courses in mathematics, under the above general princi­
ples, will include arithmetic, bookkeeping, geometry and ele-
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mentary mechanics. The arithmetic will deal with problems 
of the shoe factory and subsidiary industries that concern stock, 
machinery, costs of production, wages, etc., and will lead to 
figuring the costs of a shoe and the mathematics of factory 
management. Bookkeeping should be taught, both that work­
men and foremen may understand their relations to the book­
keeping department, and also that girls who are already thor­
oughly conversant with shoe manufacture may be trained for 
factory bookkeepers, and be correspondingly valuable. Geome­
try must be taught in relation to its application to last making, 
pattern designing and drafting, and to mechanics. Under ele­
mentary mechanics the principles of physics as to power, mo­
tion, machines, etc., will be applied to shoe machinery, to 
sources of power and to its transmission. Mechanical and 
freehand drawing should be taught and practised, particularly 
as a means of expression and of understanding lasts, patterns 
and machines.
The scientific courses will include physiology and hygiene, 
physics, chemistry, and the geography of materials, produc­
tion and markets. Physiology will naturally include a thor­
ough study of the anatomy of the foot, as fundamental to 
shoe design and manufacture, and the special hygiene perti­
nent to shoe factories. Upon a basis of general chemistry, 
its special applications to tanning, to stains and blackings and 
to cements will be considered. Physics will not only enter 
largely into mechanics, it will also treat of the effects of water, 
heat, friction and strain upon leather and other materials used. 
Industrial geography should give a thorough first-hand study 
of the materials used in the industry, especially leather, noting 
their nature and consequent values, their sources and the causes 
of their distribution, with related variations in value and the 
conditions of their transportation and trade. The processes of 
treatment and manufacture of raw materials, more especially 
hides, before entering the shoe factory, involve much applied 
science ; and their study will give sound basis for intelligent 
treatment of leather and other materials, in view of their vari­
ations. Production should be viewed in its historical devel­
opment, and as to its present distribution with relation to 
national character, commerce, climate and labor, so that the
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advantages of Lynn as a center of production may be rightly 
estimated and utilized to the full. Commercial geography, pre­
senting the needs and customs of different countries as to 
footwear, with the geographical causes, and studying the cen­
ters that control shoe trade, with reasons for their pre-eminence, 
will complete this survey.
The history of manufacture and commerce since the indus­
trial revolution of a century ago will be studied. Especially 
will the history of the shoe industry be traced in full, that 
present conditions may be understood. The development of 
allied industries, such as tanning and the manufacture of ma­
chinery, will be reviewed. The simpler important principles 
of economics will be made known, as related to the prosperity 
of the industry, of the manufacturer and of the workman. The 
relations between employer and employee will be discussed, 
and the history of the development of labor unions and of 
manufacturers’ associations will be surveyed, as a basis for fu­
ture industrial righteousness and harmonious action. A re­
lated subject will be that of factory organization, considering 
the arrangement of the several departments, the placing of 
machinery, the work of departmental managers, the stopping of 
leakages, the relation of the office and sales department to the 
factory departments proper, and methods of keeping trace of 
work during manufacture. In  civil government there will be 
emphasized the relations of the industry to the nation, State 
and city, and the subject of industrial and commercial law as 
it affects workmen and manufacturers separately and in their 
relations to each other.
The study of the English language — of first importance 
in the general education of citizens -— will be closely related 
to the shoe trade. The literature read and studied will pre­
sent industrialism in a broad view, and the lives of in­
dustrial leaders as a means of inspiration. In  composition 
there should be instruction and practice upon business letters 
relating to materials, labor, machinery, sales, payments, etc., 
both giving insight into the business and training for future 
correspondence, whether as workmen, foremen or manufacturers.
The school must have its own full equipment of machinery 
for shoe production. In  the earlier years of the course the
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students should he given a measure of personal practice in 
every phase of the industry, from the making of lasts and pat­
terns to the finishing and packing the shoe for shipment. In 
the first year such hand processes as are still in use, or which 
are fundamental to the most intelligent handling of machinery 
for attaining the same ends, — for example, hand lasting 
and welt stitching by hand, — should he practised. As the 
last year of the course approaches, when the students will have 
acquired a good general familiarity with every process in shoe 
manufacture, they should he divided, according to their capaci­
ties, standing and preferences, among the several divisions of 
the industry. Special studies and practice should then he pro­
vided for those who are to become last makers, or pattern de* 
signers and drafters; workers in the other subsidiary trades, 
as stains and blackings or cut soles; workmen in the several 
departments of the factory, as cutters, stitchers, lasters, edge- 
makers or finishers, or salesmen. All these parts of the trades 
profit by a good practical acquaintance with the full process 
of shoe manufacture. In  each line the school, during its last 
year, should give the special instruction and the amount of prac­
tical experience necessary to fit a youth to take and fill a good 
position at graduation.
This course, including both broad foundational training and 
intensive specialization in a particular department of the in­
dustry, is requisite if the ablest workmen are to be produced 
to advance the industry. I t  is fortunate that each elective 
specialization is possible, for it gives students a wide range 
of choice as to the exact character of their life work at a period 
of life when they may well have come to know their own abil­
ities and tastes. And this arrangement of the course is also 
designed by the commission as a conclusive guarantee against 
providing a surplus of labor in any department of the industry. 
I t  is the last year of the course that will bring to fruition in 
earning capacity the preparation of the earlier years; thus 
every pupil will be most desirous of remaining until gradua­
tion. While under some plans there might have been en­
couragement to men or youth to enter the school for a few 
months or a year, with a view to leaving whenever labor con­
ditions gave opportunity to secure employment, this arrange­
ment of the course effectively prevents such action.
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There are some 18,000 men engaged in the shoe industries 
of Lynn. The assessors’ lists of polls show that some hundreds 
of new shoemakers enter Lynn every year. This school is not 
likely to provide as many as a hundred graduates a year, and 
under the above fundamental plan these will be distributed a 
few to each of many divisions of the industry. The school 
can create no competition harmful to any competent Lynn 
workmen. I t  will provide far less workmen than are needed 
annually. In  the main, it will merely delay the entrance of 
Lynn youth into our factories until by four years’ trade in­
struction they are'l finely) prepared to become workmen. I f  a 
few more and someabler boys and girls enter the trade than 
at present they will merely check slightly, the coming of 
workmen from outside Lynn, rather than replace any citizen 
of our city now employed in the industry. I t  is designed to 
make it possible for Lynn youth to prepare themselves to fill 
the higher positions in each department, and to become oper­
atives possessing the most skill and receiving the highest pay; 
whereas to-day such positions are often occupied by men but 
partly equipped for superior service, and usually by workmen 
who were neither born nor trained in Lynn.
The school will be equipped with machinery for all processes 
of the factory and of the leading systems in use. Since the 
object of the school is to produce shoemakers, rather than 
shoes, it will aim to secure highly intelligent workmanship 
and a high grade of product rather than to train students to 
speed as operatives. The product will therefore be small, and, 
while it should be marketed so as to cover at least the cost of 
all materials used in its production, it can in no appreciable 
degree affect the business of established firms.
As already indicated, there should be both general and spe­
cial training in every branch of the industry and every depart­
ment of a factory. Last making should be taught; the woods 
used; the forms of lasts; the methods of production. Pattern 
making and grading: for uppers and for bottoms; variations 
for methods of manufacture; for machines; and for economy. 
The cutting of linings and leather: leading methods for quality, 
economy and other considerations. The stitching or fitting of 
uppers: various methods of fitting; the relation of parts as 
fitted; ¡proper allowance for seams on various materials; ma-
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chines and processes. Sole leather cutting and sorting: in­
cluding heels and counters; the divisions of a hide, and the 
grades obtained; methods of stripping, cutting and sorting. 
Stock fitting for McKay shoes: welts and turns; the wetting 
and tempering of soles; dinking, rounding, channelling, mould­
ing, feather edging; and insole fitting by various processes. 
Lasting of McKay shoes; welts and turns, both by hand and 
by all machine processes. Bottoming: the stitching of McKay 
shoes, welts and turns; heeling, shaving, scouring, trimming 
and setting of edges; burnishing of heels; buffing. Finishing: 
bottom finishing in black or stains; fancy wheeling, channelling 
and burnishing. Packing: tip fixing, treeing and dressing; 
cleaning, trimming and packing of shoes.
The course of instruction for boys is clearly outlined above, 
but it is expected that the students will include a large pro­
portion of girls, preparing them especially for positions in 
the stitching department, but also for bookkeepers in the fac­
tories and for other lines open to women. While much the 
same general course meets the needs of girls and boys, so that 
to a considerable degree their instruction may be in common, 
the commission believes that the course for girls should include 
instruction in household economy and the domestic arts. A girl 
should be taught a trade or occupation, which she may practice 
as a young woman and rely upon for support if need arises 
subsequent to marriage; but it is even more important, both to 
the individual and to society, that every woman -should be 
well trained in home keeping. One result of the canvass of 
over two thousand Lynn parents by the Massachusetts Com­
mission on Industrial Education has been to reveal what uni­
versal and hearty approval is granted this principle by the 
citizens. The curriculum for girls, then, will include courses 
on the construction, furnishing and care of a home; on foods 
and cooking; on clothing, with instruction in dressmaking and 
millinery; on home nursing, sanitation and the nurture of 
children; on accounts and general domestic economy.
This standard four years’ course will meet the needs of a 
majority of the students; it implies full course of our ele­
mentary schools as a basis, and a correspondingly high grade 
of work in preparation for trades and citizenship. But, as
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already stated, the school should accept pupils full fourteen 
years of age who have reached the seventh grade of Lynn 
schools, and who must thereafter change from general educa­
tion either to work in a factory or to trade education. The 
course will he modified to correspond to their preparation and 
requirements.
The canvass of Lynn parents has shown that many wish to 
enter some of their children in the shoe trade school, when 
established, whose family income will not permit sending them 
to school after they have reached the age of fourteen years, 
unless they can support themselves while gaining a trade edu­
cation. To meet this condition, and thus open the school to 
every ambitious youth, one of the members of the commission, 
under the direction of the State Commission on Industrial 
Education, has presented to the shoe manufacturers and to 
thè allied industries of Lynn the proposition of a half-time class. 
Many have agreed to support the following plan : —
Pupils who cannot give their entire time to the school will 
he placed in a special class each year. This will be divided 
into two equal sections. For every pair of boys or girls a 
position will be secured by the commission in a factory, not 
at skilled labor at first, but on kinds of work now performed 
by beginners. One of every pair will work in the factory for 
a week, the other will be with his section of the class at school 
for the week, and so on alternately. Thus the youth is able to 
support himself, and is also able to continue and complete his 
education. While it will take more than four years to cover the 
ground of the four years’ course in a half-time class, experience 
under this plan elsewhere indicates that it could be substantially 
covered in some six years of half-time work.
The faculty of the school should be thoroughly competent. 
Their maximum salaries should be equal to those paid in the 
classical and English high schools. One young woman of Lynn, 
a graduate of the high school, for ten years an employee in a 
stitching room, practised in most parts of the work there, with 
experience as a teacher in the evening school, has this year 
entered the course for commercial teachers in the Salem Nor­
mal School, with the express purpose of fitting herself to be­
come a teacher in a shoe trade school when established. I t  is
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this type of teacher, possessing thorough industrial skill gained 
under the best factory conditions, coupled with normal train­
ing and experience in teaching, that the commission desires. 
There will be a few such candidates available: the school must 
produce its own teachers. Those taking charge of general 
class room work will naturally be primarily teachers who have 
been trained in technical schools of college grade, and are 
ready to possess themselves of a practical knowledge of shoe 
manufacture. Those chosen to give instruction in shop practice 
and actual shoe manufacture must be men of the type of the 
best foremen, highly intelligent, of good general education, 
widely skilled as operatives, accustomed to train operatives in 
the factory, and ready to acquire and apply the principles of 
pedagogy in their work in the school. They should be or­
ganized under a principal or superintendent capable as an ex­
ecutive, and able to impart to all his assistants such normal 
instruction as will make every one in time finely capable as a 
teacher, and all a unit in harmonious, close, effective co-opera­
tion of work rooms and class rooms.
In  stating the probable cost of a shoe trade school, the com­
mission has aimed to present maximum estimates probably 
somewhat in excess of the expenditures required. We believe 
the investment should be as small as will ensure the results 
desired; and to this end we advise that the school work rooms 
and class rooms be fitted up in one of our modern factory build­
ings. Since the expense for light, heat and power will be less 
for the school than for a firm manufacturing shoes, the rental 
should be a little below the usual price.
With the same object in view, members of the commission 
have conferred with managing officers of the leading corpora­
tions producing shoe machinery, with a view to securing for 
the school, free of expense, the use of the best machines of lead­
ing types. The value of a good industrial school to the shoe 
trade and to all its dependent industries is so manifest that 
no difficulty was found in interesting manufacturers of machin­
ery in the proposition. While no definite agreement could be 
expected in advance of the formal decision of the city to 
establish the school, we have a communication from one of 
the largest producers of shoe machinery, expressing a willing-
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ness to equip the school with suitable machines this coming;
o
year. Aside from this, the fact that costly machinery has been 
freely given to other trade and technical schools in Massachu­
setts and in the United States, and to the Shoe Trade School 
in London, Eng., would give reason to expect that the same 
generous support will be rendered here.
On the other hand, the plans must be liberal enough to se­
cure a school which will graduate thoroughly competent men 
and women, — one of which Lynn may be proud.
A\ e believe that two class rooms, to seat 50 pupils each, will 
be needed the first year, with space for a full equipment of 
machinery for making Mclvay shoes, welts and turns, cutting, 
stitching, making and packing rooms. This will require nearly
12,000 square feet of floor space. While we have good ground 
to hope that the shoe machinery will be installed without fur­
ther material expense, further equipment of the school with 
desks, furniture, display cases, benches, shafting, pulleys, lasts, 
etc., may cost as high as $5,000. The first year the faculty 
would include a superintendent, a male assistant, two female 
teachers, and instructors or foremen in the cutting, stitching, 
lasting and edgemaking rooms. Their salaries should not ex­
ceed $10,000. The first cost of leather and other materials 
would approach $5,000. But this expense would be merely an 
initial investment, the sale of product supplying funds with 
which to renew materials. We further include an additional 
$2,600 for incidental expenses, to cover all contingencies. The 
total expenditure for equipping the school and maintaining it 
for a year would thus be $25,000, as shown in the following 
statement: —
Rental (12,000 square feet factory space, at 20 cents), . . $2,400
Equipment, furniture, shafting, t o o l s , ...........................................5,000
Leather and other m a te r ia ls ,............................................................5,000
Salaries of instructors, . . . . . . . .  iq 000
Incidental expenses,............................................................................. 2,600
$25,000
In considering the wisdom of making an appropriation to 
establish and maintain this shoe trade school, it should be recog-
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nized that, taking into consideration the State aid guaranteed 
to approved trade schools, the expense to the city is after all 
nominal, — substantially a difference in bookkeeping, rather 
than an increase in the tax levy. This is so because many of the 
pupils of the school will be boys and girls who would other­
wise attend the high schools. The expense of their education 
will be met by the establishment of a new school, while other­
wise such expenses would be incident to the further enlargement 
of our present secondary schools. I t  is true that other pupils 
will continue their education in a shoe trade school, who now 
go to work when fourteen or fifteen years of age; but since 
the commonwealth has engaged to repay to the city half the 
expense of maintenance of a trade school, their further edu­
cation will be at the expense of the State rather than of the 
city.
Were the school to cost the city an additional $25,000 yearly, 
or even more than this, we believe the expense would be amply 
warranted by the returns it would ensure in the way of in­
dustrial advance ; but since it virtually requires little or no 
added expenditure of city funds, it must be clear to all that 
such an industrial school is highly advantageous. Doubtless 
for this reason this commission was not appointed to report a 
plan of a school for consideration, but “ to secure the locating 
of a trade school in Lynn.”
The report of this commission has been based upon the 
general principles adopted by the Commission on Industrial 
Education of the commonwealth; the plans for the school have 
been elaborated in frequent consultation with its executive 
secretary; and this report has been submitted to the State 
commission, and the plan for the school outlined above meets 
with its approval. This commission has therefore obeyed the 
instructions in the letter of appointment to its members, and, 
in case of favorable action by the city, has ensured the es­
tablishment of a trade school in Lynn under the direction of 
the State Commission on Industrial Education, and supported 
by the commonwealth jointly with the municipality.
The commission, in submitting this report to the Honorable 
City Council, would recommend that it be acted upon decisively 
so early that, in case of the adoption of the plan with conse-
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quent provision for establishing the school, there may be ample 
time for a permanent commission to secure instructors, equip 
the school and issue a prospectus before September, 1909, since 
many parents now anticipate that such a school will then open.
Respectfully submitted,
CHARLES H. HASTINGS, Chairman, 
JO SEPH  GAUNT,
R. S. BAUER,
Rt. R e v . M o n s i g n o b  A. J. TEELING, 
RICHARD H. RICE,
ALBION BARTLETT,
P H IL IP  EMERSON,
CHARLES P. MURRAY,
I. BOYNTON ARMSTRONG, Secretary,
Commission on Industrial Education.
D e c e m b e r , 1908.
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A p p e n d i x  C .
TABULAR PRESENTATION OP GENERAL INVESTIGATIONS 
IN 45 CITIES AND TOWNS, CONCERNING THE EDUCA­
TIONAL PLANS OF PUPILS FOURTEEN YEARS OF AGE 
AND UPWARDS1 IN THE SIXTH, SEVENTH, EIGHTH AND 
NINTH GRADES OF THE GRAMMAR SCHOOLS, IN ORDER 
TO DETERMINE THE NUMBER OF THESE PUPILS 
LIKELY TO ATTEND A LOCAL INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL.
A brief description of this investigation has been given in 
the body of this report, on page 80.
Through the co-operation of the superintendents of schools 
in May and June, 1908, question cards were distributed among 
the pupils of the sixth, seventh, eighth and ninth (where such 
exist) grades of the grammar schools of 45 cities and towns of 
the State having over 10,000 inhabitants, according to the census 
of 1905.
The replies showed whether the pupil did not expect to 
graduate from the grammar school; whether he (or she) ex­
pected to graduate from the grammar school, but did not expect 
to continue education farther; or whether it was expected 
that education would be continued beyond the grammar school.
The returns from 36 cities and towns, which have the sixth, 
seventh, eighth and ninth grades in the grammar schools, are 
contained in Table I.
The returns from 6 towns, which have the sixth, seventh 
and eighth grades in the grammar school, but do not have a 
ninth grade, are contained in Table II.
In  four cities, Lawrence, Lynn, Springfield and Worcester,
1 T h e  in v e s t ig a t io n  a ls o  in c lu d e d  p u p i ls  a p p r o a c h in g  f o u r t e e n  y e a r s  o f  ag e , w h o  wro u ld  
h a v e  a t t a i n e d  th e  i n d u s t r ia l  s c h o o l  a g e  w d th in  a  s h o r t  t im e .
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a later inquiry was made in the high schools, to see which of the 
pupils that were in the highest grade of the grammar school in 
May and June had entered the high school; the data showing the 
distribution of these children by sex and by ages in the grades 
of the grammar school investigated and in the first year of the 
high school are given in Table III .
Table I. contains in the vertical columns data for each of the 
36 cities and towns mentioned in the column on the left, all 
the data on a horizontal line referring to the single place at 
the beginning of that line. s
In group I. are given in the successive vertical columns the 
number of pupils who filled out inquiry cards in the sixth, 
seventh, eighth and ninth grades of the grammar school, and 
in the last column of the group is given the total number of 
these pupils in these grades.
In group II. is given the difference between the number of 
pupils in the sixth grade and ninth grade, or the total drop in 
the number of pupils from the sixth to the ninth grades.
In group III . is given the per cent, of pupils that have 
dropped out between the sixth and the ninth grade, or the per 
cent, drop from the sixth to the ninth grade.
In group IY. are given in the successive vertical columns 
the number of pupils in the sixth, seventh, eighth and ninth 
grades, and the total number of such pupils in these grades 
who said that they do not expect to graduate from the grammar 
school.
In group V. are given in the successive vertical columns the 
number of pupils in the sixth, seventh, eighth and ninth grades, 
and the total number of such pupils in these grades, who expect 
to graduate from the grammar school, but will not continue 
their education farther.
In group VI. are given in the successive vertical columns 
the number of pupils in the sixth, seventh, eighth and ninth 
grades, and the total number of such pupils in these grades, 
who expect to graduate from the grammar school and hope to 
continue their education.
In  group V II. are given the combined totals of groups IV. 
and V., or the total number who expect to leave school during 
or upon completion of the grammar school course.
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At the foot of the columns are summed up for all1 these cities 
and towns the number of pupils in each grade (sixth =  15,877; 
seventh =  13,502 ; eighth =  10,863 ; ninth =  9,058) and the 
total number in the grades (49,300) ; the total drop from 
the sixth to the ninth grade (6,819) ; the per cent, drop from the 
sixth to the ninth grade (42.9) ; the total number in these grades 
who do not expect to graduate from thé grammar school (4,244) ; 
the total number in these grades who expect to graduate from the 
grammar school, but do not expect to continue their education 
farther (¿5,958) ; the total number who expect to go to school 
beyond the grammar school (38,098) ; and the total number 
who expect to drop out of school either during or upon the com­
pletion of the grammar school course (11,202).
The average per cent, drop from the close of the sixth grade 
to the close of the ninth grade is 42.9, or practically 43 per cent. 
In  other words, at or about fourteen years of age, on an average, 
43 per cent, of the children drop out of the last three grades of 
the grammar schools in cities and towns of 10,000 population 
and upwards. In  17 of the towns and cities the per cent, drop 
is more than the average and in 19 it is less than the average.
The places in which the per cent, drop is highest are New 
Bedford (67.5 per cent.) and Adams (62.6 per cent.) ; the 
places in which the per cent, drop is least are South Framing­
ham (19 per cent.), Waltham (28.5 per cent.) and Lowell (29.8 
per cent.).
The total number who drop out in the last three years of the 
grammar school in the 35 cities and towns is 6,819, while 
the total number who say that they expect to drop out is 4,244 ; 
that is, those who expect to drop out are but 62 per cent, of 
those who do drop out.
1 S a le m  n o t  in c lu d e d .
T able I. —- Data [or 36 Cities and Towns, showing the Educational Plans of Pupils in the Sixth, 
Grades oj the Grammar Schools.
Seventh, Eighth and Ninth
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19S 153 100 93 544 105 53.0 58 24 8 - 90 24 22 9 11 66 116 107 83 82 388 156
204 170 130 89 593 115 56.3 52 34 13 - 99 47 33 17 20 117 105 103 100 69 377 216
S85 66S 532 400 2,485 485 54.8 250 149 39 2 440 162 104 58 56 380 473 415 435 342 1,665 820
308 329 300 201 1,138 107 34.7 55 57 22 4 138 45 29 16 7 97 208 243 262 190 903 235
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T a b l e  I. — Data ¡or 36 Cities and Towns, — Concluded.
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Melrose, 296 245 230 174 945 122 41.2 8 9 4 5 26 38 15 24 4 81 250 221 202 165 838 107
Milford, 132 125 90 76 423 56 42.4 30 15 11 - 56 6 16 12 6 40 96 94 67 70 327 96
Newburyport,. 198 171 133 115 617 83 41.9 16 4 6 2 28 27 31 15 12 85 155 136 112 101 504 113
Newton, 539 436 311 331 1,647 208 36.0 23 10 5 8 46 54 38 20 7 119 462 338 316 316 1,482 165
New Bedford, 777 490 333 252 1,852 525 67.5 222 126 34 8 390 175 90 46 38 349 380 274 253 206 1,113 739
North Adams, 250 183 154 129 716 121 48.4 29 21 4 - 54 29 13 11 3 56 192 149 139 126 606 110
Northampton, 206 209 164 117 696 89 43.2 41 30 10 1 82 27 41 18 5 91 138 138 136 111 523 173
Pittsfield, 403 294 209 168 1,074 235 58.3 57 30 15 1 103 57 40 25 12 134 289 224 169 155 837 237
Revere, . 302 279 234 192 1,007 110 36.4 14 1 2 1 18 60 31 17 22 130 228 247 215 168 859 148
Salem,1 . 96 95 162 177 530 - - 26 13 9 2 50 21 27 20 12 80 49 55 133 163 400 130
Somerville, 1,122 965 798 736 3,621 386 34.4 83 30 8 4 125 150 167 97 71 485 889 768 693 661 3,011 610
South Framingham, 168 180 177 136 661 32 19.0 12 8 - 4 24 32 27 25 12 96 124 145 152 120 541 120
Southbridge, . 73 44 38 30 185 43 58.9 19 11 - - 30 10 3 7 - 20 44 30 31 30 135 50
Springfield, 959 955 730 625 3,269 334 34.8 133 72 32 14 251 111 125 54 27 317 715 758 644 584 2,701 568
Taunton, 342 320 255 176 1,093 166 48.5 85 30 12 5 132 52 59 45 18 174 205 231 198 153 787 306
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Wakefield, 232 168 151 136 6S7 96 41.3 24 11 4 2 41 27 14 11 1 53 181 143 136 133 593 94
Waltham, 291 224 186 208 909 83 28.5 23 12 - 2 37 47 26 22 16 111 221 186 164 190 761 148
Watertown, . 149 146 126 92 513 57 38.2 33 3 1 - 37 5 21 15 5 46 111 122 110 87 430 83
Weymouth. . 203 180 139 111 633 92 45.3 20 11 4 - 35 48 28 13 8 97 135 141 122 103 501 132
Woburn, 256 240 200 136 832 120 46.8 16 8 7 - 31 31 28 13 6 78 209 204 180 130 723 109
Worcester, 1,682 1,470 1,176 1,045 5,373 637 37.8 328 191 122 33 674 274 239 151 78 742 1,080 1,040 903 934 3,957 1,416
Totals, . 15,877 13,502 10,863 9,058 49,300 6,819 42.9 - - - - 4,244 - - - - 6,958 - - - - 38,098 11,202
1 N ot included in totals.
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Table II. contains the same data for the named 6 cities and 
towns that is given in Table I. for 36 cities and towns, except 
that only the sixth, seventh and eighth grammar school grades 
are presented, since in these 6 cities and towns there is no 
ninth grade.
At the foot of the column are summed up for these 6 cities 
and towns the number of pupils in each grade (sixth =  2,140; 
seventh =  1,796; eighth =  1,442) and the total number in 
these grades (5,378) ; the total drop from the sixth to the 
eighth grade (698) ; the per cent, drop from the sixth to the 
eighth grade (32.6) ; the total number in these grades who do 
not expect to graduate from the grammar school (351) ; the 
total number in these grades who expect to graduate from the 
grammar school, but do not expect to continue their education 
farther (832) ; the total number who expect to go to school 
beyond the grammar school (4,195) ; and the total number 
who expect to drop out of school either during or upon the 
completion of the grammar school course (1,183).
T a b l e  II. — Data for 6 Cities and Towns (having no Ninth Grades in the Grammar School), showing the Educational Plans of
Pupils in the Sixth, Seventh and Eighth Grades.
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Attleborough, . . . . 171 167 127 465 44 25.7 10 10 2 22 49 30 16 95 112 127 109 348 117
B everly ,..................................... 271 251 175 697 96 35.4 19 5 3 27 33 35 6 74 219 211 166 596 101
Hyde Park, . . . . 151 154 152 457 —1 - - 4 2 6 20 17 17 54 131 133 133 397 60
Lawrence, . . . . 791 565 417 1,773 374 47.2 141 48 7 196 182 119 59 358 470 398 351 1,219 554
Peabody,..................................... 196 154 120 470 76 38.7 20 8 3 31 32 10 8 50 144 136 109 389 81
Quincy, . . . . . 560 505 451 1,516 109 19.4 35 19 15 69 98 61 42 201 427 425 394 1,246 270
Totals, . . . . 2,140 1,796 1,442 5,378 698 32 6 - “ 351 - - - 832 - - - 4,195 1,183
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Table II I .  gives the number of pupils who filled out inquiry 
cards in the sixth, seventh, eighth and ninth grades in Lynn, 
Springfield and Worcester, and the sixth, seventh and eighth 
grades in Lawrence;1 and, for all four cities, those pupils in 
the highest grade of the grammar school in June, 1908, who 
registered in the first year of the high school in the next school 
year.2
The data given in Table II I . for each city are arranged in 
two sections, — a general table and a summary.
In  the general table, column 1 shows the grades and year in 
the high school; column 2 gives the divisions of boys and girls 
and totals of boys and girls; the following columns show the 
number of boys and girls and totals of boys and girls from 
thirteen years up in each grade (13 — means less than thirteen 
years of age) ; and the last column shows the total number of 
boys and girls and totals of boys and girls for each grade.
In  the summary are given the total number of boys and girls 
and the combined totals for each grade; the total drop in the 
number of both boys and girls and the combined total drop from 
the sixth grade of the grammar school to the first year in the 
high school; and the per cent, drop for both boys and girls and 
the combined per cent, drop from the sixth grade of the gram­
mar school to the first year in the high school. For additional 
statements, see page 81.
1 Lawrence has no ninth grade in the grammar school.
2 In Springfield and Worcester promotions are also made at, the middle of the school year 
and pupils so promoted are included in these data.
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Table III. — Data for 4 Cities, showing the Number of Pupils in the Sixth, 
Seventh, Eighth and Ninth1 Grades of the Grammar School and reap­
pearing in the Following Year in the First Year of the High School.
L a w r e n c e .
GRADE. Pupils.
T otal P u pils , DISTRIBUTED BY ÂGES.
13— 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 20+ Totals.
Sixth, . . . . Boys, 173 134 S9 14 8 1 - - - _ 419
Girls, 217 93 52 10 - - - - - - 372
Totals, 390 227 141 24 8 1 - - - - 791
Grand total, all ages, . . . . . . . . 791
Seventh, Boys, 65 89 85 30 6 - 1 - - - 276
Girls, 58 118 84 24 3 1 - - 1 - 289
Totals. 123 207 169 54 9 1 1 - 1 - 565
Grand total, all a g e s , .................................................................. 565
.Eighth,. . . . Boys, 2 57 77 47 11 6 2 - - - 202
Girls, 5 56 88 43 IS 4 1 - - - 215
Totals, 7 113 165 90 29 10 3 - - - 417
Grand total, all ages, ............................................................................ 417
Ninth, . . . . Boys. i
Girls, r Part of High School.
Totals, J
First year of high school, Boys, 2 48 44 17 6 1 - _ _ _ 118
Girls, 5 47 48 23 9 1 1 - - - 134
Totals, 7 95 92 40 15 2 i _ - - 252
Grand total, all a g e s , .................................................................. 252
Total drop, . . . . . . . 539
Summary.
Boys. Girls. Totals.
Total number in grade 6, . . . . . . . 419 372 791
Total number in grade 7, . . . . . . . 276 289 565
Total number in grade 8, . . . . . . . 202 215 417
Number reappearing in the first year of high school,. . . . 118 134 252
Total drop from sixth grade to first year of high school, 301 238 539
Per cent, drop, . . . . . . . . . 71.8 63.9 68.1
1 E xcept for Lawrence, which has only eight grammar school grades.
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Table I I I .  —  Data for J  Cities, etc. —  C on tinued .
L y n n .
GRADE. Pupils.
T otal P upils, DISTRIBUTED BY AGES.
13— 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 20+ Totals.
Sixth, . . . . Boys, 227 120 90 39 5 - 1 - - - 482
Girls, 269 90 54 17 7 - - - - - 437
Totals, 496 210 144 56 12 - 1 - - - 919
Grand total, all ages, . . . . . . . . 919
Seventh, Boys, 80 110 110 56 12 3 - - - - 371
Girls, 104 131 101 39 15 1 1 - - - 392
Totals, 184 241 211 95 27 4 1 - - - 763
Grand total, all ages, ........................................................................... 763
Eighth, Boys, 11 89 88 72 29 11 - - 1 - 301
Girls, 12 103 100 69 22 4 - - - - 310
Totals, 23 192 188 141 51 15 - - 1 - 611
Grand total, all ages, . 611
Ninth, . . . . Boys, 2 15 70 67 54 15 3 - - " 226
Girls, 2 9 84 93 48 12 1 - - 249
Totals, 4 24 154 160 102 27 4 - - - 475
Grand total, all ages, ........................................................................... 475
First year of high school, Boys, 2 14 55 40 28 6 2 - - - 147
Girls, 1 6 60 64 25 4 - - - - 160
Totals, 3 20 115 104 53 10 2 - - - 307
Grand total, all ages, ......................................................................................... 307
Total drop, . . . • .................................................................. 612
Summary.
Boys. Girls. Totals.
Total number in grade 6................................................................... 482 437 919
Total number in grade 7, . . . . . . . 371 392 763
Total number in grade 8, .................................. 301 310 611
Total number in grade 9, .................................. 226 249 475
Number reappearing in the first year of high school, 147 160 307
Total drop from sixth grade to first year of high school, 335 277 612
Per cent., drop, ..................................................................... 69.5 63.3 66.5
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T a b l e  III. — Data for 4 Cities, etc. — Continued.
S p r in g f ie l d .
GRADE. Pupils.
T otal P u pils , DISTRIBUTED BY AGES.
13— 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 20+ Totals.
Sixth, . . . . Boys, 292 132 79 24 3 - - - - - 530
Girls, 266 87 56 15 5 - - - - - 429
Totals, 558 219 135 39 8 - - - - - 959
Grand total, all ages, . . . . . . . . 959
Seventh, Boys, 133 173 120 48 15 3 - - - - 492
Girls, 137 151 116 47 12 - - - - - 463
Totals, 270 324 236 95 27 3 - - - - 955
Grand total, all ages, . . . . . . . . 955
Eighth, Boys, 19 76 125 89 33 11 - - - - 353
Girls, 21 104 134 88 23 6 1 - - - 377
Totals, 40 180 259 177 56 17 1 - - - 730
Grand total, all ages, 730
Ninth, . . . . Boys, 3 38 75 98 69 16 7 - - _ 306
Girls, 3 24 95 105 66 26 4 - - - 323
Totals, 6 62 170 203 135 42 11 - - 629
Grand total, all ages, 629
First year of high school, Boys, 3 31 63 73 41 9 4 - _ _ 224
Girls, 2 22 75 75 41 21 - - - - 236
Totals, 5 53 138 148 82 30 4 - - - 460
Grand total, all ages, *. 460
Total drop, . . . . . 499
Summary.
Boys. | Girls. Totals.
Total number in grade 6, . . . . . . 530 429 959
Total number in grade 7, . . . . . . . ; 492 463 955
Total number in grade 8, . . . . . . 353 377 730
Total number in grade 9, . . . . . . . ¡ 306 323 629
Number reappearing in the first year of high school, . ! 224 236 460
Total drop from sixth grade to first year of high school, • I 306 193 499
Per cent, drop, . . . . . . . 44.9 52.5
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T a b l e  I I I .  —  Data for Jf Cities, etc. —  Concluded.
W o r c e s t e r .
GRADE. Pupils.
T o t a l  P u p il s , DISTRIBUTED BY AGES.
13— 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 2 0 2 0 - i- Totals.
Sixth, . . . . Boys, 5 1 3 196 119 2 3 3 - - - - - 854
Girls, 551 162 81 25 3 6 - - - - 8 2 8
Totals, 1 ,0 6 4 358 200 4 8 6 6 - - - - 1 ,682
Grand total, all ages, . . . . . . 1 ,682
Seventh, Boys, 270 252 178 60 11 - 1 - _ 7 7 2
Girls, 2 8 3 217 152 35 10 - 1 - 698
Totals, 5 5 3 469 330 95 21 - 2 - - - 1 ,470
Grand total, all ages, . 1 ,470
Eighth, Boys, 6 8 161 200 115 25 6 - - - - 575
Girls, 62 201 2 1 5 94 2 3 5 1 - - - 601
Totals, 130 3 6 2 4 1 5 2 0 9 4 8 11 1 - - - 1 ,1 7 6
Grand total, all ages, ........................................................................... 1 ,176
Ninth, . . . . Boys, 8 53 172 162 7 0 19 1 - - 1 486
Girls, 12 77 199 181 7 2 14 3 1 - - 559
Totals, 2 0 130 371 3 4 3 142 33 4 1 - 1 1 ,0 4 5
Grand total, all ages, . . . . . . . . . 1 ,0 4 5
First year of high school, Boys, 6 31 9 8 S4 32 6 - - - 1 258
Girls, 5 49 116 107 33 5 - - - - 315
Totals, 11 8 0 2 1 4 191 65 11 - - - 1 573
Grand total, all ages, . .................................................................. 573
Total drop, .................................................................................... 1 ,109
Summary.
Boys. Girls. Totals.
Total number in grade 6, . . . . . . . 854 828 1.682
Total number in grade 7, .................................. 772 698 1,470
Total number in grade 8, . . . . . . . 575 601 1,176
Total number in grade 9, . . . . . . . 486 559 1,045
Number reappearing in the first year of high school, 258 315 573
Total drop from sixth grade to first year of high school, 596 513 1,109
Per cent, drop, . . . . . . . . . 69.8 61.9 65.9
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A p p e n d i x  D .
TABULAR PRESENTATION OF THE SPECIAL INVESTIGA­
TIONS AMONG PARENTS OF PUPILS OF INDUSTRIAL 
SCHOOL AGE IN THE SIXTH, SEVENTH, EIGHTH AND 
NINTH GRADES OF GRAMMAR SCHOOLS IN LAW­
RENCE,1 LYNN, SPRINGFIELD AND WORCESTER, TO 
ASCERTAIN THE ATTITUDE OF THE PARENTS TOWARD 
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION.
A special investigation was made in the 4 manufacturing 
cities of Lynn, Lawrence, Springfield and Worcester, during the 
summer of 190-8, in which many of the parents of the children 
in the upper grades of the grammar schools were visited per­
sonally by special agents appointed by the commission, and 
asked to express their views in regard to the establishment of 
a local industrial school. A brief account of this investigation 
has been given in the body of the report, on page 83.
The families interviewed in each of the 4 cities covered in 
this investigation are divided into two groups. The first group 
is contained in Table L, which shows the attitude of those 
families in which the father’s employment could be character­
ized as a trade; this table also shows the manner in which 
the technical knowledge necessary to the trade was acquired by 
the parent.
In Table I., the first column contains the classification into 
trades of the persons interviewed; the second, third and fourth 
columns contain the number who had acquired their trade 
through apprenticeship (second column), through “ picking up ” 
(third column), and through trade school instruction (fourth
1 Sixth, seventh and eighth grades in Lawrence, there being no ninth grade.
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column). The fifth, sixth and seventh columns show the atti­
tude of the persons interviewed towards a local industrial school: 
column 5, the number favorable to such a school; column 6, 
the number without interest; and column 7, the number opposed. 
Column 8 gives the total number of persons interviewed. The 
ninth, tenth and eleventh columns contain the number of the 
children of industrial school age in the families interviewed: 
column 9, the number of boys; column 10, the number of girls; 
and column 11, the total number of boys and girls. The totals 
for each column are given at the foot of the column.
The second group, contained in Table II., embraces the 
remaining families interviewed, in which the fathers’ occupa­
tions were of a more general nature, although perhaps requir­
ing a specific training or a liberal education. Both tables show 
the number of boys and girls included in these families of an 
age suitable to industrial education.
In  Table II., the first column contains the classification of 
the persons interviewed according to callings. The second, 
third and fourth columns show the attitude of the persons 
interviewed towards a local industrial school: column 2, the 
number favorable; column 3, the number without interest; and 
column 4, the number opposed. Column 5 gives the total num­
ber interviewed. The sixth, seventh and eighth columns show 
the number of children of industrial school age in the families 
interviewed: column 6, the number of boys; column 7, the 
number of girls, and column 8, the total number of children. 
At the foot of each column are given the totals for the column, 
the total for the corresponding column of Table I., and the sum 
of these totals for the two tables.
L a w r e n c e .
In  Lawrence, only those parents and guardians of pupils 
thirteen years of age and over, in the sixth, seventh and eighth 
grammar grades in May and June of 1908, that did not ex­
pect to attend high school, were visited.
These embraced 467 families, representing 447 boys and 377 
girls, a total of 824. Of the entire 467 families, 438, or 
93.7 per cent., were found favorable to the establishment of an 
industrial school for the boys and girls of Lawrence; 27, or 6.3
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per cent., for various reasons were not interested; and only 2 
were opposed to such a school.
Of the 467 families included in this investigation, 258 were 
engaged in occupations requiring technical training to a greater 
or less degree, including the trades; of whom 110, or 42 per 
cent., had served apprenticeships, 49 in foreign countries, 61 
in the United States; 136, or 53 per cent., had gathered what 
information and skill they could, without systematic training; 
12, or 5 per cent., attended trade schools in foreign countries; 
241, or 93 per cent., favored the establishment of a trade school 
for boys and girls in Lawrence, those manifesting no interest 
numbering but 17. In  these 258 families there were 260 boys 
and 202 girls, making a total of 462 youths to whom the 
benefits of an industrial education should prove of special value.
Of the parents and guardians, 105 were engaged in the tex­
tile industry, of whom 29 served apprenticeships; and, as this 
method of teaching is becoming rare, it is interesting to note 
that 24 served their time in foreign countries, 19 in Germany 
and 5 in England. Of the 8 in this industry that had attended 
trade schools, 7 were former pupils of German schools and 1 
had been a pupil in Scotland. Of those who “ picked up ” 
their trade, 68, or exactly one-half of the number, were tex­
tile workers. Of the 462 youths in the 258 families of experi­
enced trade workers, 191, or 41.3 per cent., were in the families 
of skilled textile workers.
The heads of 209 of the families interviewed were engaged 
in various other occupations, some of which required talent and 
education distinct and separate from technical training, and 
others called for merely mechanical labor; 197, or 94 per cent., 
were favorable to industrial education, and but 12, or 6 per cent., 
expressed no interest. These families included 187 boys and 
175 girls of industrial school age, making 362 possible candi­
dates for industrial education. Of this number, 139 were in 
the families of those employed in unskilled labor.
4^
00
T a b l e  I. — Altitude oj Parents or Guardians, now engaged in Occupations requiring Technical Skill, toward the Establishment of a
Local Industrial School; also, the Means by ichich a Trade was acquired.
L a w r e n c e .
C l a s s i f i c a t i o n .
T r a d e  a c q u ir e d  b y  — A t t it u d e t o w a r d  a  L o c a l  I n d u s t r ia l  S c h o o l . M e m b e r s  o f  F a m il ie s  o f  a n  
I n d u s t r ia l  S c h o o l  A g e .
Apprentice­
ship.
“ Picked 
Up.”
Trade
Schools. Favorable.
Without
Interest. Opposed. Totals. Boys. Girls. Totals.
Bakers, cooks and confectioners, . 2 3 5 5 9 3 1 2
Barbers, . . . . . . 2 — — 2 _ _ 2 2 1 3
Blacksmiths, . . . . . 3 1 - 4 _ _ 4 4 3
Carpenters, . . . . . 1 7 3 - 1 9 - 1 2 0 1 9 1 3 3 2
Dyers, . . . . . . - 4 - 4 - - 4 3 2 5
Foremen and overseers, 2 8 — 9 1 — 10 5 14 1 9
Engineers and firemen, 4 1 7 — 2 1 _ _ 2 1 2 0
2 3
2 0 4 0
Machinists, . . . . . 1 8 5 — 2 3 — _ 2 3 1 7 4 0
Masons, . . . . . . 2 1 — 3 _ _ 3 6 6
Moulders, . . . . . . 7 3 — 9 1 _ 1 0 7 1 4
Painters and paper hangers, 4 6 — 8 2 — 1 0 1 0 6 1 6
Plumbers and fitters, . . . . 2 — — 1 — 1 2 3 3
Printers, . . . . . .
Skilled employees in the manufacture 
of: —
3 3
"
3 2 1 3
Boots and shoes, . . . . 3 1 - 4 - _ 4 6 2 8
Paper, . . . . . . 1 5 1 6 1 — 7 1 2 1 9
Textiles, 2 9 6 8 8 9 6 9 _ 1 0 5 1 0 2 8 9 1 9 1
Miscellaneous, 8 1 1 2 2 0 1 _ 2 1 2 6 1 4 4 0
Tailors, . . . . . . 3 - 1 4 - 4 1 3 4
Totals, . . . • . n o  i 1 3 6 1 2 2 4 1 15 2 258 2 6 0 2 0 2 4 6 2
1 Of the 110 who served apprenticeships, 49 served their time in foreign countries.
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T a b l e  IL — Attitude of Parents or Guardians, in General Occupations, toward the Establishment of a Local Industrial School.
L a w r e n c e .
Classification .
Attitude toward a L ocal I ndustrial School. Members of F amilies of an School A oe.
I ndustrial
Favorable. WithoutInterest. Opposed. Totals. Boys. Girls. Totals.
Agents, buyers and salesmen, . . . . 16 1 - 17 22 12 34
Bookkeepers, clerks and stenographers, . 4 - - 4 2 4 6
Janitors and watchmen, . . . . . 6 - - 6 3 9 12
Laborers, . . . . . . . . 19 1 - 20 20 16 36
Merchants and dealers, . . . . . . 11 - - 11 5 14 19
Mill operatives, . . . . . . . 49 5 - 54 53 50 103
Police, fire and postal service, . . . . 7 1 - 8 3 9 12
Professional service, . 3 - - 3 2 2 4
Railroad and railway employees, . . . . 11 - - 11 8 6 14
Teamsters and hucksters, . . . . . IS - - 18 19 7 26
Unclassified, . . . . . . . 12 3 - 15 10 16 26
Widows, etc. (occupations unclassified), . 41 1 - 42 40 30 70
Totals, . . . . . . . . 197 12 - 209 187 175 362
Totals for Table I., . . . . . 241 15 2 258 260 202 462
Totals for both tables, . . . . . 438 27 2 467 447 377 824
►4-^
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L y n n .
In  Lynn were visited parents or guardians of children of in­
dustrial school age attending the parochial schools, as well as 
of those in the sixth, seventh, eighth and ninth grammar grades 
of the public schools, who had reported that they did not ex­
pect to continue their education through or beyond the grammar 
school, together with those parents who were engaged in the 
shoe industry, and whose children might enter it after a longer 
general course in education, as well as those parents whose 
occupation or the personal knowledge of whom gave reason to 
believe that their children would probably be sent to a trade 
school, notwithstanding any statement of the children regarding 
their expectancy to attend the high school. A total of 2,164 
families was visited.
The total number of children in these families eligible to the 
benefits to be derived from an industrial school, if one were 
established in Lynn, was 3,301; 1,718 boys and 1,583 girls.
The sentiment regarding vocational training in Lynn ap­
pears to have been very favorable, and, although a greater num­
ber (30) than in the other cities expressed themselves opposed 
to industrial education, the 2,069, or 96 per cent., who were 
favorable, showed an interest approaching enthusiasm, while 
only 65, or 3 per cent., manifested no interest in the subject.
The heads of 1,340 families were skilled workmen; of these, 
551, or 41 per cent., had learned their trade by apprentice­
ship; 779, or 58 per cent., “ picked u p ” their trade; and 10 
attended either a foreign trade school or private institution. 
Of the 551 who had served apprenticeships, 161, or 29 per 
cent., served their time in foreign countries.
Of the above, 564 were engaged in the manufacture of boots 
and shoes, 115, or 20 per cent., of whom had served appren­
ticeships, 42 in foreign countries and the remaining 73 in the 
United States, 441 had worked themselves into this industry, 
advancing from one branch of the work to the next, as the 
increase in skill and the output of the goods permitted. There 
were only five who had either attended a local private shoe 
school or a foreign trade school.
In  Lynn special inquiries were made as regards the manner
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in which these men had acquired their technical knowledge 
and skill.
Other important industries in Lynn are the manufacture of 
leather and metals and metallic goods; 93 persons employed in 
the former and 63 in the latter were visited. In  the leather 
industry, 54, or 56 per cent., had served apprenticeships; in 
the manufacture of metals and metallic goods, only 13, or 20 
per cent., had served apprenticeships.
Excluding the 741 skilled employees in the manufacture of 
boots and shoes, leather, metals, etc., only 193, or 26 per cent., 
of whom served time learning their craft, it was found that 
of the remaining families, more strictly classed as trade work­
ers, 358, or 60 per cent., had served apprenticeships.
The relative amount of interest shown in the question of 
the need of an industrial school in Lynn did not vary greatly 
in the different trades: 1,279, or 95 per cent., of the 1,340 
skilled employees and trade workers expressed themselves as 
decidedly in favor of establishing a school where boys and girls 
could learn a trade thoroughly; 33, or 2 per cent., were not 
interested; and only 28, or 2 per cent., were opposed to the 
movement.
Of the 824 families in Lynn engaged in various other occu­
pations, 790, or 95.8 per cent., favored the establishment of an 
industrial school; 32 were not interested; and 2 were opposed. 
There were 1,293 members of these families of an industrial 
school age, 721 boys and 572 girls.
Or
t o
T a b l e  I .  —  Attitude of Parents or Guardians, now engaged in Occupations requiring Technical Skill, toward the Establishment of a
Local Industrial School; also, the Means by which a Trade was acquired.
Classification.
Bakers, cooks and confectioners, . 
Barbers, . . • • • •
Blacksm iths, .
Cabinet and pattern makers,
Carpenters, .
Electricians, .
Engineers and firemen,
Machinists, . . . . .
Masons, . . . . . .
Moulders, . . . . . .
Painters and paper hangers,
Plumbers and fitters, . .
Printers, publishers and bookbinders, 
Skilled employees in the manufacture 
of: —
Boots and shoes, . . . .  
Leather,
Metals and metallic goods, 
Miscellaneous, . . . .
Tailors, . . . . . .
Totals, .
Trade acquired by — Attitude rowARD a Local I ndustrial School.
Members of Families of an 
I ndustrial School Age .
Apprentice­
ship.
“  Picked 
Up.”
Trade
Schools. Favorable.
Without
Interest. Opposed. Totals. Boys. Girls. Totals.
11 6 16 1 17 10 16 26
11 11 _ 19 3 — 22 21 13 34
17 4 _ 19 1 1 21 19 13 32
7 4 _ 10 — 1 11 8 7 15
65 29 _ 87 3 4 94 63 73 136
9 6 _ 15 — — 15 15 6 21
21 20 1 42 — - 42 28 33 61
102 87 1 189 — 1 190 141 145 286
22 13 _ 32 1 2 35 22 35 57
20 10 1 31 — — 31 20 21 41
18 22 40 — — 40 23 31 34
22 6 _ 28 _ — 28 22 19 41
11 6 - 19 - - 19 18 11 29
115 444 5 527 20 17 564 413 413 826
54 43 92 3 2 97 83 92 175
13 48 2 63 _ — 63 56 45 101
11 16 26 1 — 27 15 21 36
22 2 - 24 - - 24 20 17 37
551 1 779 10 1,279 33 28 1,340 997 1,011 2,008
1 Of the 551 who served apprenticeships, 161 were apprenticed in foreign countries.
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T a b l e  II. Altitude of Parents or Guardians, in General Occupations, toward the Establishment of a Local Industrial School.
L y n n .
Classification.
Attitude toward a Local I ndustrial School.
Favorable. WithoutInterest. Opposed. Totals.
Agents, buyers and salesmen,
Bankers and brokers,
Bookeepers, clerks and stenographers, 
Domestic service,
Druggists, butchers and grocers, 
Farmers, gardeners and florists,
Janitors and watchmen,
Laborers, . . . .  
Manufacturers,
Merchants'and dealers, .
Officials, managers and superintendents, 
Police, fire and postal service,
Saloon keepers and bartenders, 
Professional service,
Iiailroad and railway employees, 
Teamsters and hucksters,
Unclassified, .
Widows, etc. (occupations unclassified),
Totals, . . . . .
Totals for Table I.,
Totals for both tables,
6 5 2
3 —
4 5 1
1 3 1
3 6 3
1 7 —
1 7 3
1 0 4 6
2 3 1
3 9 2
1 4 1
3 6 1
S 1
2 0 —
3 0 —
1 0 0 —
1 7 1
2 0 3 9
7 9 0 3 2
, 2 7 9 3 3
2 , 0 6 9 6 5
2
28
3 0
68
3
4 6
1 4  
3 9
1 7  
20110
2 4
4 1
1 5  
3 7
9
20
3 0
10018 
2 1 3
8 2 4
1 , 3 4 0
2 , 1 6 4
M e m b e r s  o f  F a m il ie s  o f  a n  
S c h o o l  A g e .
I n d u s t r ia l
Boys. G ir ls . Totals.
6 7 3 3 1 0 0
2 1 3
5 9 1 7 7 6
1 0 9 1 9
5 3 3 4 8 7
1 4 11 2 5
1 7 2 3 4 0
9 2 7 9 1 7 1
2 6 1 0 3 6
4 7 2 7 7 4
11 9 2 0
2 8 2 5 5 3
9 7 1 67 2 0 2 7
2 5 2 2 4 7
8 0 7 1 1 5 1
2 1 2 3 4 4
1 5 3 1 5 1 3 0 4
7 2 1 5 7 2 1 , 2 9 3
9 9 7 1 , 0 1 1 2 , 0 0 8
1 , 7 1 8 1 , 5 8 3 3 , 3 0 1
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Spbingfield.
In  Springfield, as in Lawrence, only the parents of those 
pupils thirteen years of age or over who had no expectation 
of completing the grammar school course as well as those who 
did not expect to attend school after the grammar course was 
finished, were visited. As this city is not devoted to any pre­
ponderating industry, such as the manufacture of boots and 
shoes, as in Lynn, or of textiles, as in Lawrence, it was found 
that the occupations of the 501 families interviewed were fairly 
well scattered among the various branches. There was a total of 
788 children, 430 boys and 358 girls, in these 501 families.
Of those interviewed in Springfield, 456, or 91 per cent., 
favored the principles and aims of industrial education; 45, 
or 9 per cent., were not interested, and none expressed decided 
opposition.
About one-half (249) were engaged in occupations requiring 
technical skill. Of these, 136, or 55 per cent., had acquired 
their trade by apprenticeships, of whom 75, or 55 per cent., 
served their time in foreign countries; the remaining 113, or 
45 per cent., had “ picked up ” their trades. Of these skilled 
workmen, 233, or 94 per cent., favored the establishment of 
industrial schools; 16 were indifferent. There were 208 girls 
and 192 boys, a total of 400 members of these families of 
an industrial school age.
Of the remaining 252 families, heads of which were en­
gaged in occupations not to be specially characterized as trades, 
223, or 88 per cent., favored the idea of giving boys and girls 
a vocational training; 29 were without interest. In these fami­
lies there were 222 boys and 166 girls; a total of 388 of an indus­
trial school age.
T a b l e  I. — Attitude of Parents or Guardians, now engaged in Occupations requiring Technical Skill, toward the Establishment of a
Local Industrial School; also, the Means by which a Trade was acquired.
S p r in g f ie l d .
C l a s s i f i c a t i o n .
T r a d e  a c q u ir e d BY — A t t it u d e t o w a r d  a  L o c a l  I n d u s t r ia l  S c h o o l . M e m b e r s  o f  F a m il ie s  o f  a n  
I n d u s t r ia l  S c h o o l  A g e .
Apprentice­
ship.
“  Picked 
Up.”
Trade
Schools. Favorable.
Without
Interest. Opposed. Totals. Boys. Girls. Totals.
Bakers, cooks and confectioners, . 4 3 _ 5 2 7 4 3 7
Barbers, . . . . . . 4 8 — 1 0 2 — 1 2 8 9Blacksmiths, . . . . . 8 1 — 8 1 — 9 9 6
Cabinet and pattern makers, 5 3 — 8 - - 8 7 6 1 3Carpenters, . . . . . 1 0 1 5 — 2 2 3 — 2 5 1 8 2 4 4 2Machinists, . . . . . 1 0 1 9 — 3 8 — — 3 8 3 5 3 4 6 9Masons, . . . . . .
Moulders, . . . . . .
7 — — 7 — — 7 3 8 1 1
6 2 — 7 1 — 8 1 2 4 1 6Painters and paper hangers, 1 5 1 1 — 2 4 2 — 2 6 2 0
9
2 5 4 5Plumbers a n d  fitters, . . . . 2 1 — 2 1 — 3 2 4
Printers, . . . . . .
Skilled employees in the manufacture 
of: —
7 7
"
7 7 4 1 1
Arms and tools, . . . . 6 1 5 — 2 0 1 _ 2 1 1 4 1 6 3 0Boots and shoes, . . . . 8 - - 7 1 - 8 1 0 4 1 4Cigars, . . . . . 7 1 — 8 — _ 8 5 7 1 2Metals and metallic goods, 6 6 — 1 2 _ _ 1 2 1 0 1 0 2 0Miscellaneous, . . . . G 1 9 - 2 4 1 - 2 5 2 1 1 3 3 4Stone, . . . . 1 4 — 4 1 _ 7 3 1 0\ \  ooden goods, . . . . 3 4 — 7 _ _ 7 5 3 8
Tailors, . . . . . . 1 2 1 - 1 3 - - 1 3 11 11 22
Totals, . . . . . 1 3 6 ' 1 1 3 - 2 3 3 1 6 - 2 4 9 2 0 8 1 9 2 4 0 0
1 Of the 136 who served apprenticeships, 75 served their time in foreign countries.
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T able II. — Attitude of Parents or Guardians, in General Occupations, toward the Establishment of a Local Industrial School.
S p r in g f ie l d .
Classification .
Attitude toward a L ocal I ndustrial School.
Members of F amilies of an 
School Age.
I ndustrial
Favorable. WithoutInterest. Opposed. Totals. Boys. Girls. Totals.
Agents, buyers and salesmen, . . . . 17 1 - 18 17 15 32
Bookkeepers, clerks and stenographers, . 11 1 - 12 11 8 19
Domestic service, . . . . . . 11 - - 11 8 7 15
Druggists, butchers and grocers, . . . . 13 1 - 14 12 10 22
Farmers, gardeners and florists, . . . . 6 2 - 8 6 5 11
Janitors and watchmen, . . . . . 2 1 - 3 2 1 3
Laborers, . . . . . . . . 31 12 - 43 45 24 69
Manufacturers, . . . . . . . 4 - - 4 7 1 8
Merchants and dealers, . . . . . . 12 - - 12 17 6 23
Police, fire and postal service, . . . . 4 - - 4 2 2 4
Railroad and railway employees, . . . . 21 - - 21 20 18 38
Teamsters and hucksters, . . . . . 24 4 - 28 16 13 29
Unclassified, . . . . . . . 7 - - 7 4 6 10
Widows, etc. (occupations unclassified), . 60 7 - 67 55 50 105
Totals, . . . . . . . . 223 29 - 252 2 2 2 166 388
Totals for Table I., . . . . . 233 16 249 208 192 400
Totals for both tables, . . . . . 456 45 501 430 358 788
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W  O E C ESTE B .
The investigation in Worcester was more extensive than in 
the 3 other cities, as the parents and guardians of all the chil- 
dien in the sixth, seventh, eighth and ninth grades of the 
grammar school were interviewed, and a report was also in­
cluded for the brothers and sisters of industrial school age, of 
those in school. In all, there were 3,697 families visited, in 
which there were 2,560 boys and 2,509 girls, a total of 5,069. 
Of the 3,697 families visited, 3,303, or 89 per cent., favored 
the establishment of a trade school in Worcester; 390, or 11 
per cent., manifested no interest; and only 4 were opposed.
The heads of 1,791 of these families were skilled workers, 
677, or 38 per cent., of whom served apprenticeships; and of 
these, 195, or 29 per cent., served their time in foreign coun­
tries; 1,097, or 61 per cent., acquired a trade without syste­
matic training, and 1 1 , or 1 per cent., had received an in­
dustrial education in a foreign country or private institution.
If  there are excluded from the above classification the 623 
skilled employees in manufactures and the 116 engineers and 
fiiemen, occupations m which it has for years been a practice 
in this country to start at a low wage and gradually work into 
the more complicated and skilled branches of the work, there 
remain 1,052 ; and it is of interest to note that of these latter, 
551, or nearly 52 per cent., had been apprenticed.
Of the 1,791 trained trade workers, 1,611, or 90 per cent., 
were favorable to the establishment of a school where a trade 
could be learned in all its details; 178, or 10 per cent., were in­
different to the subject; only 2 were opposed. In these families 
there were 1,216 boys and 1,146 girls; a total of 2,362.
Concerning the 1,906 families the heads of which were en­
gaged in miscellaneous occupations, it was found that 1,692, 
or 89 per cent., favored industrial school education; 212, or 
11 per cent., were indifferent; and only 2 were opposed. These 
families included 1,344 boys and 1,363 girls, 2,707 in all, 
eligible to industrial training if such were provided.
T able I. — Attitude of Parents or Guardians, now engaged in Occupations requiring Technical Skill, toward the Establishment of a  co
Local Industrial School; also, the Means by which a Trade was acquired.
W o r c e s t e r .
C l a s s i f i c a t i o n .
T r a d e  a c q u ir e d  by  — A t t it u d e  t o w a r d  a  L o c a l  I n d u s t r ia l  S c h o o l .
M e m b e r s  o f  F a m il ie s  o f  a n  
I n d u s t r ia l  S c h o o l  A g e .
Apprentice­
ship.
“ Picked 
Up.”
Trade
Schools. Favorable.
Without
Interest. Opposed. Totals. Boys. Girls. Totals.
Bakers, cooks and confectioners, . 1 3 22 3 3 2 _ 3 5 2 6 21 4 7
Barbers, . . . . . . 10 9 — 1 6 3 — 1 9 1 7 1 5 3 2
Blacksmiths, . . . . . 3 3 11 — 4 1 3 — 4 4 3 8 3 4 7 2
Cabinet and pattern makers 4 0 4 0 — 7 1 9 — 8 0 1 8 22 4 0
Carpenters, . . . . . 9 4 8 1 - 1 6 0 1 5 — 1 7 5 1 3 9 1 2 4 2 6 3
3 1 I 3 1 7 — — 1 7 11 9 20
Engineers and firemen, 6 102 8 1 0 3 1 3 - 1 1 6 5 1 8 0 1 3 1
1 8 2 1 8 3 2 3 4 4 2 3 — 3 6 7 2 6 2 2 6 7 5 2 9
3 0 1 3 — 3 8 5 — 4 3 2 8 2 9 5 7
Moulders, . . . . . . 6 7 20 - 8 2 5 - 87 7 5 5 3 1 2 8
Painters and paper hangers, 2 3 4 1 - 5 9 5 - 6 4 5 7 3 1 9 4
Plumbers and fitters, . . . . 21 1 4 — 33 2 — 3 5 3 0 2 5 55
Printers, publishers and bookbinders, 
Skilled employees in the manufacture
25 1 8 4 1 2 4 3 2 9 3 1 6 0
Arms and tools, . . . . 8 3 9 — 3 8 8 1 47 3 0 28 5S
Boots and shoes, . . . . 9 33 — 4 0 2 — 4 2 3 7 3 0 6 7
Dyestuffs, . . . . .  
Emery wheels, . . . .
10 1 7 — 2 4 3 — 2 7 1 6
1 3— 1 6 — 7 9 — 1 6 10
Leather and leather goods, 1 31 — 2 7 5 — 3 2 22 IS
Metals and metallic goods, 18 2 3 0 3 2 0 6 4 5 — 2 5 1 2 0 8 1 6 2 3 7 0
Miscellaneous, . . . . 11 6 0 — 6 5 6 — 7 1 4 6 4 9
Paper and paper goods, 1 12 — 12 1 — 1 3 9 8 1 7
1 8 9 — 2 3 3 1 27 15
Textiles, . . . . . 2 5 72 — 92 5 — 97 17 1 6 33
Tailors, . . . . . . 2 9 1 3 1 3 9 4 - 4 3 2 5 3 2 57
Totals, . . . . . 6 7 7  1 1 , 0 9 7 1 7 1 , 6 1 1 1 7 8 2 1 , 7 9 1 1 , 2 1 6 1 , 1 4 6 2 , 3 6 2
i Of the 677 who served apprenticeships, 195 were apprenticed in foreign countries.
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T a b l e  IL — Attitude of Parents or Guardians, in General Occupations, toward the Establishment oj a Local Industrial School.
W O R C ESTER .
Classification .
Attitude toward a L ocal I ndustrial School. Members of F amilies of an School Age.
I ndustrial
Favorable. WithoutInterest. Opposed. Totals. Boys. Girls. Totals.
Accents, buyers and salesmen, . . . . 174 26 _ 200 123 182 305
Bankers and brokers, . . . . . . 11 1 ~ 12 9 11 20
Bookkeepers, clerks and stenographers, . 118 14 1 133 89 83 172
Domestic service, . . . . . . 40 7 — 47 26 30 56
Druggists, butchers and grocers, . . . . 74 6 — 80 67 59 126
Farmers, gardeners and florists, . . . . 49 4 — 53 36 38 74
Foremen and overseers, . . . . . . 97 13 1 111 85 81 166
Janitors and watchmen, . . . . . 66 8 — 74 58 48 106122 27 — 149 107 122 229
Manufacturers. . . . . . . . 84 1 — 35 28 18 46
Merchants and dealers, . . . . . . 101 19 — 120 82 91 173
Officials, managers and superintendents, 82 12 - 94 64 54 118
Police, fire and postal service, . . . . 69 3 — 72 54 51 105
Professional service, . . . . . . 62 — — 62 46 38 84
Railroad and railway employees, . . . . 87 8 — 95 60 74 134
Saloon keepers and bartenders, . . . . 20 1 — 21 18 13 31
Teamsters and hucksters, . . . . . 152 29 — 181 132 127 259
Unclassified, . . . . . . . 7 1 — 8 9 1 10
Unemployed, . . . . . . . 18 4 — 22 18 13 31
Widows, etc. (occupations unclassified), . 309 28 — 337 233 229 462
Totals, . . . . . . . . 1,692 212 2 1,906 1,344 1,363 2,707
Totals for Table I ........................................................... 1,611 178 2 1,791 1,216 1,146 2,362
Totals for both tables, . . . . . 3,303 390 4 3,697 2,560 2,509 5,069
OxCO
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A p p e n d i x  E .
LECTURE NOTES PREPARED FOR INDUSTRIAL SCHOOLS 
UNDER THE COMMISSION.
The most complete notes which have been prepared are those 
in use by the various instructors at the Lawrence, Cambridge 
and Brockton schools. Printed copies of these notes are cir­
culated among the pupils, so that each may have a copy, not 
only for following the instructor in his demonstration, but 
also to serve as a guide in home study.
L e c t u r e  N o t e s  p r e p a r e d  f o r  t h e  I n d u s t r i a l  S c h o o l  i n  L a w r e n c e .
Notes for the Lawrence school include: —
Notes on industrial arithmetic, in which a review is made of decimal 
fractions and square root: with applications to machine shop work.
Notes on mill arithmetic, which cover addition, subtraction, multi- 
plicati on and division; fractions, —• addition, subtraction, multiplication 
and division; decimal fractions, — addition, subtraction, multiplication 
and division; ratio and proportion, — simple proportion or rule of three, 
compound proportion; average and percentage; textile calculations.
Notes on arithmetic for engineers and firemen include addition, sub­
traction, multiplication and division; tables of measure; fractions,— 
addition, subtraction, multiplication and division.
Notes on commercial electricity. — Part I. of this course begins 
with the definitions of a few of the more common electrical terms, and 
takes up in succession Ohm’s law in a variety of applications; current 
and parallel circuits; properties of wire; units used in wire calculations; 
the Brown and Sharpe wire tables and examples. Part II. continues 
with the definitions of the units of quantity, work and power, and ex­
amples showing their application (continued).
The notes on designing embrace: rib weaves; warp effects; filling 
effect rib weaves; fancy warp effect rib weaves; fancy filling effect 
rib weaves; oblique rib weaves; rib weaves with interwoven back; 
method of stitching warp threads in filling rib effects; adding special
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warp threads to strengthen the fabric; corded effects; corkscrews and 
double twills; construction of woven fabrics; setting cloths; backed 
cloths: cloths backed with filling and cloths backed with warp (con­
tinued).
Notes for the cotton-spinning course cover the cotton plant and its 
classification; cotton-growing countries; grading of cotton; Indian, 
South American and Sea-island cqttons; the cotton gin; problems relat­
ing to the speeds of shafting and pulley diameters; cotton mixing and 
miscellaneous problems; carding and combing; machinery for spinning; 
problems relating to drafts; approximate drafts of machines; the 
picker machine, and calculations relating to it.
The notes on textiles (woolen and worsted spinning) embrace: the 
study of structure, chemical composition, etc., of textile fibers, including 
animal, vegetable, mineral and artificial fibers (continued).
Syllabus for elementary course. — Raw materials; wool sorting; 
scouring; burring; blending and oiling; wool substitutes and waste 
products, and the method of producing shoddy and mungo ; piactical 
spinning.
Syllabus for intermediate course. — Preparing for worsted yarns; 
construction of gill boxes and the worsted carder; back washing; comb­
ing ; carding, for woolen yarns; card clothing; card feeding appliances; 
garnetting; comparison of yarns; calculations; practical spinning.
Syllabus for advanced course. — Condensing of woolen yarns; pro­
cesses of drawing worsted yarns; mule spinning; worsted spinning ma­
chines ; twisting frames and twist yarns; gassing or genapping; reeling 
and bundling; warping; calculations; practical spinning.
Notes on fabric structure and cloth calculations embrace: yarns and 
methods of grading; worsted yarns, — table of lengths and calculations 
to find weights and counts; woolen yarns, — table of lengths and calcu­
lations to find weights, runs, cuts, etc.; cotton yarns, — table of lengths 
(which also applies to spun silk) and calculations to find weights and 
counts; organzine or raw silk yarns, — table of lengths; double and 
twist yarns composed of different materials, and rules and calculations 
to obtain required counts; reeds and sett; relative diameters of threads; 
warp calculations; calculations in filling (continued).
Notes were also employed in the courses for steam engineering; weav­
ing', taking up the plain loom; and loom fixing and calculations.
L e c t u r e  N o t e s  p r e p a r e d  eo r  t h e  I n d u s t r ia l  S c h o o l  i n  C a m b r id g e . 
Notes for the Cambridge school include : —
Shop mathematics, — arithmetical signs, their significance and use ; 
mensuration, including rectangles, circles, triangles, hexagons and 
octagons.
Notes for machine shop include: Notes on taps, — the methods 
of cutting threads and treatment by annealing, machine taps, taper
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taps, plug taps and bottoming' taps ; notos on gearing, — change gears 
for screw cutting, simple geared lathe and compound geared lathe, 
sizing and cutting of gears, including diametrical pitch and circular 
pitch; cutting screw threads; machine screws by number, giving the 
number of tap, diameter of tap and size of drill for tapping; bolts 
and nuts; tapers and angles, showing taper in inches per foot, in­
cluded angle in degrees and minute^, and angle with center line in 
degrees and minutes; speed of emery wheels, including those made 
from corundum and carborundum.
Notes for pattern shop practice include: notes for pattern making; 
the match plate, including the use of the molding machine; timber, 
showing the kinds used, and their preparation; patterns, both solid and 
built up; weights of materials and castings; the match or odd size; the 
molding board, sometimes called follow board.
L e c t u r e  N o t e s  p e e p a e e d  e o e  t h e  I n d u s t r ia l  S c h o o l  i n  B r o c k t o it ,
Notes for the Brockton school include: for the steam engineering 
course, notes on steel, and the different processes for its manufacture; 
coal and its composition; combustion; corrosion of boilers, external and 
internal, and how it may best be prevented; boiler scale, its causes and 
effect; scale prevention, fresh water; scale prevention, salt water; the 
steam turbine; the Corliss valve.
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A p p e n d i x  F .
SYSTEM OF ACCOUNTING.
The accompanying form of combined cash journal and ledger 
has been adopted for use in the independent industrial schools 
undf ' the supervision of the commission.
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A p p e n d ix  G.
STATE LAWS ON INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION.
C o n n e c t i c u t .
Ch a p t e r  250 o f  t h e  P u b l ic  A cts  o f  1907.
A n  A c t  c o n c e r n in g  t h e  E s t a b l i s h m e n t  o f  F r e e  P u b l ic  S c h o o l s  for  
I n s t r u c t io n  i n  t h e  P r i n c i p l e s  a n d  P r a c t ic e  o f  T r a d e s .
S e c t io n  1. Any town or school district may by vote of such town or 
district, establish and maintain a free public school for instruction in the 
principles and practice of such distinct trades as may, with the approval 
of the state board of education, be designated by the board of school vis­
itors, town school committee, or board of education of such town, or the 
district committee of such district. Such school shall be open, under 
such rules as may be prescribed by said school officers, to all residents 
of this state; but no child under sixteen years of age shall be admitted 
to any such school who has not completed the studies of the eighth grade 
in the public schools of the town in which said school is located, or an 
equivalent course of study approved by said school officers. Said school 
officers shall make rules and regulations with reference to the manage­
ment of said school, not inconsistent with the provisions of this act. The 
instructors in any such schools shall be experts in the trades respectively 
taught by them.
Sec. 2. Two or more towns may, by vote of each of said towns, unite 
for the purpose of forming a trade school district and establishing 
schools under the provisions of this act, and the school officers of the 
towns so united may make all arrangements, agreements, and regulations 
necessary to the organization and maintenance of such trade school dis­
trict. The said school officers of each of the towns constituting such dis­
trict shall appoint one of their number to be a member of the trade 
school committee of such district, and the committee so appointed shall 
be a joint committee on behalf of the several towns constituting the dis­
trict. Each town shall be entitled to one vote in said committee. Every 
district organized under tbe provisions of this section shall continue for 
at least five years, but at the end of said period of five years any town 
may dissolve said district by withdrawal therefrom, by vote of such 
town : provided, that notice of the intention to so withdraw shall be given
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in writing to each of the other towns comprising said district at least 
three months before the termination of said period.
Sec. 3. The buildings, equipment, and courses of study, and the quali­
fications of the teachers of every trade school established as hereinbefore 
provided shall be subject to the approval of the state board of education; 
and the attendance at each such school, together with special reports 
upon the specific work done and the actual results of instruction therein, 
shall be annually certified, under oath, on or before the first Monday in 
July, by the secretary of the board of school visitors, town school com­
mittee, board of education, district committee, or trade school district 
committee, as the case may be, to said state board of education; and no 
payments shall be made by the state on account of such school, as here­
inafter provided unless said certificate has been filed with and approved 
by said state board of education, and unless application for state aid 
for said school has been made to the board of control by said secretary 
and approved by said board of control.
Sec. 4. The board of education or board of school visitors of any 
town, or the committee of any town, school district, or trade school dis­
trict ■wherein a trade school has been established under the provisions of 
this act shall, annually, on the first Monday in July, certify to the comp­
troller the amount expended within said school year for the maintenance 
and support of said school, and the comptroller shall, upon application 
of the state board of education, draw his orders on the treasurer in favor 
of said board of education, board of school visitors, or committee for a 
sum equivalent to one-half the amount so certified as having been ex­
pended for such support and maintenance; provided, that the amount 
so paid by the state under the provisions of this section shall not, in 
any one year, exceed, in the aggregate, fifty thousand dollars; and pro­
vided, further, that said sum shall be expended toward the support and 
maintenance of not more than two such schools, and, if application is 
made in behalf of more than two such schools, the board of control shall 
designate the two such schools for the support and maintenance of 
which such payments shall be made.
Approved July 30, 1907.
G e o r g ia .
P a r t  I . — T it l e  V I.— E d u c a t io n .
N o. 448.
A n  A c t  to  p r o v id e  f o r  t h e  E s t a b l i s h m e n t  a n d  M a i n t e n a n c e  o f  
S c h o o l s  o f  A g r ic u l t u r e  a n d  t h e  M e c h a n i c  A r t s  i n  t h e  R e ­
s p e c t i v e  C o n g r e s s i o n a l  D is t r ic t s  o f  t h i s  S t a t e .
S e c t io n  1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of 
Georgia, and it is hereby enacted by authority of the same, That the 
Governor is hereby authorized to establish and cause to be maintained in 
each congressional district of the State an industrial and agricultural
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school in accordance with the further provisions of this Act. Said 
schools shall be branches of the State College of Agriculture, a depart­
ment of the University of Georgia. The general board of trustees of 
the University shall exercise such supervision as in their judgment may 
be necessary to secure unity of plan and efficiency in said schools.
S e c . 2. Be it further enacted, That all fees received from the 
inspection of fertilizers, oils, and all other inspection fees received by 
the Department of Agriculture in this State, after the present year, 
over the expenses of such inspection, and after any portion of said fund 
otherwise appropriated, shall be used as a fund for the purpose of estab­
lishing and maintaining such schools, and, as far as practicable, be 
equally divided between such schools and the said Governor is author­
ized to pay to the trustees of said schools, from time to time, their 
respective portions of said fund.
S e c . 3. Be it further enacted, That the Governor is authorized 
and directed to appoint from each county in the respective congres­
sional districts one trustee for the school to be established in such dis­
tricts; such trustee to hold office for the term of six years from his 
appointment and until his successor is appointed, and that the trustees 
so selected in each district shall constitute a board of trustees for the 
school in said district, with power to control the management of said 
school, and make rules and regulations for the same, subject to the pro­
visions of this Act.
S e c . 4. Be it further enacted, That the Governor shall be authorized 
to receive from any county, or any of the citizens thereof, a donation of 
a tract of land in such county, not less than two hundred acres, on 
which to locate a school for the district in which such a county is sit­
uated, together with any additional donation in the way of buildings 
or money; and if there are two or more offers of such donations, the 
Governor, with the aid of the trustees of such school, shall select which 
to accept, taking into consideration the title, value, the centralness of 
location, accessibility and suitableness in any respect for the purpose 
intended, and upon the acceptance of any such donation, and the execu­
tion of proper deeds vesting title in the trustees, within a reasonable 
time, the school for said district shall be established on the tract selected, 
with the right, to select another locality should such deeds not be made 
to the satisfaction of the Governor. And if no such donation is made 
or perfected in any district within one year from passage of this Act 
the pro rata share of the fund going to said district shall go into and be 
prorated in the regular common school fund in said district.
S e c . 5. Be it further enacted, That the principal of said schools 
shall, under the direction of the trustees, keep an account of all receipts 
from the sale of the products of the farm or shops which are not con­
sumed in said school, and one-half of said receipts for each year shall 
be set aside as a fund to pay the students. That each pupil, having 
performed to the satisfaction of the principal his duties for an entire
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s c h o o l  y e a r ,  s h a l l  r e c e i v e  h i s  p r o  r a t a  o f  s a i d  f u n d ,  t h e  a m o u n t  g o i n g  t o  
e a c h  p u p i l  n o t  t o  e x c e e d  o n e  h u n d r e d  d o l l a r s ,  a n d  t h e  b a l a n c e ,  i f  a n y ,  t o  
b e  r e p l a c e d  i n  t h e  g e n e r a l  f u n d  o f  t h e  s c h o o l .
Sec. 6 . ,  Be it further enacted, T h a t  t h e  c o u r s e  o f  s t u d i e s  i n  s a i d  
s c h o o l s  s h a l l  b e  c o n f i n e d  t o  t h e  e l e m e n t a r y  b r a n c h e s  o f  a n  E n g l i s h  e d u ­
c a t i o n ,  a n d  p r a c t i c a l  t r e a t i s e s  o r  l e c t u r e s  o n  a g r i c u l t u r e  i n  a l l  i t s  
b r a n c h e s ,  a n d  t h e  m e c h a n i c  a r t s ,  a n d  s u c h  o t h e r  s t u d i e s  a s  w i l l  e n a b l e  
s t u d e n t s  c o m p l e t i n g  t h e  c o u r s e  t o  e n t e r  t h e  F r e s h m a n  c l a s s  o f  t h e  S t a t e  
C o l l e g e  o f  A g r i c u l t u r e  o n  c e r t i f i c a t e  o f  t h e  p r i n c i p a l .
Sec. 7 .  Be it further enacted, T h a t  t h e  f a c u l t y  o f  s u c h  s c h o o l s  s h a l l  
c o n s i s t  o f  t h e  p r i n c i p a l ,  w h o  s h a l l  b e  a n  i n t e l l i g e n t  f a r m e r ;  o n e  s u p e r i n ­
t e n d e n t  a n d  i n s t r u c t o r  i n  f a r m  w o r k ,  o n e  i n t e l l i g e n t  m e c h a n i c ,  w h o  s h a l l  
d i r e c t  a n d  i n s t r u c t  i n  a l l  m e c h a n i c a l  w o r k  i n  a n d  o u t  o f  t h e  s h o p s ;  o n e  
p r a c t i c a l  i n s t r u c t o r  i n  c a r e  o f  s t o c k  a n d  d a i r y i n g ,  o n e  i n s t r u c t o r  i n  
E n g l i s h ,  a n d  s u c h  o t h e r  i n s t r u c t o r s  a n d  a s s i s t a n t s  a s  t h e  f u n d s  o f  t h e  
c o l l e g e  m a y  p e r m i t .  T h a t  t h e  t r u s t e e s  m a y  d i s p e n s e  w i t h  a n d  c o m b i n e  
t h e  d u t i e s  o f  a n y  o f  t h e  a b o v e ,  a s  n e c e s s i t y  m a y  r e q u i r e ,  a n d  i t  s h a l l  b e  
t h e  d u t y  o f  s a i d  i n s t r u c t o r s  i n  s a i d  s c h o o l s  t o  c o - o p e r a t e  i n  c o n d u c t i n g  
f a r m e r ’ s  i n s t i t u t e s  a n d  f a r m  a n d  s t o c k  d e m o n s t r a t i o n s  i n  t h e  s e v e r a l  
c o u n t i e s  o f  t h e i r  r e s p e c t i v e  d i s t r i c t s .
Sec. 8. Be it further enacted, T h a t  a f t e r  t h e  f i r s t  b u i l d i n g s  a r e  
e r e c t e d ,  b e f o r e  t h e  o p e n i n g  o f  s u c h  s c h o o l s ,  w h i c h  s h a l l  b e  o n l y  s u c h  a s  
a r e  a b s o l u t e l y  n e c e s s a r y  f o r  t e m p o r a r y  u s e ,  a l l  w o r k  o n ,  i n  a n d  a b o u t  
s a i d  s c h o o l s ,  o r  o n  t h e  f a r m ,  o r  o n  o r  i n  t h e  b a r n s  a n d  s h o p s  c o n n e c t e d  
w i t h  s a i d  s c h o o l s ,  w h e t h e r  i t  b e  f a r m i n g ,  b u i l d i n g ,  c a r e  o f  s t o c k ,  o r  w o r k  
o f  w h a t e v e r  k i n d ,  s h a l l  b e  p e r f o r m e d  e x c l u s i v e l y  b y  t h e  s t u d e n t s  o f  s a i d  
s c h o o l s  u n d e r  s u c h  r e g u l a t i o n s  f o r  t h e  p r o p e r  d i v i s i o n  a n d  a l t e r a t i o n s  i n  
s u c h  w o r k  a s  m a y  b e  p r o v i d e d  b y  t h e  t r u s t e e s .
Sec. 9. Be it further enacted, T h a t  t u i t i o n  i n  s a i d  s c h o o l s  s h a l l  b e  
f r e e ,  a n d  t h e  t r u s t e e s  m a y  l i m i t  t h e  n u m b e r  o f  s t u d e n t s ,  f r o m  t i m e  t o  
t i m e ,  a c c o r d i n g  t o  t h e  c a p a c i t y  a n d  m e a n s  o f  t h e  i n s t i t u t i o n ,  a n d  s h a l l  
m a k e  s u c h  r u l e s  o f  a d m i s s i o n  s o  a s  t o  e q u a l i z e ,  a s  f a r  a s  p r a c t i c a b l e ,  
t h e  p r i v i l e g e s  o f  t h e  s c h o o l  a m o n g  t h e  c o u n t i e s  a c c o r d i n g  t o  p o p u l a t i o n .  
A n d  t h e  t r u s t e e s  m a y  d e f e r  t h e  a c t u a l  o p e n i n g  o f  t h e  s c h o o l  u n t i l  s u c h  
t i m e  a s  m a y  b e  n e c e s s a r y  t o  p r e p a r e  r e a s o n a b l y  p r o p e r  f a c i l i t i e s  a n d  
e q u i p m e n t  f o r  b e g i n n i n g  t h e  s a m e ,  i n  t h e  m e a n t i m e  a c c u m u l a t i n g  f o r  
s a i d  p u r p o s e  t h e  f u n d s  g o i n g  t o  s a i d  s c h o o l  w h i c h  m a y  b e  r e c e i v e d  f r o m  
t h e  r e n t  o f  a n y  p o r t i o n  o f  t h e  p r o p e r t y ,  b u t  i t  i s  m a d e  t h e  d u t y  o f  s a i d  
t r u s t e e s  t o  o p e n  s a i d  s c h o o l ,  e v e n  t h o u g h  i t  m a y  h a v e  t o  b e  d o n e  a t  f i r s t  
o n  a  l i m i t e d  s c a l e ,  a s  e a r l y  a s  p r a c t i c a b l e ,  a n d  a f t e r w a r d s  e x t e n d  i t s  
o p e r a t i o n s  a s  c i r c u m s t a n c e s  m a y  p e r m i t ;  a n d  t h e  t r u s t e e s  a r e  a u t h o r ­
i z e d  t o  r e n t  t o  t h e  b e s t  a d v a n t a g e ,  f r o m  t i m e  t o  t i m e ,  a n y  p o r t i o n  o f  
t h e  p r o p e r t y  o f  s a i d  s c h o o l  n o t  r e q u i r e d  f o r  t h e  p u r p o s e s  o f  s a i d  s c h o o l .
Sec. 1 0 .  Be it further enacted, T h a t  a l l  l a w s  a n d  p a r t s  o f  l a w s  i n  
c o n f l i c t  w i t h  t h i s  A c t  b e ,  a n d  t h e  s a m e  a r e ,  h e r e b y  r e p e a l e d .
Approved August 18, 1906.
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M i c h i g a n .
P u b l ic  A cts N o . 35.
An Act to provide for the Establishment of County Schools of 
Agriculture, Manual Training and Domestic Economy.
The People of the State of Michigan enact:
Section 1. The board of supervisors of any county is hereby author­
ized to appropriate money for the organization, equipment and mainte­
nance of a county school of agriculture and domestic economy. The 
board of supervisors of two or more counties may unite in establishing 
such a school, and may appropriate money for its organization, equip­
ment and maintenance : Provided, That whenever the board of super­
visors of the county shall by a two-thirds vote of all members elect, re­
solve to contract indebtedness or issue bonds to raise money for the 
organization, equipment and maintenance of such school, the question 
shall be submitted to the vote of the electors of the county at a general 
or special election to be called for that purpose. Notice of the sub­
mission of such resolution to the vote of the electors and in case a 
special election is called, notice of the calling of such special election 
shall be given in the same manner and for the same length of time as is 
now prescribed by law for general elections. If  a majority of the 
electors of each county, voting on such resolution, shall vote in favor 
thereof, it shall be deemed to have carried. The returns of the election 
herein provided for shall be canvassed and the results declared in the 
same manner and by the same officers as is provided by general law for 
canvassing the returns of and declaring the results in city, county and 
district elections. The manner of stating the question upon the ballots 
shall be prescribed by the resolution of the board of supervisors.
Section 2. A board to be known as the county school board is hereby 
created, which shall have charge and control of all matters pertaining 
to the organization, equipment and maintenance of such schools, except 
as otherwise provided by law. Said board shall consist of five members, 
one of whom shall be the county commissioner of schools of the, county 
or district in which the school is located. The other members of the 
board shall be elected by the board of supervisors, one for one year, one 
for two years, one for three years and one for four years, and there­
after one member of the board shall be elected annually for the full 
term of four years from the date of the expiration of the term about 
to become vacant, but no member of the board of supervisors shall be 
eligible. Vacancies existing in the board from whatever cause, except 
in the case of the county commissioner, shall be filled by appointment 
made by the chairman of the board of supervisors, if the board of super­
visors is not in session when such vacancy occurs. If  the board of 
supervisors is in session, vacancies shall be filled by election by said
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board for the unexpired term. Appointments made by the chairman of 
the board of supervisors, as hereinbefore specified, shall be for the 
period of time until the next regular meeting of the board of super­
visors. Each person appointed or created a member of the county 
school board shall, within ten days after the notice of such appoint­
ment, take and subscribe an oath, to support the constitution of the 
United States and the constitution of Michigan, and honestly, faithfully 
and impartially to discharge his duties as a member of said board, to 
the best of his ability, which oath shall be filed in the office of the county 
clerk. He shall also, within the same time, file a bond in such sum as 
may be fixed by the board of supervisors, which bond shall be filed in 
the office of the county clerk. Within fifteen days, after the appoint­
ment of said board, the members thereof shall meet and organize by 
electing one of their number as president. The county commissioner of 
schools shall be ex-officio secretary of the said board. The board here­
after created shall prescribe the duties of the several officers except as 
fixed by law.
Section 3. Whenever two or more counties unite in establishing such 
a school, the provisions of section two of this act shall apply to the 
organization of the county school board, and to filling vacancies therein : 
Provided, That the county commissioner of the county in which the 
school is located shall be a member of the board and ex-officio its secre­
tary; and two members shall also be elected from each county by the 
board of supervisors thereof, one for one year and one for two years, 
and thereafter one member of the board shall be elected annually in each 
county for the full term of two years, but no member of the county 
board of supervisors shall be eligible.
Section 4. Whenever two or more counties shall unite in establishing 
and maintaining a school under the provisions of this act, the county 
school board herein provided shall, on or before the first day of October 
in each year, determine the amount of money necessary for the equip­
ment and maintenance of said school for the ensuing year, which said 
amount they shall apportion among the counties in proportion to the 
assessed valuation of each county as last fixed by the State Board of 
Equalization and shall report their estimate and apportionment to the 
county clerk of each county, who shall lay said report before the board 
of supervisors at its annual meeting. The amount so apportioned to 
each county shall be levied by the board of supervisors of such county, 
as a portion of the county tax for the ensuing year, for the support of 
the said school.
Section 5. The county treasurer of the county in which said school 
is located shall be ex-officio treasurer of said board; all moneys appro­
priated and expended under the provisions of this act shall be expended 
by the county school board and shall be paid by the said county treas­
urer on orders issued by said board or in counties having a board of
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county auditors, by such auditors, and all moneys received by said 
board shall be paid to the said county treasurer for the fund of the 
county school board.
S e c t i o n  6. In the county schools of agriculture and domestic econ­
omy organized under the provisions of this act, instruction shall be 
given in the elements of agriculture including instruction concerning 
the soil, the plant life, and the animal life of the farm; a system of 
farm accounts shall also be taught; instructions shall also be given in 
manual training and domestic economy and such other related subjects 
as may be prescribed.
S e c t i o n  7. Each such school shall have connected with it a tract of 
land suitable for purposes of experiment and demonstration, of not less 
than ten acres in area.
S e c t i o n  8 .  The schools organized under the provisions of this act 
shall be free to the inhabitants of the county or counties contributing 
to their support, who shall be qualified to pursue the course of study 
as prescribed by the school board. Whenever students of advanced age 
desire admission to the school during the winter months in sufficient 
number to warrant the organization of special classes for their instruc­
tion, such classes shall be organized and continued for such time as 
their attendance may make necessary.
S e c t i o n  9. The State Superintendent of Public Instruction shall 
give such information and assistance and establish such requirements 
as may seem necessary for the proper organization and maintenance of 
such schools, and, with the advice of the president of the Michigan 
State Agricultural College, determine the qualifications required of teach­
ers employed in such schools : Provided, That no person shall be eligible 
to a position as superintendent of any school established under this act, 
who is not a graduate of a state college of agriculture. The State Super­
intendent of Public Instruction shall have the general supervision of all 
schools established under this act; shall from time to time inspect the 
same, make such recommendations relating to their management as he 
may deem necessary, and make such report thereon to said schools as 
shall give full information concerning their number, character and 
efficiency.
This act is ordered to take immediate effect.
Approved April 3, 1907.
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M i s s i s s i p p i .
Ch a p t e r  102.
S. B . N o . 302.
A n  A c t  to  p r o v id e  f o r  t h e  E s t a b l i s h m e n t  o p  a  C o u n t y  A g r ic u l ­
t u r a l  H ig h  S c h o o l ; a n d  to  p r o v id e  f o r  t h e  O r g a n iz a t io n , 
E q u i p m e n t  a n d  M a i n t e n a n c e .
To provide for County Agricultural High Schools.
S e c t io n  1. Be it enacted by the Legislature of the Slate of Missis­
sippi, That it shall be lawful for the county school board of any county 
in the State to establish one agricultural high school in the county for 
the purpose of instructing the white youth of the county in high school 
branches, theoretical and practical agriculture, and in such other 
branches as the board hereinafter provided for may make a part of its 
curriculum.
Board of Supervisors empowered to levy Tax not exceeding Two Mills.
S e c . 2. The board of supervisors of any county where an agricultural 
high school has been established by the county school board, shall have 
the power, if necessary, to levy a tax on the taxable property at the 
time the annual tax levy is made for the support and maintenance of the 
said school, provided that such tax for any one year shall not exceed 
two mills; and provided further that should within twenty days after 
such levy shall have been made a petition of twenty per cent, of the 
qualified electors of the said county shall file with the clerk of the board 
of supervisors a petition asking that that tax be not levied, then the 
question shall be submitted to an election of the qualified electors of the 
county within thirty days after the next meeting of the board of super­
visors after the filing of the petition, and should a majority of the votes 
cast be against the tax, the levy of the board for the high school shall 
be null and void, and the tax collector shall refuse to collect the tax; 
but should a majority of the votes be for the tax, then the tax collectors 
shall proceed to collect the tax as all other taxes are collected, receiving 
the lawful commission for such collection. The tax so collected shall 
be deposited with the county treasurer to be paid out by him on the 
order of the board of trustees of the high school.
Government of Such School vested in Five Trustees.
S e c . 3. The government and control of the county agricultural high 
school shall be vested in a board of five trustees, two of whom shall be 
elected by the board of supervisors, two by the county school board, and 
the county superintendent of education shall constitute the fifth member. 
Two of the number first elected shall serve for two years, and their sue-
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cessors shall serve for a term of four years; and two shall serve for a 
term of four years. All regular terms shall be for a term of four 
years. Ihe trustees shall have control of the property, elect and fix 
salaries of all teachers and employees, and shall have full power to do 
all things necessary to the successful operation of said school. The 
trustees are hereby empowered to l'eceive donations of land, money and 
any other things of value for said school, and, if necessary, to buy real 
property. No school shall be recognized by the State Board of Educa­
tion as an agricultural high school until at least twenty acres of land 
have been acquired.
Duty of State Superintendent when School lawfully established.
S e c . 4. When the State Superintendent of Education shall have 
received from the county superintendent of education of any county a 
statement showing that an agricultural high school has been located by 
the county school board, that the land as heretofore provided has been 
acquired, the necessary levy has been made by the board of supervisors 
as heretofore provided for in this Act, and suitable buildings have been 
erected, including a boarding department, where not less than forty 
students may have dormitory and dining-room facilities, then the State 
Superintendent shall visit said school, and after a thorough inspection 
of said school, shall make a full and complete report of said inspection 
to the State Board of Education. Should it appear to the Board of 
Education that it would be to the interest of the State, the board shall 
draw an order on the Auditor in favor of the county treasurer for the 
sum of one thousand dollars for the use of the trustees of the high 
school, and the Auditor shall issue his warrant annually on the treasurer 
for the amount. Provided, that no aid shall be given an agricultural 
high school until the State Board of Education has approved the plans 
for the buildings and the course of study for the same. The appro­
priation of one thousand dollars shall be made annually, but State aid 
may be withdrawn at any time when the State Board of Education finds 
that a school is not being legally conducted for the purpose for which it 
was established.
S e c . 5. It shall be the duty of the Legislature to make appropriations 
to meet the conditions of this Act.
S e c . 6. That this Act be in force and take effect from and after its
Approved March 21, 1908.passage.
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N e w  J e r s e y .
J o in t  R e s o l u t io n , N o . 11.
A J o i n t  R e s o l u t io n  a u t h o r i z i n g  t h e  G o v e r n o r  to  a p p o i n t  a  C o m ­
m i s s i o n  TO INQUIRE INTO THE SUBJECT OE INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 
AND REPORT THEREON TO THE N e XT LEGISLATURE.
Be it resolved by the Senate and General Assembly of the State of
New Jersey:
1. The Governor is hereby authorized to appoint a commission of 
five persons, citizens of New Jersey, to inquire into and report to the 
next Legislature upon the subject of promoting industrial and techni­
cal education: the commissioners to be appointed by virtue of this 
act shall serve without compensation, but shall be repaid their expenses, , 
actually incurred in and about the performance of their duties, and 
may employ a secretary and all necessary and clerical and other assist­
ance; provided, however, the total expense of said commission shall 
not exceed three thousand dollars.
2. The commission shall investigate the needs for education in the 
different grades of skill and responsibility in the various industries 
of the commonwealth. They shall investigate how far the needs are 
met by existing institutions and what new forms of educational effort 
shall be advisable, and shall make such investigations as may be prac­
ticable as to similar educational work done by other states, by the 
United States government and by foreign governments.
3. All expenses of the commission as herein provided for shall be 
paid out of moneys specially provided therefor.
4. This resolution shall take effect immediately.
Approved April 14, 1908.
N e w  Y o r k .
A n  A c t  to  a m e n d  t h e  C o n s o l id a t e d  S c h o o l  L a w  b y  p r o v id in g  f o r  
t h e  E s t a b l i s h m e n t  a n d  M a i n t e n a n c e  o f  G e n e r a l  I n d u s t r ia l  
a n d  T r a d e  S c h o o l s  i n  C i t i e s  a n d  i n  U n i o n  F r e e  S c h o o l  D i s ­
t r ic t s ,  AND MAKING AN APPROPRIATION THEREFOR.
(B e ca m e  a  law  M ay  18, 1908, w ith  t h e  a p p ro v a l o f th e  G o v e rn o r. P a s se d , th re e -
f if th s  b e in g  p re s e n t.)
The people of the Slate of New York, represented in Senate and 
Assembly, do enact as follows:
S e c t io n  1. Section twenty-five of article ten of title fifteen of the 
consolidated school law is hereby amended to read as follows: —■
Article X. — General Industrial and Trade Schools.
25. General Industrial and Trade Schools may he established. —
1. The board of education of any city, and in a city not having a 
board of education the officer having the management and supervision
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of the public school system, may establish, acquire, conduct and main­
tain as a part of the public school system of such city general in­
dustrial schools open to pupils who have completed the elementary 
school course or who have attained the age of fourteen years, and 
trade schools open to pupils who have attained the age of sixteen 
years and have completed either the elementary school course or a 
course in the above mentioned general industrial school or who have 
met such other requirements as the local school authorities may have 
prescribed.
2. The board of education of any union free school district shall 
also establish, acquire and maintain such schools for like purposes 
whenever such schools shall be authorized by a district meeting.
2. Section 25-a is hereby added to article ten, title fifteen, of 
the consolidated school law, and to read as follows: —
25-a. 1. Appointment of an Advisory Board. — The board of edu­
cation in a city and the officer having the management and super­
vision of the public school system in a city not having a board of 
education shall appoint an advisory board of five members represent­
ing the local trades and industries. In the first instance two of such 
members shall be appointed for a term of one year and three of such 
members shall be appointed for a term of two years. Thereafter as 
the terms of such members shall expire the vacancies caused thereby 
shall be filled for a full term of two years. Any other vacancy occur­
ring on such board shall be filled by the appointing power named in 
this section for the remainder of the unexpired term.
2. It shall be the duty of such advisory board to counsel with and 
advise the board of education or the officer having the management 
and supervision of the public school system in a city not having a 
board of education in relation to the powers and duties vested in such 
board or officer by section twenty-six of this act.
3. Section twenty-six of article ten of title fifteen of the consoli­
dated school law is hereby amended to read as follows: —
26. Authority of the Board of Education over Such Schools. — 
The board of education in a city and the officer having the manage­
ment and supervision of the public school system in a city not having 
a board of education and the board of education in a union free 
school district which authorizes the establishment of a general in­
dustrial or a trade school is vested with the same power and authority 
over the management, supervision and control of such school and the 
teachers or instructors employed therein as such board or officer now 
has over the schools and teachers under their charge. Such boards of 
education or such officer shall also have full power and authority: —
1. To employ competent teachers or instructors.
2. To provide proper courses of study.
3. To purchase or acquire sites and grounds and to purchase, ac-
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quire, lease or construct and to repair suitable shops or buildings and 
to properly equip the same.
4. To purchase necessary machinery, tools, apparatus and supplies.
4. Section twenty-seven of article ten of title fifteen of the con­
solidated school law is hereby amended to read as follows: —
2/. State Aid for General Industrial and Trade Schools. — The 
commissioner of education in the annual apportionment of the state 
school moneys shall apportion therefrom to each city and union free 
school district the sum of five hundred dollars for each independently 
organized general industrial or trade school maintained therein for 
forty weeks during the school year and employing one teacher whose 
work is devoted exclusively to such school, and having an enrollment 
of at least twenty-five pupils and maintaining a course of study ap­
proved by him. He shall also make an additional apportionment to 
each city and union free school district of two hundred dollars for 
each additional teacher employed exclusively in such schools for forty 
weeks during the school year. All such moneys apportioned by the 
commissioner of education shall be used exclusively for the support 
and maintenance of such schools in the city or district to which such 
moneys are apportioned. But the commissioner of education may in 
his discretion apportion to a district or city maintaining such schools 
or employing such teachers for a shorter time than forty weeks, an 
amount pro rata to the time such schools are maintained or such 
teachers are employed. This section shall not be construed to en­
title manual training high-schools or other secondary schools main­
taining manual training departments, to an apportionment of funds 
herein provided for.
5. Section twenty-eight is hereby added to article ten, title fifteen, 
of the consolidated school law, and to read as follows: —
28. Annual Estimate by Board of Education and Appropriations 
by Municipal and School Districts. — 1. The board of education of 
each city or the officer having the management and supervision of the 
public school system in a city not having a board of education shall 
file with the common council of such city within thirty days after the 
commencement of the fiscal year of such city a written itemized esti­
mate of the expenditures necessary for the maintenance of its general 
industrial and trade schools and the estimated amount which the city 
will receive from the state school moneys applicable to the support 
of such schools. The common council shall give a public hearing to 
such persons as wish to be heard in reference thereto. The common 
council shall adopt such estimate and after deducting therefrom the 
amount of state moneys applicable to the support of such schools 
shall include the balance in the annual tax budget of such city. Such 
amount shall be levied, assessed and raised by tax upon the real and 
personal property liable to taxation in the city at the time and in
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the manner that other taxes for school purposes are raised. The 
common council shall have power by a two-thirds vote to reduce or 
reject any item included in such estimate.
2. The board of education in a union free school district which 
maintains a general industrial or trade school shall include in its 
estimate of anticipated expenses pursuant to the provisions of sec­
tions nine and eighteen of title eight of this act the amount that will 
be required to maintain such schools after applying toward the main­
tenance thereof the amount apportioned therefor by the commissioner 
of education. Such amount shall thereafter be levied, assessed and 
raised by tax upon the taxable property of the district at the time 
and in the manner that other taxes for school purposes are raised in 
such district.
6. Powers and Duties of Commissioner of Education. — The com­
missioner of education shall have general supervision of such schools; 
he shall prescribe regulations governing the licensing of the teachers 
employed therein; and he is hereby authorized, empowered and di­
rected to provide for the inspection of such schools, to take necessary 
action to make effectual the provisions of this act, and to advise and 
assist boards of education in the several cities and school districts 
in the establishment, organization and management of such schools. 
The sum of seven thousand dollars or so much thereof as may be 
necessary, is hereby appropriated to the education department for 
the enforcement of this act, and the commissioner of education is 
hereby empowered to create such positions, to make such appointments 
and to fix the salary of employees as may be necessary for the pur­
poses of this act for the period of one year.
7. This act shall take effect immediately.
S t a t e  o p  N e w  Y o r k ,
I  h a v e  c o m p a re d  t h e  p re c e d in g  w ith  t h e  o rig in a l law  o n  file in  th i s  office, a n d  do 
h e re b y  c e r t i fy  t h a t  th e  s a m e  is  a  c o rre c t  t r a n s c r ip t  th e re f ro m  a n d  o f th e  w ho le  of 
s a id  o r ig in a l law .
An  Act to create Sections 926-22 to 926-30, inclusive, Statutes,
PROVIDING FOE THE ESTABLISHMENT AND MAINTENANCE OF TRADE
S c h o o l s  i n  t h e  S t a t e  o f  W i s c o n s i n .
The people of the State of Wisconsin, represented in Senate and
S e c t io n  1. There are added to the statutes nine new sections, to 
read: Section 926-22. Any city in the state of Wisconsin or any 
school district having within its limits a city desiring to establish,
O f f ic e  o f  t h e  S e c r e t a r y  o f  S t a t e .
J O H N  S. W H A L E N ,
Secretary of State.
W i s c o n s i n .
Ch a p t e r  122, L aw s  o f  1907.
Assembly, do enact as foliotes:
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conduct and maintain a school or schools for the purpose of giving 
practical instruction in the useful trades to persons having attained 
the age of sixteen years, as a part of the public school system of such 
city, is empowered to do so by complying with the provisions of sec­
tions 926-23 to 926-30, inclusive, statutes of 1S98.
926-23. Such trade school or schools shall be under the super­
vision and control of the school boards of the respective cities or school 
districts in which they may be located.
926-24. The school board of every such city or school district is 
given such power and authority to establish, take over and maintain 
a trade school or schools, equip the same with proper machinery and 
tools, employ a competent instructor or instructors, and give practi­
cal instruction in one or more of the common trades. Such a trade 
school shall not be maintained, however, unless there be an average 
enrollment of at least thirty scholars.
926-25. Whenever any school board shall have established or taken 
over an established trade school, such school board may prepare the 
courses of study, employ instructors, purchase all machinery, tools 
and supplies, purchase or lease suitable grounds or buildings for the 
use of such school and exercise the same authority over such school 
which it now has over the schools under its charge.
926-26. Whenever any school board shall have established or taken 
over an already established trade school or schools it may appoint an 
advisory committee, to be known as the committee on trade schools, 
consisting of five citizens, not members of the school board, each of 
whom is experienced in one or more of the trades to be taught in 
the school or schools, to assist in the administration of the trade school 
or schools located in that city, which committee shall be appointed by the 
president of such school board with the approval of a majority of the 
board. Such committee shall have authority subject to the approval 
and ratification of the school board, to prepare courses of study, em­
ploy or dismiss instructors, purchase machinery, tools and supplies, 
and purchase or rent suitable grounds or buildings for the use of 
such trade schools. When any such committee on trade schools is 
appointed two of its original members shall be appointed for the 
term of one year, another two for the term of two years, and the 
fifth member for a term of three years, and thereafter, each member of 
said committee shall be appointed for the term of two years. In ease of 
any vacancy during the term of any member of said committee, said 
school board shall fill such vacancy by appointment for such unex­
pired term.
926—27. Students attending any such trade school may be required 
to pay for all material consumed by them in their work in such 
school at cost prices or in lieu thereof the school board may establish 
a fixed sum to be paid by each student in each course which sum shall 
be sufficient to cover, as nearly as may be, the cost of the material to
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be consumed in such course; any manufactured article made in such 
school may be disposed of at the discretion of the school board, and 
the proceeds shall be paid into the trade school fund.
926—28. Whenever any such school board shall have decided to 
establish a trade school or schools, or to take over one already estab­
lished, under the provision of this act, a tax, not exceeding one-half 
mill on the total assessed valuation of such city shall be levied, upon 
the requisition of the school board, as other school taxes are levied in 
such city; the fund derived from such taxation shall be known as the 
trade school fund, shall be used in establishing and maintaining a 
trade school or trade schools in such city, shall not be diverted or 
used for any other purpose whatsoever, and may be disposed of and 
disbursed by the school board of such city in the same manner and 
pursuant to the same regulations governing the disposition and dis­
bursement of regular school funds by such boards.
926~29. Any school board desiring to avail itself of the provi­
sions of this act, may, before the trade school fund herein provided 
for becomes available, establish, take over, equip and maintain a 
trade school or schools out of the regular school funds which may 
be at the disposal of such school board, provided, however, that all 
moneys used for these purposes out of the regular school funds shall 
be refunded within three years from the trade school fund.
926—30. 1. When the school board of any city of the second,
third or fourth class, or the school board of any school district having 
within its limits such a city, shall determine to establish, take over, 
conduct or maintain such trade school, it shall publish notice of its 
intention so to do with a copy of the resolutions or order expressing 
such determination once each week for four successive weeks in a 
newspaper published in said school district and shall take no further 
steps in said matter until the expiration of thirty days from the date 
of the first publication.
2. If  within such thirty days there shall be filed with the clerk 
of such city a petition signed by a number of electors of the school 
district equal to twenty per centum of the number of votes cast in 
said city at the last municipal election praying that the question of 
the establishment, taking over, conduct and maintenance of such trade 
school shall be submitted to the vote of the electors of such school 
district, the city clerk shall at the earliest opportunity lay such peti­
tion before the common council. The common council shall thereupon 
at its next regular meeting by resolution or ordinance direct the city 
clerk to call a special election for the purpose of submitting such 
question to the electors of such city and school district.
3. Such election shall be noticed and conducted and canvassed in 
accordance with the provisions of section 943, statutes of 1898. All 
electors within the territory constituting such school district, quali-
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fled to vote at any election pertaining to school district matters shall 
be entitled to vote.
4. If  any of said school districts shall be beyond the limits of 
such city, the city clerk shall immediately upon the passage of the 
resolution or ordinance by the city council ordering such election, 
transmit a copy thereof to the clerk of the town or towns of which 
such territory is constituted. The clerk or clerks of said towns shall 
thereupon cause a notice of such election to be given and such election 
to be held and canvassed as provided in section 943.
5. If  a majority of the ballots cast in such school district shall 
be in favor of establishing, taking over, conducting or maintenance 
of such trade school, then such board shall proceed as heretofore pro­
vided to establish, take over, conduct and maintain such trade school. 
But if a majority shall vote against such proposition to establish, take 
over, conduct and maintain a trade school, the board shall take no 
further steps towards such end.
6. I f  no petition to submit such proposition to establish, take over, 
or maintain a trade school to the vote of the electors shall be filed 
with the city clerk within thirty days after the first publication of 
the notice of the determination of the school board to take such action, 
then such school board may proceed as hereinbefore provided without 
submitting such proposition to the electors of the district.
Approved May 22, 1907. In effect July 1, 1907.
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